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I. SUMMARY

"The increased funding made available to the Library this year
enabled us to obtain some important and highly useful library
materials.. .However, there remains, as perhaps there always will,
large areas of knowledge in fields important to the University for
which major funding allocations should be made."

Robert K. Johnson
UA Library Annual Report, 1968/9

Twenty years later it is entirely appropriate to echo my predecessor's
statement. A significant increase in the acquisitions budget this year
allowed us to "make-up," insofar as that is possible, for several years of
relatively poor funding, but in no sense could we buy everything that the
faculty, staff and students of a major research university have a right to
expect. Establishment of 560 new serials titles and re-subscription to
some that were cancelled during the Serials Review Project made us all
feel better, but tens of thousands of dollars in additional requests went
unanswered and many offers of important, but extremely expensive, one-time
purchases went unaccepted.

"Most Significant Event of the Year" was shared: The Center for Creative
Photography moved into and opened its beautiful, new, spacious building in
February. Across campus in the Science/Engineering Library a prototype
online catalog (called INNOPAC) for the S/EL collection became operational
in October and has been used by patrons and staff alike through the spring
semester to general applause and compliments.

As the year came to an end the Library received approval from the
Provost's Office to hire two new professional librarians. One will be
recruited nationally to fill the position of Congressional Archivist in
the Special Collections Department. The other will be assigned to the
Center for Creative Photography thus relieving slightly the extremely
difficult staffing deficiency in the new building. The latter appointment
should make it possible to have at least some limited weekend hours in the
fall (weekend hours had to be eliminated with the opening of the new build-
ing because of the much greater security problems).

Other events this year with major implications for the future were: 1)
completion of a Five-Year Automation Plan (parts of which have been and
will be rolled into other Library and University planning documents); 2)
final acceptance of an outstanding affirmative action plan that was nearly
a year in the making; 3) initiation of the UA Library's participation in
the National Agriculture Library Text Digitizing Project; 4) initiation of
the process to hire a consultant to help us create a Ten-Year Master Plan
for the Library; 5) final agreement on space to be made available for the
Music Collection in the new Fine Arts Complex; 6) successful completion of
a sunset review of the Southwest Folklore Center during which the review
panel identified it as "a major contributor to the cultural life of the
Southwest"; 7) creation of a new professional position (half-time and
funded with soft money) filled by Miriam Nickerson, the Library's first
development officer.

Also with far-reaching consequences were some events that we might have
wished to avoid: 1) completion of the three-year Serials Review Project
which identified for cancellation about $300,000 worth of subscriptions;
2) elimination of the position of Assistant University Librarian for
Systems and Planning; 3) failure for the second year in a row to obtain
funding to expand Special Collections to house massive amounts of new



material received in recent years; 4) increases in virtually all collec-
tions of unprocessed/back-logged materials; 5) failure to obtain funds for
remodeling of the Film Collection, and 6) growing staff burnout in their
attempts to adequately respond to increasing enrollment and change to
automated systems.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

"The staff made many valuable contributions to librarianship and to
the library well-being of the citizens of Arizona."

Frederick Cromwell
UA Library Annual Report 1948/9

People, people, people. If we are not already a great library, we aspire
to greatness, and what sets us apart is our desire. The summary section
above notes only the most obvious of a year's worth of changes. To under-
stand what is implied one must look beyond the highlights to recognize
that while each "special" thing was being accomplished the entire system
continued its hourly, daily, weekly efforts to give the best answer, find
the best source, order the best material, efficiently process the most
needed items, do the best job of training, and quickly check out the essen-
tial book (to mention some of the more obvious). Cumulatively these indi-
vidual actions provided millions of pieces of service with the overall
intent of doing the job effectively and right, the first time.

Although the Library, until this year, had not received a single state-
funded position in more than ten years, it has continued during that dec-
ade-plus to offer all the traditional library services and has taken on
new responsibilities for automated services. Not only has the number and
complexity of services multiplied, but the University community has grown
in faculty, students and staff, and those increases are noticed every day
at service points throughout the Library system. Long lines to get help
from a reference librarian are common. Delays of several days in returning
books to the shelves after they have been used are also common at certain
times of each semester.

The staff is our strength, but it is getting precariously near to burn-
out. If some relief in the way of additional staffing is not found soon,
service will begin to deteriorate despite the best intentions of everyone
involved.

With the impetus of our first comprehensive Affirmative Action plan to
help move us, and a heightened awareness of our responsibility in this
regard, it is satisfying to note that during the first three-quarters of
the year the Library was able to improve its minority employment situation
among career staff, increasing the minority percentage by three points
from near 17 to more than 20. I am confident we can successfully continue
this trend.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

"The impact of the University's growth upon the Library has been
studied continuously and with deep concern."

Fleming Bennett
UA Library Annual Report 1958/9



Mr. Bennett would have been even more concerned if he had envisioned the

continuing growth of the University three decades later. Two major limita-

tions (lack of staff and lack of space) have manifested themselves repeat-

edly through the decades. The 1980s have added "lack of development in

automation" to the list.

Being the first major U.S. library to have an operating GEAC circulation

system in 1979/80 was a source of pride and brought us some national atten-

tion. A few months short of a decade later that system is beginning to

show its gray hair. This year's installation of the prototype INNOPAC

system mentioned above is also something to bring pleasure, but in that

intervening decade we have fallen seriously behind our peer institutions,

most of which have full-scale automated catalogs, sometimes in their sec-

ond and third generation of improvements. The cost of implementing an

online catalog and information system for us now hovers at $2 million with

an on-going, annual cost for maintenance and development that will exceed

$400,000. Without a major investment in this kind of automation soon, we

will be forced to begin spending tens of thousands of dollars each year

patching up the old GEAC hardware, money that could be used for improve-

ments in overall access rather than merely slowing deterioration of the

circulation system.

The Music Collection space in the Fine Arts Complex will be only 70% of

the amount needed, will provide less than 10 years of growth for music

collections, and will not allow us to transfer the processing of music

materials out of the Main Library. With the exception of the library built

into the Center for Creative Photography it will be the only significant

library space added since the 1976 completion of the main building.

Total study seating has fallen well below the goal of one seat for each

ten students set in 1972 (and very nearly achieved in 1977) to about one

for each fifteen. The Music Collection will not change this ratio apprecia-

bly. Meanwhile the Main Library stack is nearly 80% full (it's well above

80% in some high-growth areas) while the Science/Engineering Library ex-

ceeds 75% throughout. Because of the need for space to shelve new addi-

tions and reshelve returned circulationS, 80% is considered full; at 90%

new volumes simply cannot be added without major shifting of huge amounts

of material.

I have already complained about lack of staffing. I add only one asser-

tion: without exception it can be demonstrated that every single Library

department and area is producing substantiallY more (of whatever they

produce, be it answered questions, library skills training sessions, cata-

loged books or any one of a dozen other things) per person than they were

in 1981/2. That year was the last one in which any sizeable additions were

made to the staff (ten positions, all of them on soft money). Two things

account for our ability to stay afloat: automation and perspiration. As I

indicated above, the staff is about out of sweat.

IV. FUTURE PLANS

"With the occupancy of the new building in September 1925 and the

adaptation of the staff to its new quarters in 1926, the definitely

pioneer period of the library came to a close."

Estelle Lutrell
UA Library Annual Report 1928/9



Another kind of pioneer period passed in the mid-1960s when the UA Library
was elected a member of the Association of Research Libraries and, during
the following decade leaped from a middle size library in that group to a
position in the top twenty libraries in the U.S. But the gains of those
years have not been maintained. Having climbed from 40th in collection
size in 1973/4 to 23rd in 1984/5, the UA Library has plateaued (to put a
nice word to it) or stagnated in growth. Perhaps it is not truly a "plan,"
but it is our aspiration to return to a pattern of growth.

The Ten-Year Master Plan for the Library, mentioned in the summary sec-
tion, will be completed during the coming year. It will be maintained in
electronic format and will be continually up-dated to reflect changing
budget conditions and to provide a bench mark for each year's requests
concerning the five major elements: staffing, facilities, automation,
services and collections.

As noted above we will give continuing attention to recruitment of minori-
ties among classified staff, and of minorities and women among academic
professionals.

A separately maintained Five-Year Automation Plan, created last year, will
be used to guide future development in electronic media as well as in
electronic support for processing and administrative activities.

Adding new permanent staff at all levels will become a priority. We plan
to aid the University Administration in all possible ways as they seek to
provide a mechanism that builds necessary support and service units along
with other university-wide growth.

During the next year we will complete a study, with the aid of the Office
of Management Studies of the Association of Research Libraries, of our
existing and projected needs in the conservation, restoration and preserva-
tion of our collections. The recommendations of that study will be inte-
grated into the Master Plan.

Before any online information system can be made operational our biblio-
graphic records must be converted to match new standards. Called "retro-
spective conversion" this process has been underway for some time, was
accelerated for science/engineering materials by the implementation of
INNOPAC, and will be continued, but only a piece at a time, each year
until a new online system is funded and demands completion of the work.



UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY
PUBLIC SERVICE STATISTICS

TWO-YEAR COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

1987/88 1988/89

REFERENCE! INFORMATION TRANSACTIONS
Center for Creative Photography 3,044 *1,368

Central Reference 110,985 119,721

CPNM 83,650 **97,458

Documents 29,208 32,348

library Science 2,683 3,329

Library Skills Desks 21,163 21,298

Maps 6,625 8,883

Media 12,865 14,327

Music 12,296 15,710

Oriental Studies 3,062 2,811

Science-Engineering (inc. CPMR) 56,587 60,340
Southwest Folklore Center 1,002 1,224

Special Collections 9,394 9,213

352,564 388,030

ITEMS CIRCULATED
Center for Creative Photography 5,154 3,872

Documents 5,305 6,352

Films (6 months) 2,959 1,581

Library Science 20,759 21,669

Main & SEL 628,826 663,901

Maps 7,795 8,219

Media 34,132 29,400

Music (in and out) 67,575 64,105

Special Collections 16,275 18,288

788,780 817,387

ITEMS RESHELVED
Central Reference

CPNM Newspapers 13O,45Z 137,656

CPNM Current Periodicals 167,115 171,231

CPNM Microforms 200,033 286,221

Documents
Microforms 22,450 24,E,11

Maps
Sheet maps 9,6O3 3i,974

Books/atlas 4,977
Oriental Studies 14,576

SEL
CPMR Microforms 1,096 6,156
CPMR Current Periodicals
(circ/in-house)

87,120 95,860

Reference 75,814 51,959
Docs 702 465

SF1/Main 1,459,036 t,SZ1,238

2,184,98 2,345,437



* Statistics kept for February 10 - June 30, 1989 only.
** Number of questions asked figured as 41.9% of attendance count.
*** Students reached in parentheses.

1987/88 1988/89
LIBRARY INSTRUCTION PRESENTATIONS***

Course-related (Grad) 72 (1,451) 58 (1,283)
Library Skills (Undergrad) 138 (4,670) 149 (5,081)
Course-related (Undergrad) 400 (12,990) 317 (8,977)
Course-related (Grad/Undergrad) 14 (301) 20 (503)

Non-Course-Related 139 (1,549) 187 (2,763)
Community 30 (574) 34 (575)

793 (21,535) 765 (19,182)

ONLINE SEARCHES
Mediated Searches

Central Reference 546 233
Science-Engineering 427 295

973 528

Ready References Searches
Central Reference 1,463 1,269

Science-Engineering 739 605
Documents 21 126

_) )_)]

User-Conducted Searches
(Quicksearch and CAS online)
Central Reference 1,289 1,085
Science-Engineering 2,726 2,459

4,015 3,544

CD Rom Searches
Central Reference 7,655
Science-Engineering 1,882

9,537

Total Online Searches 7,211 15,609

INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS
Lending

Total Requests Received 42,486 45,866

Total Requests Filled 21,650 23,797

Music
Total Requests Received 2,695 2,324

Total. Requests Filled 2,048 1,674

Borrowing
7,918 8,457Total Requests Received

Total Requests Filled 6 , 7,324

83,735 89,442



COLLECTION RESOURCE STATISTICS
F? 88-89

Totals
from

Number of
Pieces/Vols.

Number of

Pieces/Vols.

TOTALS
for

FY 87-88 ADDED in F? W/DRAWN in FL F'! 88-89

BOUND VOLUMES
Monographs 68,038 1,003
Serials 20,771 730

TOTAL BOUND VOLUMES 2,036,883 88,809 1,733 2,123,959

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Depository 19,273
Non-Depository 4,765
TOTAL GOV. DOCS. 905,748 24,038 10,528 919,258

MICROFORMS
Microfilm 114,481 84
Microfiche 108,450 1,669
Microcard O O

TOTAL MICROFORMS 3,226,553 222,931 1,753 3,447,731

MAPS 199,697 3,931 144 203,484

MEDIA
Phonorecords 295 184
(Music & SWFC)

Other 5,489 1

(Media Center)
TOTAL MEDIA 126,530 5,784 185 132,129

MUSIC
Sheet Music 26,952 0 16 26,936

TOTAL HOLDINGS 6,522,263 345,493 14,359 6,853,397
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SUMMARY

Electronic Access

In 1988/89 the Branches achieved major success in increasing electronic
access to library collections. SEL fully implemented the planned prototype
online catalog; OSC began producing machine-readable catalog records on OCLC
CJK; Special Collections began cataloging manuscripts on OCLC using the new
standard MARC format; and Music Collection began accessing the Innovacq data
base to check for materials on order. Only Library Science and Southwest
Folklore Center were not involved in major automation projects, though in
those collections new personal computers assisted processing activities. In
addition, SEL acquired two CD-ROM databases, which were immediately fully
utilized by patrons, and began the test of the National Agricultural Text
Digitizing Project, which provides our users with full-text, subject-
oriented databases. Staff from all areas of the Library deserve kudos for
assisting in the various implementation projects that have made these major
steps forward possible.

Space and Facilities

All Branches have been concerned this year with some aspect of facilities
planning or expansion. Southwest Folklore Center almost doubled its space
for storage, processing and meetings; Music finalized plans for the new
Music Library, which, though limited in growth space, will address major
problems with the present facility; Special Collections planned the transfer
of over 700 boxes of manuscripts to storage in the new CCP building, which
will create space for the Udall papers, and also planned for next year's
construction, which will provide them with critically needed storage space
on Cl; the OSC received semi-final approval to move the Near East Collection
to the Main Library next year and will store the Hindi and Urdu backlog at
CCP; Library Science ends the year with a proposed move to the Main Library;
and SEL rearranged reference room space to accommodate the online catalog
and CD-ROMs.

Concerns about space include the impact of the various moves on the capacity
of the Main Stacks, the need to finalize plans for an addition to the SEL
which is now shelved at 78% capacity; and the necessity for next year's
renovation of Special Collections.

Staffing

This past year was a year of much temporary staffing-- two positions each in
Special Collections, OSC and SEL, and additional volunteers in Folklore

Center. Training and reallocation of duties absorbed a great deal of time,
and created several stressful situations for all staff. As we implement new
systems, attempt to reduce backlogs of manuscripts and books, and take on
collection review projects, there is much to be proud of in our staff, but
we must also recognize the amount of stress each new project creates. All



staff in the Branches accomplished far beyond normal expectations, but such
high standards of performance are becoming the norm given library goals.

Processing

Special Collections, Music, OSC, and Folklore all made headway in reducing
backlogs of locally processed materials and increased access to heretofore
"hidden" collections. Processing of Udall papers and other manuscript
collections, indexing and analyzing of various music collections, 'GEAC'ing'
of Chinese and Japanese new receipts, and transcribing and indexing of
Tucson Meet Yourself tapes demonstrate efforts to make our rich and varied
special collections more available to users.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

Staff are the key to successful service in the Branches, as elsewhere in the
Library. Flexibility in adapting to and implementing new services,
initiative in taking on necessary processing projects,and motivation in
providing the highest quality of service to students and faculty are all
characteristics that describe present staff in the branches. Temporary staff
deserve special thanks for "keeping us alive" during times of staff turnover
and shortage. Productivity was exemplary under very trying conditions.

Collection support this year was also noteworthy. Increases to Branch
collection budgets were needed and important development of all collections
was possible given the generous supplement to the Library's materials
budget. The Serials Review Project, now complete thanks to an incredible
effort by staff, will add to the strength of our collections, allowing us to
concentrate on key research areas and essential and important serial titles.
The ability to add new journal titles was most welcome and our users will
benefit greatly.

Funding of the SEL Online Catalog also will add to our strength. Completion
of the prototype catalog has given us invaluable experience and information
regarding setting up, maintaining, and providing instruction in the use of
online systems. A "giant leap" has been taken on behalf of researchers and
students on this campus in provision of the online catalog. Demand for
remote access was immediate, and patron satisfaction is extremely high.
Other computer projects mentioned in the summary have also increased access
and streamlined processing.

Completion of proposed renovation and building projects for Special
Collections and Music, and assurance of future funding for a major addition
to SEL will dramatically strengthen our ability to house and provide quality
access to our Branch collections.

The Southwest Folklore Center's Sunset Review this year identified the
Center as a major contributor to the cultural life of the Southwest, in its
research, information and programmatic functions.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Lack of staff and the inability to reward high performance are major
limitations to what we can accomplish. At least four professional positions
and two staff positions are critically needed just to continue present
levels of service in the Branches. Burnout, with concomitant increases in
personnel problems, is beginning to occur. Reactive measures to increasing
demands are causing an increase in stress and will eventually result in a
lessening of commitment to take on additional projects and provide the best
service. The Arthur Young Study has raised feelings of mistrust and a
perception of a lack of appreciation for library work.

Continued crowding of stack space and seating will have to continue in all
areas next year until renovations and various moves can be completed. A
major limitation of service and access will occur if the Music Collection
must move to any temporary quarters during renovation of the Music
Building. It must also be noted, again, that the new Music Library
facility, though welcome, will be sufficient only for 5-7 years, and the
Music Cataloger will not be able to be moved to the new location to assist
in staffing the building and providing better access to backlogged materials.

FUTURE PLANS
High on the priority list for next year is approval of funding for equipping
and furnishing the new Music Library. Final decisions need to be made
regarding listening systems, shelving, seating, and office furnishings, so
early approval is essential. Tattle-taping of the Music Collection
materials will be accomplished in preparation for the move. Staffing
requests should reflect the need to provide major library study space and
online catalog access to this remote part of campus. Demand for user space
will far outstrip capacity and there will be requests for longer hours as
well as increased reference and circulation services. Music books,
available on this end of campus for the first time, will circulate heavily.

Special Collections looks forward to recruiting a permanent
Manuscripts/Congressional Archives Librarian, training a new Special
Collections Librarian, and facing the chállenge of providing service during
the much-needed renovation. Increased security measures will be implemented.

SEL will further enhance Innovacq through implementation of the bindery
module and continue with plans to provide remote access to the online
catalog. Full document delivery service ought to be investigated. Staff

here will also be heavily involved in long-range facility expansion
planning. Staff absences due to temporary assignments, personal leave, and
sabbaticals will again pose stressful situations for remaining staff and
temporaries will have to take on more and more regular duties. Increasing
demand for online access to databases will need funding support if we are to
provide researchers with necessary access to scientific databases.



Southwest Folklore Center, under Grace Boyne's temporary direction, will
also need temporary help to accommodate the Director's sabbatical and
continue the important programs and reference services provided by this
unique Center.

The Oriental Studies Collection should become the East Asian Collection next
year with final removal of the Near East materials to Main, and the expected
increase in support and growth of the East Asian department. Staffing of
service, processing, and collection development and ordering functions is a
key concern. Backlogs will grow dramatically if new staff is not allocated
to the Collection.

Library Science faces major changes if the decision to move is supported and
funded. Plans are already drafted for smooth transfer of the collections
and staff will have to be integrated into Main Library areas where they can
continue to serve graduate library school students.

The Branches also will make every effort to continue to achieve the goals in
our Affirmative Action Plan, increasing the number of female and minority
professionals and minority career staff.



ANNUAL RERT 1988/89

cENTER FDR EATIVE PHOXRAPHY

SUBMITTED BY

TEREN PITTS, ACTING DIRECTOR



1. SUMMPLRY

The principal activity of the Center for Creative Photography during
the past year has been the move into our nei 'acility on the University
campus, vacating the building at 8L3 E. University. Preparations f'or this
move took nearly one year, Tith the actual move 'ccupying the neriod fran
late November 1988 through mid-January 1989. The complex move of staff
offices, library, and photograph collection required tremendous crnrdination
and effort on pert of all the staff, but the final result was a iooth move
with no loss r damage to collections.

The opening festivities for the new building were also well-planned,
successful ev'nts that included a heavily-attended public ribbon cutting
with tours of the building; a rala recognition evening for donors and
artists; the opening of the exhibitions Decade by Decade: T!rentieth Century
P,inerican Photorathv fran the Collection of the Center for Creative
Photography, /tnsel Adams, and Richard Avedon's Jacob Israel Avedon; the
publication of an accompanying monograph to Decade by Decade; and a
symposium of eight scholars on the subject of twentieth cenury k'rican
photography.

Throughout the year, the Center's Director and Curator were very
involved in overseeing the construction, anp1eon, and approval nf the new
building. (Several electrical, mechanical and architectural items still
remain to be resolved.) On the whole, the building has satisfied the
Center's immediate needs for expanded and odern space for collection
storage, exhibitions, public programs, ad offices.

As a result of opening this state-of-the-art building, the C"nter has
been receiving an increased number of proposals to serve as the r'posi tory
for photographic archives. One very large, important, and valuable new
archive has been added this past year: the Richard Avedon Archive, which "as
a gift of the photographer. Avedon is 'idely consi'lered to be one of the
most important and influential living Ar'erican photographers, and his
archive includes thousands of prints and riuch other material.

Another result of opening the ne building h.is been significantly
increased attendance. We are currently serving more than 2,000 people each
week, approximately five times more than ever bef"re.

Individual staff achievements during the past year are as follows.
Terence Pitts, Acting Director, served as a site-e"aluator for the National
Endowment for the Arts and is a finalist for the eva and John Logan Award
for Writing on Photography. Nancy Solanon, Publications Co"rdinator, served
on the Board of the Tucson-Pima Arts Council, 'here she is Secretary of the
Executive Committee and Chair of the Tucson Arts District Artist-in-
Residence Canmittee. She is a featured artist of the Tucson Poetry
Festival. Dianne Nilson, Photographer III, was a juror for the Tucson-Pirna
Arts Council Visual Arts Fellowships. Anne Sullivan served as Vice-
President of the Tucson Assocation of Museums and has served on a number of
Tucson and Arizona museum committees. Nancy Lutz, Marketing Specialist, as
Chair of Tucson Sculpture '89, is co-chair of the Sam Hughes Neighborhood
Association, and a juror for the Tucson-Pirna Arts Council Visual Arts
Fellowships. Victor LaViola taught a s°ssion at a Smithsonian Institution
sponsored workshop on museiri education in Tucson, and. taught one Extended
University class. Amy Rule, Photographic Archt'°s Librrian, received the
Kraszna-Kraus Award for her writing in issue 23 nf the Center's publication
The Archive.



2. MPLJOR S11ENGThS.

To the Center's two traditional streng4hs - its collections and 'ts
staff - can G4 be added its Lacility. The nei 'acuity finally allos the
Center to provide nearly-ideal storage conditions for its collections,
adequate working conditions for its staff, a'd extracrdinary acilities for
public use of the Center' s co1 lections. The ;'!ffson Multipurpose an is
the best hail for the pres'ntation of visual lecures in the city and is
probably one of the best in the country. The gallery space is the finest
and most adaptable space for the exhibition of potography in the country.
The Ford Motor Printvlewing Roctii is a state-of-the-art print study facility,
and the Polaroid Library and Rena and Morris Grand Rare Book Room create an
unequalled photographic library space.

The Center's collection, especially i,ith the addition of the Richard
Avedon Archive, continues to be the strongest collection of contemporary
photography in the world. This fact helps attract important ne gift
collections every year, and makes possible research, exhibitions, and
publications that no ot'er museum can support "ith its »in collection. The
Center's collection of photographs, manuscripts, and other archival
resources attracts the finest scholars in the world of twentieth century
photography.

The Center's staff, stretched and overworked as they are, continue to
be a major source of pride to the Center and the University. Through sheer
hard work and dedication, this staff accomolishes hat museiris îith
considerably larger staffs often cann't. The knadedgeable nd professional
service that the staff gives has become a major part of the Center's fine
reputation.

The Center's philosophy of accessibility gives it a unique stature in
the world of photographic museums ad archives. The unparalled access that
students, artists, scholars, and the general public have to the Cnter' s
collections through the daily public printviedng program is uninue. This
philosophy of access, combined with the ne'i facflity, a strong collection,
and a highly professional staff gives the C'nter one of the finest
reputations for service in the museum field.

The Center's Board of Fell.is must also be acknailedged s one of the
Center's strengths. The Board was involved in the successful oapital
canpaign that raised more than $2 million for our ne aciTity, and it is
preparing to aid in new fundraising efforts on the Center' s behalf. To new
members - Dr. Michael Adams and Skip Cohen (President of Victor Hsselblad,
Inc.) were welcomed to the Board this year.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS.

The staffing level of the Center, which has not been increased since
1981, is woefully inadequate for the basic functions of the Center. By any
comparison with its peer institutions, the Center, 'ith a permanent staff of
9 FTE and soft money staff of 1.5 FTE, is extraordinarily and nbarrassingly
understaffed.

Ironically, the move to a new facility ten times larger than the
University Boulevard building, seriously exacerbated the situation, causing
a necessary 25% reduction in public hours. Simultaneously, the new
facility has led to a fivefold increase in users, which is causing a
further, intolerable drain on staff resources and "orale.

Understaffing Is so severe that it alone can esily undermine every one
of the Center' s strengths. The nei facility cannot be used to anywhere near
its great ptential for studnt and public programs due to lack of sfaf'f.
Negotiations for future collections are compromised by the fact that the
entire current processing staff 'fill be occupied 'ith the nily acouired
Richard Avedon Archive for more than t'o full yars. And the Center's har'1-
earned reputation for service a d accessibility h2s been seriously tarnished
by the necessary reduction in public hours. No amount of staff enthusia
and dedication can overco-e al of these hurdles.

The Center's operating budget has never been adequate, but tith the new
facility it will soon becczTle a major limitation. An increasing percentage
of the Center's budget will simply be consried by the new facility itself.
No budgetary provisions have been made for upke'p and repair of a heavily-
used 50,000 auare foot building or for furniture or equiçuient for the third
floor. For many years, the operating budget has not allcwed the Center to
keep pace with the storage needs of new collections, and we have a need for
a considerable anount of archival supplies for the safe storage of
collections.



4. E1JI1JRE PLANS.

The goals of the Center as an academic support unit of the University
of Arizona remain the saïe: to collect, organize, preserve, and make
available important collections of t'entieth nturv photocraphy ; o support
acadenic programs in photography, the histories of potograohy and rt,
library science, journalism, history, etc. ; and to provide students,
scholars, and the public 'ith the highest qual ity photographic col]ections,
exhibitions, and library materials.

Canpletion of the third floor of the Center's new facility (schedified
for Decenber 1989) will finally allow all of the Center's staff, programs,
and collections to be under one roof and will let us vacate the space on
loen to us frcti the Arizona State Museum. Three-fifths of the third floor
are being completed and will house the archives, oversize print stora'e, and
the study room for these materials.

A membership program will be in place by Fall 1989. This 'ill provide
the Center with a higher level of consistent support for The Archive and
possibly for other programs. It trill also provide a sizable core group of
the Center's most active and interested users ith cvreater access to the
Center through special membership programs and events.

With the conversion of our present Museum Assistant I nosition to a
Curator of Education position, the Center 'ill be in a position to begin to
offer some new and enlarged education programs for University of Arizona
students, Arizona school groups, and the general publ.ic. Within the
constraints of our limited building hours and staff levels. We will be
offering lectures, gallery talks, building tours, and additional
printviewing sessions for classes.

The Center will also begin to once again send some of its original
exhibitions to rther museiins through our traveling exhibitions program,
which has largely been on hold since Supreme Instants: The PotorTraDhv rf
Edward Weston began traveling in 1986. This is one of the Center's most
important prorams as it gives national and international attention to the
University, t'e Center and its collections. Currontly, nei traveling
exhibitions are being planned to be seen in Phoenix, San Diegö, Honou1u,
Germany, and Spain. All of these are being organizr predaninntiy fbroiìgh
outside funding.

The Center's reputation as one of the most significant photocraphic
museums in the world gives it an pportunity to beccrie a sho4case for and
collection of the finest photography fran around the wrld. This past fall
we held the exhibition Four Spanish Photographers, and this spring we are
shcwing our permanent collection of contemporary Japanese photography - a
collection funded by the Hitachi Foundation and Hitachi America, Ltd.
(Additional funding to enlarge the collection durin 1989/90 has just been
announced by Hitachi.) Every week the Center receives scholars and. artists
fran other countries. This situation presents the Center with an
opportunity to expand beyond American photography and to begin to build
strong collections of photography from other countries as well.
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OJERVIEW. Statistically, it was a very good year for the Center in spite of
being closed for several months in order to move into the new building.
Attendance figures in the new building are significantly hïgher than the
Center has ever experienced before, and if' we project 1989 attendance figires
in the Center's gallery and library across a full year, we can anticipate more
than 90,000 users in 1989/1990. In the area of acquisitions, the gift of the
Richard Avedon Archive represents a major increase in the value and size of'
the Center's collection.

GALLERY ATTENDAN. (February 14, 1989-June 30, 1989) 1'4,659.
This is a rnarkable level of gallery attendance in that it represents only 9T
days. Translated into a full year of 6-day weeks, this would be an annual
gallery attendance of approximately 50,000 people.

PRINT AOUISITI0NS. The Center acquired 1 256 new prints valued at
$1,015,700, nearly all through gift. The major gifts included:

930 photographs by Richard Avedon, given by the artist
value: $806,2'40

51 photographs by Willian Mortenson, given by his Estate
value: $98,500

78 photographs by Bernard Plossu, given by the artist
value: $23,000

16 photographs by Lee Friedlander, given by Anna Friedlander-Rana
value: $12,000

.ARCHIVE ACQUISITIONS. Three new archives were added during 1988/1989:
Richard Avedon, Josef Breitenbach, and Leon Pescheret, representing initial
materials of 88.5 linear feet. Another 60 linear feet of materials were added
to existing archives, especially the Louise Dahi-Wolfe Archive (2)4 linear
feet).

LIBRARY USE. The nimber of users in the Center' s new library during the 97
days that it was open is a very large increase over any previous year.
Translated into a full year of 6-day weeks, this would represent an annual
count of library users of 41 ,850.

(* The Center was officially closed October 1 -
February 9 of this period.)

Nimber of users (Feb. 10 - June 30): 13,060
Books reelved (Feb. 10 - June 30): ¿1,229
Reference questions (Feb. 10 June 30): 1,368
Total annual circulation 1988/1989*: 3,872



ARCHIVES USE. Although the Archive was closed fran October 1, 1988 through
February 1L, 1989, there were nevertheless 29 researchers who spent 320 hours
studying in the Archives. Twelve of these researchers were fran Arizona, 3
were fran foreign countries, and the ranainder came from various parts of the
United States.

PRINTVIEWING. There were ¿495 people in 192 printviing sessions during the
periods July 1 - Septenber 30, 1988 and February 13 - June 30, 1989. There
were also 17 tours of 333 people, not including opening days tours on February
10, which included another 30O-OO people.

GRANTS REIVED. $35,000.

The Hitachi Foundation $10,000
(for acquiring contemporary Japanese photography)

National End»nnent for the Arts $25,000
(for organizing an international traveling exhibition of
photographs by Danny Lyon)

Sutinitted by Terence Pitts
Acting Director

July 14, 1989
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LIBRARY SCIENCE COLLECTION

Annual Report 1988-1989

SUMMARY

The 1988-89 academIc year has been a period of change and
transition for the Library Science Collection with the departure
of our longtime Library Assistant, Christine Henningfeld, for
professional employment In Northern California.

Following University affirmative action guidelines, we
promoted Norma J. Perez to Library Assistant III. Norma brings a
wealth of experience from her many years in the Circulation
Department to Library Science. Her incisive comments and bubbly
personality make her a welcome and valued addition to our staff.

The critical shortage of space for books, staff and patrons
combined with the Graduate Library School desire to use Library
Science Collection facilities for an expanded computer lab have
led to a decision to plan for the possible early move of the
Library Science Collection to the Main Library. Much of next
year will be spent in planning for this move.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The great strength of the Library Science Collection is its
staff. One professional librarian, one career staff person and
four well trained and experienced part-time student assistants
provide a high level of competent, personable service to library
patrons 82 hours each week.

Our monograph and serial holdings allow the library to fill most
faculty and student requests immediately and Library Science
resources are much requested by interlibrary loan. The history
of books and printing materials are highly u5ed by Tucson
bibliophiles.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitation of the Collection, lack of stacks, study and
office space, will be solved with the eventual incorporation of
the Collection into the Main Library.



FUTURE PLANS

In 1989 the Library Science Collection will plan for its move to
the main library and will begin a thorough shelf reading of its
holdings.

The staff will continue to provide excellent service to the
University, the State of Arizona and the national scholarly
community.

Collection development, both current and retrospective, will
continue with help from interested faculty members and library
patrons.



SUNNARY OF STATISTICS

LIBRARY SCIENCE COLLECTION

1988/1989

ADDITIONS TO THE COLLECTION

NEW TITLES ADDED 1,126

CURRENTLY RECEIVED PERIODICAL TITLES 328

BOUND PERIODICAL VOLUMES ADDED 118

REFERENCE QUERIES

DIRECTIONAL QUESTIONS 2,307

REFERENCE ASSISTANCE 1,022

CIRCULATION TOTALS

GENERAL CIRCULATION 4,625

RESERVE CIRCULATION 17,044

FACILITIES

ASSIGNABLE SPACE 1975 SQUARE FEET

OPEN SEATING CAPACITY 54
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I. UMI4ARY

Though this was a year when we saw the eventuality of the new
building recede even farther into the future, there was, nonethe-
less, the evidence that the project would finally get off the
ground. It is to be regretted that this will not be building
that we had hoped and planned for, but it will offer a substan-
tial increase in our total space and permit the reunification of
our dispersed collections.

The ups and downs of the new Fine Arts expansion's fortunes have
had a telling effect on staff morale--especially the suggestion
that we would be moving to temporary quarters for a year. This
situation now appears to be resolved, leaving us here in our
present quarters until the new ones are completed. Still, the
question of how--or if--we will be equipped and furnished looms
uncertain, and there is not a lot of faith that the same system
that has kept the entire project under-funded will take care of
this issue either.

It was another year of (knock on wood) stable staffing when we
could count on the knowledge and productivity of a staff with an
average of 14.5 years experience in library work and 10.5 years
just in our music library.

Among the accomplishments we can point to with pride are:

-Continued building the "Childrens' Song Index" database (Mona)
-Cataloged (brief) 600 titles in microfiche collection (Serena)
-Assisted the Loan Dept. and Media Collection when they were

short of staff (Nora Lee and Spencer)
-Assisted the Cataloging Dept. with the Recon Project (Serena)
-Analyzed the contents of many guitar and organ recordings for

the card catalog (Nora Lee)
-Improved the labelling of the stacks (Nora Lee)
-Assisted in the English 101 and 102 BI programs (Mona and Nora
Lee)
-Inventoried the classical sheet music collection and ordered

replacements (Serena and Charles)
-Became ever more proficient with the computer and expanded its

capabilities with WordPerfect 5.0, Innovacq, COSY and BITNET
(all staff)

-Kept pace with a burgeoning music appreciation enrollment now
over 900 (all staff)

The staff continues to be active in the musical life of the
University and community: Charles continues as Corresponding
Secretary and all-around facilitator for the Arizona Friends of
Music; Mona was Secretary to the Piano Foundation of America;
Serena plays french horn in at least three bands, one orchestra
and a chamber group; Spencer sings with the prestigious Arizona
Chamber Choir and went on their week-long spring tour; Nora Lee
serves on the board of the Arizona Early Music Society and will
be Corresponding Secretary next year



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

In addition to the staff strengths alluded to above, we have
commonly mentioned the large and rich collections in the Music
Collection. The heavy use of the collections and services would
probably not be increasing if we did not have such resources. At
the recent national meetings I was reminded once again that, in
comparison with so many of our colleagues around the country, our
collection budget is very well funded.

The addition of a second personal computer to the department last
summer has been a significant aid to the operations; I have had
better access to a machine for my reports and projects, while the
staff has had greater freedom to get on their machine for
database building, report writing, record keeping, electronic
mail, Innovacg searching, and list generating.

While we really do need another phone line to make the best use
of our new e-mail and Innovacq capabilities, it has been encour-
aging to several of us that the COSY and BITNET systems present
such cost-effective modes of communication. Planning for the
national conference to here next February has been facilitated
greatly as I no longer play "telephone tag" with the other
planners. COSY has made it easier to keep in touch with fellow
administrators and several patrons who call in regularly. Then,
Innovacq has saved us numerous calls and trips across campus to
trace a recent order.

Once again, I will mention the positive aspects of our excellent
rapport with the School of Music and its administration. We are
not treated as mere tenants in the building, but as family, and
the contributions of this on our morale and operations can
scarcely be overstated.



III. MJJOR LIMITATIONS

As it becomes apparent that the Fine Arts Addition will indeed
become a reality, the downscaled Music Collection--8,850 sq.ft.
instead of the requested 10,500--appears to be taking care of a
number of today's most serious limitations. The greatly-expanded
listening area with its reliance on reRote access to the record
collection, the expanded reader space, and the integration of the
books/journals/microforms collections al]. address present defi-
ciencies. Two major limitations will persist: adequate growth
space and the relocation of the music cataloger and her backlog.

Another limitation that will persist, but which the new building
was not expected to ameliorate, is the distance from the main
library and difficulties in maintaining effective communication.
The .6 miles that separate us results in: a) poorer mail service
that commonly omits two or more deliveries/week; b) reluctance of
many staff to attend meetings; c) a feeling that we really don't
belong (enhanced by disappointment aver inadequate expansion that
made lt appear that our needs were either not heard or considered
inconsequential).



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Primary among our plans for the years to follow is a large agenda
of activities connected with the new building. While the
department head must be concerned with continuing to work on the
design of the listening system and the circulation desk, the
staff will participate in planning for the move and selecting
furniture and office layout. All of us will participate by
accommodating the noise and mess of construction that begins in
September. (Unfortunately we are right on the end where all the
work vil], take place.)

Another, move-related activity will be tattle-taping the entire
collection over here in anticipation of the installation of the
security system in the new fa&lity. It is hoped that most of
the circulating collection can be taped before we open up for
business in the new library.

The near-tripling of our current space coupled with the more than
doubling of the seating and the relocation of the ML's and MT's
from the Main Library will certainly mean an increase in hours of
operation and a concomitant increase in staff. Because of its
size and location at this remote corner of the campus, the
facility will become an important study area for the many
students resident in the area. It will be important to pursue
whatever avenues are available to see that at least one clerical
position is added to the Music Collection staff.

We also hope this year to begin entering our music and book
orders directly on Innovacq, thus passing much of the clerical
work that this entails for Charles on to a member of the classi-
fied staff. This would also eliminate the need for this work to
be redone in the Acquisitions Department, though they may want to
be proofing and approving our input.

Since the annual meeting of the Music Library Association will be
:on in Feb. 1990, considerable effort will be devoted

to fuitiiiiiìg all the obligations assigned to the Local Arrange-
ments Committee.

Also, it happens that this is the year for a new edition of the
National Flute Association Music Library Cataloq,. Though the
production of the 160-page catalog is accomplished largely by
NFA-supported students and my donated services, the result of its
distribution in August is an immense Increase in demand for the
flute music in our collection This, then, translates into more
work for several members of the department until the demand dies
down--usually in a year.

It promises to be a busy year.



*Not included in totals.

(Includes requests for direct loan from members of National Flute Association)

REFERENCE SERVICE

MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT

July 1, 1988 - June 30, 1989

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

%
Building Use 1987-1988 1988-1989 Increase

Records/Tapes 12,053 17,560
Scores/Reserves/Reference 15,932 9,033

*(Pop Music) ( 2,518) ( 1,837)
Equipment 6,209 9,154

Home Use

Records/Tapes 2,610 2,159
Scores/Methods/Sheet Music 30,771 26,199

TOTAL CIRCULATION 67,575 64,105 -5%

INTERLIBRARY LOAN R = Requests R F R F
F + Filled 2,695 2,048 2,324 1,674

Directional
Assistance

TOTAL

4,672
7,624

4,646
11,064

12,296 15,710

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores & Books 1,187 15 53,062
Sheet Music 457 1 27,636
Teaching Collection 0 0 4,227
Classroom Collection 1 0 1,054
Records 295 26 25,915
Tapes & Videos 844 0 3,355
Microcard/fiche 600 0 1,310
Pamphlets O 0 850
Grant Hill Collection *( 277) 0 (39,477)

TOTAL 3,384 42 117,409
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I. SUMMARY

For OSC 1988-89 was a year of transition--transition from off-
line to on-line cataloging. The purchase of the OCLC/CJK on-line
cataloging system was Implemented at the beginning of the fiscal
year; and the system was installed by NCR personnel in early
September. The OSC staff went through a three-day (9/21-9/23)
training session conducted by Mr. Moo-Jae Pak of OCLC and started
on-line cataloging in full swing in November. They all got very
excited and enthusiastic about the new adventure. Their
productivity were also very high.

The OSC was short-handed after Gene Hsiao left for his sabbatical
1/1/89-6/30/89. Fortunately, however, with the support of the
library administration, the OSC was able to hire Mr. Bainian Tao
as a half-time temporary career staff to do the on-line copy
cataloging and reference. He turned out to be a very good,
cooperative, and productive worker.

The visit of two representatives from the vendor, the Joint (Hong
Kong) Publishing Co., in March, was most welcome and useful.
They helped to clear up many issues, such as why the new PRC
publications were so soon (in a month or so) out of stock, and
why the Joint was unwilling to accept subscription orders for the
PRC yearbooks. They also helped OSC to decide later to set up
with them an approval plan for PRC monographs and subscriptions
for several PRC yearbooks from them for next fiscal year. Chris
Sugnet and Travis Leach were also present in the meeting.

The Scare-h for a Head of the future Department of E. A. Studies
was underway late last calendar year. It would certainly be of
help to shape the future development of the Dept. and the OSC.

The postponement of the move of the N.E. collection to the Main
library for perhaps another year did require the OSC to make some
adjustments. For one thing, the office space has to be re-
arranged less one office presently occupied by the N.E. staff.
And secondly, stacks in Japan section may need compact shelving
in order to accommodate growth.

OSC's material budget was unduly cut "by mistake" at the
beginning of last fiscal year, even when the overall material
budget of the whole library had a increase of 10% and every other
department of the library had a 5% increase. Fortunately after
petition for correction, the OSC was able to get back its budget
to the level of last year as well as a 5% increase as every other
department did.

The Japanese new arrivals and backlog were being input in the
GEAC system. Hence patrons could browse and/or check them out,
just like the Chinese new arrivals and backlog. Patrons were
very pleased with it.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

Hard-working and dedicated staff and student assistants was one
of the major strengths. For example, statistics showed that
Lucia Hu was a hard-worker. Last summer a student assistant, Mr.
Goerge Kong, single-handedly reshelved the entire Chinese
collection. This spring another student assistant, Ms. Ching-
sheng Huang, also single-handedly rearranged the Chinese public
catalog from 120 drawers to 180 drawders and the Chinese shelf
lists file from 14 drawers to 24 drawers. Others also took their
work very seriously.

Communication and liaison with faculty members and students were
very good. Also good with counterparts on other campus,
especially ASU.

Important acquisitions include the following:

Chinese Section

Ch'ing taj ch'i chu chu ts'e--Kuang-hsu ch'ao (Daily records of
Ch'ìng emperors' public lives--The Kuang-hsu Emperor (1875-

1907)). Taipei, Linking, 1987. 80 y.

Kung chung tang Ch'ien-lung ch'ao tsou che (Palace achives--
Memorials to the Ch'ien-lung emperor (1736-1795)). Taipei,
National Palace Musium, 1982- 50 y.

Yu che hui ts'un (Collections of the edicts of the late Ch' ing,

1898-1903). Taipei, Wen hai. 56 y.

Japanese Section

Nihon nenkan soran (Catalog of Japanese yearbooks in various
disciplines, 1757-1987). Tokyo, Nihon Tosho Centa, 1987. 1 V.

Ei-Wa konputa yogo daijiten (English-Japanese dictionary of

computer terms). Tokyo, Nichigai Asoshietsu, 1989. y. 1

Wa-Ei conputa yogo daijiten (Japanese-English dictionary of

computer terms). Tokyo, Nichigai Asoshietsu, 1989. y. i

Nihon joseishi kenkyu bunden mokuroku (Bibliography of Japanese
women's history). Tokyo, Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1988. V. 2

Obaku bunka jinmei jiten (Bio-bibliographical dictionary of the

Obaku culture). Kyoto, Shibunkaku, 1988. 1 y.

Yoshioka Yoshitoyo chosakushu (collected works on Taoism by

Yoshioka Yoshitoyo). Tokyo, Satsuki Shobo, 1988. 5 y.



III. Major Limitations

Inadequate materials budget to overcome the effects of the
devaluation of the U.S. dollar against the Japanese Yen and the
Taiwanese dollar (12.5% and 25%, respectively) and to meet the
needs of the anticipated expansion of the Chinese studies
programs and addition of faculty members.

Inadequate human resources to handle the heavy work loads. A

minimum of four full-time staff was needed in order to keep our

heads above the water.

More current and up-to-date reference works were badly needed,
especially for the Chinese section.

Many areas of the collection needed strengthening. For example,
Chinese and Japanese languages, Chinese and Japanese woman
studies, Chinese archiology, Chinese foreign relations, Chinese
linguistics, modern Chinese history, and modern Chinese
literature.

The current Chinese serials needed to be strengthened very badly.
Subscriptions to many more scholarly journals were needed.
Claims for missing issues needed improvement.

The issue of inadequate office and work space for staff and
student assistants needed to be addressed. The room for OCLC/CJK
online cataloging system had to house one staff who could hardly
work when the workstation was working. And the workstation
worked most of the day, five days a week.

The Chinese collection was still imbalance in terms of the
publishing places of the materials. The majority of the
materials were published in Taiwan. More PRC publications are
needed in view of their enormous variety of subject matters and
fine scholarly quality.



IV. FUTURE PLAN

Increase Japanese materials budget by 5% and Chinese materials
budget by 25%, respectively, in order to meet the needs of the
anticipated expansion of the Chinese studies programs and the
addition of 2-3 new faculty members in the field of Chinese
studies, of the compansation of the devaluation of the U.S.
dollar, and of the coverage of the inflation cost.

Retention of Lucia Hu and her position in order to sustain a
minimum of four full-time staff.

Preparation for recruiting of one more full-time staff in order
to adequately serve the anticipated expansion of the Chinese
studies programs and the addition of new faculty members in the
area of Chinese studies.

Acquisitions of adeguate quantity and fine quality of current and
up-to-date reference works, especially for the field of Chinese
studies.

Subscriptions to more scholarly journals and closely following up
the claims for missing issues.

Strengthening of the subject areas of Chinese and Japanese
languages, Chinese and Japanese woman studies, Chinese
archiology, Chinese foreign relations, Chinese linguistics,
modern Chinese history, and modern Chinese literature.

Rearrangement of the office space to accomodate staff needs and
the OCLC/CJK online cataloging system.

Acquisitions of more PRC materials (70%-75%) because of the
previous imbalance of the Chinese collection in favor of Taiwan
materials and the rapidly growing quantity and greatly improved
quality of PRC publications.

Working with the staff of the Acquisitions Department to set up
approval plans for Chinese and Japanese Materials, respectively,
and help select and acquire materials in English language for the
fields of China and Japan studies.
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HOLDINGS STATISTICS FOR OSC

Chinese

19 87-88

(1988-89)

Japanese Total

Volumes 101,269 32,462 133,731

19 88-89
Added Titles 2,164 331 2,495

19 88-89
Added Volumes 3,282 415 3,697

19 8 8-89

Bound Serials 316 309 625

1988-89(est. )
Added Backlog 2,000 750 2,750

19 88-89
Total Vols. 106,867 33,936 140,803

1988-89 ( est.
Total Backlog 3,500 1,500 5,000



TALLY SHEET (July 1987-June 1988)--OSC REFERENCE STATISTICS

TALLY SHEET (July 1988-June 1989)--OSC REFERENCE STATISTICS

Year Month Reference Directional Total 5+ min Ref

1987 July 215 18 233 37
August 187 6 193 41
September 268 2 270 57
October 277 1 278 48
November 253 1 254 44
December 166 1 167 32

1988 January 170 19 189 33
February 258 2 260 37
March 227 5 232 29
April 212 4 216 15
May 202 6 208 28
June 133 5 138 23

TOTAL 2,568 70 2,638 424

Year Month Reference Directional Total 5+ min Ref

1988 July lii 20 131 28
August 123 25 148 23
September 165 23 188 31
October 198 14 212 32
November 153 10 163 21
December 138 21 159 26

1989 January 205 19 224 21
February 229 11 240 26
March 281 10 29]. 38
April 247 7 254 25
May 202 11 213 22
June 245 22 267 28

TOTAL 2,297 193 2,490 321



RESHELVING STATISTICS FOR OSC

Year Month Chinese

(1988-89)

Japanese total

1988 July 2,502 511 3,013
August 1,989 532 2,521
September 2,049 774 2,823
October 1,995 495 2,490
November 2,103 545 2,648
December 2,174 555 2,792

1989 January 2,505 484 2,989
February 1,962 444 2,406
March 1,804 511 2,315
April 2,096 541 2,637
May 2,768 626 3,394
June 2,414 470 2,884

TOTAL 26,361 6,488 32,849
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The increasing importance of the activities associated with
collection development and faculty liaison is a positive trend.
A measure of this importance is reflected in the time and energy
devoted to the serials review. Efforts with faculty liaison
facilitate communication with faculty members and enhance
collection development. The SEL Newsletter and the CAS Online
Newsletter promote liaison activity and provide current
information.

Positive relationships with other units in the library system
enhance the quality of public and technical services. We
appreciate the first-rate reference assistance provided by
several members of the Catalog Department and the Bibliographer
for Science and Technology froni the Acquisitions Department.
Quality in collection development is enhanced by the efforts of
the Bibliographer for Science and Technology. The valuable
assistance of all library departments is appreciated.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The need for additional professional positions continues to be a
significant problem for SEL. With extensive schedules of
reference and online services, an active program of bibliographic
instruction, and increasing emphasis on collection development
and faculty liaison, it is difficult for 7 reference librarians
to provide quality bibliographic assistance for faculty and
students. Dedicated reference personnel cope with increasing
work schedules and strive for quality. I devote more time to
motivational activities. While the temporary, part-time
reference librarian has provided some assistance over the past
three months, additional assistance is needed to maintain a

reasonable degree of quality.

As the collections continue to grow, the space available for
bibliographic materials decreases significantly. Shelves are
approaching or exceeding 80% of capacity. In the Reference
Collection, shelves exceed 90% of capacity. An addition to the
Science-Engineering Library needs to be constructed.

We need to continue efforts to enhance overall training
procedures for reference personnel. Due to the sheer intensity
of activity and staff constraints, a significant measure of
training tends to be on-the-job in substance and style. Some
progress toward a formal training methodology is evident. More
work is necessary.

FUTURE PLANS

We are excited over the opportunity to participate in the
National Agricultural Text Digitizing Project. We'll be able to
provide access to several important agricultural databases as we
evaluate the utility of digitized text.



We will install three CD-ROM stations. After these are
operational, access to AGRICOLA, MEDLINE, NTIS, MathSci, Water
Resources, and Geosciences will be provided via the CD-RON
format.

We will continue to work with the prototype online catalog in
collaborative efforts to evaluate effectiveness. Also, we'll
promote use of the online catalog to enhance the success of a
decision package for a library-wide online catalog.

We'll continue efforts to enhance training procedures and
methodologies. In addition to training for reference and online
services, we need to focus on the role of the selector in the
procedures related to collection development.

Over this academic year, two students from the Graduate Library
School assisted with service at the Reference Desk (one student
per semester). A good opportunity for the graduate student and
some needed reference assistance, we need to continue efforts to
hire and train other qualified students.

We need to work closely with personnel from the Serials
Department and Bindery & Preservation on the possible use and
implementation of Innovacq, including the automated bindery
module. We have been unable to use the bindery module as a
result of insufficient staff in the Current Periodicals and
Microforms Room. With assistance and cooperation from the
Serials Department and Bindery & Preservation, we'll continue
efforts to utilize Innovacq and the bindery module.

We will examine expectations of reference staff at the Reference
Desk. We'll discuss and formulate goals and objectives of
reference services. Also, we will enhance service at the
Reference Desk in the Current Periodicals and Microforms Room by
reallocating additional classified staff into CPMR, specifically
1/3 to 1/2 FTE.

We will deliberate possibilities associated with facilities for
the Science-Engineering Library. If an addition is eventually
constructed, how will programs and services be organized? If no
addition is constructed, how will we continue to cope with
limited space for services and collections? In addition, we need
to consider appropriate configurations for automated services,
including CD-ROM stations.

We will install and utilize a microcomputer at the Reference Desk
to provide computer-assisted reference capabilities at this
primary service point. Reference services will be enhanced with
immediate access to local, regional, and national databases.



StIMMARY

This has been a very active year for the staff of the Science-
Engineering Library. Traditional reference services are
emphasized. End-user programs provide immediate access to
bibliographic sources. Activities associated with collection
development are accented by the focus on the serials review. All
reference personnel and several classified staff participate in
the program of bibliographic instruction. Efforts with faculty
liaison enhance communication with academic departments and
facilitate collection development.

Implementation of the prototype online catalog and the review of
serial titles were major activities of this academic year. All
members of the staff participated in the implementation of the
online catalog, either directly or indirectly. Personnel
participated on the Innopac teams in the preparation of the
database and on site preparations. In SEL, card catalogs,
reference desks, index tables, microfiche readers, and other
items were moved and adjusted.

In the serials review, reference personnel examined the core
disciplines in the scientific and technical disciplines. I am
pleased with the exceptional staff efforts and the quality of the
decisions made during this extensive review of serial titles.

Service to faculty and students in the Current Periodicals and
Microforms Room continues to be first-rate. The current
periodical literature, so vital to faculty and students in
science and technology, is organized effectively to promote
access. Major microfiche sets, including the industrial and
military standards, are used extensively. In CPMR, a relatively
small staff provides a variety of public and technical services.

In the Catalog Maintenance Office, processing of materials and
filing of cards continue at an active pace. In addition to
coordinative activities, Kathy serves at the Reference Desk.

We are beginning to focus on expectations of service at the
Reference Desk. Tinder Jill's direction, a task force has
developed a peer appraisal instrument for service at the
Reference Desk. Questions related to goals and objectives of
reference services and general expectations of reference
personnel were raised by this task force. We will deliberate
these questions and issues in reference staff meetings.

We are excited with the installation of one CD-ROM station, with
access to AGRICOLA and NTIS. Access to these critical and
difficult-to-use databases has been enhanced significantly with
the CD-ROM format.

Several personnel changes occurred during the year. Charlene
Baldwin departed to assume administrative duties in the Map
Collection. Marie Bernard assumed responsibility for secretarial



duties, effective June 1988. In November 1988, Teresa Powell
joined the staff in the Current Periodicals, and M4rs Roca.
Melissa Scott joined the reference staff as a temporary, part-
time reference librarian, effective January 1989.

Overall, this year is characterized by intense activity. More
students are asking more reference questions and seeking
additional bibliographic assistance. Preparations for the online
catalog have required considerable staff time. As serial
publications are perceived as critical by faculty and students in
the scientific and technical disciplines, the serials review has
been performed with care, deliberate attention, and a fine sense
of teamwork to enhance the quality of decisions.

Shelley Phipps, Doug, and all members of SEL and the library
system continue to provide valuable assistance and support. As
Secretary, Marie's assistance provides a measure of continuity
for activities in arid out of the Administrative Office.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The experience, expertise, and dedication of the people in the
Science-Engineering Library comprise the major strength of the
Library. Reference librarians, with various subject specialties,
share a commitment to provide effective reference, online, and
instructional services for faculty and students. The librarians
are familiar with the literature of the scientific and technical
disciplines and demonstrate an extensive understanding of the
methodologies associated with traditional reference services and
with contemporary end-user programs and services. Classified
staff are active participants in public and technical services.
They are responsible for numerous activities and services that
facilitate use of the collections. A commitment to quality and a
willingness to work as a team characterize the staff of SEL.

Immediate access to a variety of essential online databases
expedites the research process for faculty and students.
Extensive use of QuickSearch, CAS Online, and AGRICOLA/NTIS on
CD-ROM underlies the importance of the end-user concept. Use of
CAS Online is increasing significantly. Faculty and students
from 25 academic departments examine articles and reports
published in approximately 20,000 serials in this comprehensive
chemical database.

The collections of the Science-Engineering Library constitute an
essential strength. With more than 450,000 volumes, including
approximately 9,000 serial publications, faculty and students are
able to locate and utilize a considerable number of needed
bibliographic sources. Additionally, several notable microfiche
sets, including NTIS, NASA, DOE, and the industrial standards and
specifications, are valuable collections of technical
information.



1988-1989
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

COLLECTION STATISTICS

Page 1

added = 106
dropped = 181

Corrected previous year totals.

[J Bracketed numbers are not calculated in totals.

7/1 2/89

TOTAL ADDED

COLLECTiON SIZE 87-88 88-89 88-89 %CHANGE

MONOGRAPHS / SERIALS
BOUND VOLUMES 458,211 481,339 23,128 5

(TITLES] (188,641] [196,092] [7,451] (4]

MICRO FORMS
MICROFICHE (CPMR)

CATALOGED 126,251 139,214 1 2,963 10
DOE 636,639 661,496 24,857 4

NTIS 351,205 375,871 24,666 7

NACA 14,500 14,500 0 0

NASA 112,568 116,061 3,493 3

GPOCPMR 20,037 20,718 881 3

GPOSdRef 8,842 10,217 1,375 16
MICROFICHE(CPMR)SUBTOTAL 1,270,042 1,338,077 68,035 5

MICROCARDS 86,000 86,000 0 0

MICROFILM 6,960 7,222 262 4

MICROFORMSSUBTOTAL 1,363,002 1,431,299 68,297 5

DOCUMENTS (paper) 26,801 27,271 470 2

PAMPHLET FILE 3,029 3,210 181 6

GRANDTOTAL 1,851,043* 1,943,119 92,076 5

PERIODICAL TITLES IN CPMR 4,239 4,164 -75 -2



1988-1989
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
COLLECTION STATISTICS (cont.)

(1) Collection growth statistics indicate the amount of processing done by staff and the percent change
should indicate increasing or decreasing rate of saence acquisitions.

[] Bracketed numbers are not calculated in totals.

Page 2

7/1 2/89

COLLECTION GROWTH (1)

MONOGRAPHS / SERIALS

87 -8 8
TOTAL

8 8- 89 %CHANGE

VOLUMESADDED 24,154 23,128 -4
[TITLES ADDED] [8382] [7451] (-11]
VOLUMES TRANSFERRED/WITHDRAWN -44 -325 639
TITLES TRANSFERREDìWITH DRAWN - - -285 -

MONOGRAPHS/SERIALS SUBTOTAL 24, 11 0 22, 803 5

MICROFORMS ADDED
MICROFICHE (CPMR)

CATALOGED 20,890 12,963 -38
DOE 29,760 24,857 -16
NTIS 29,680 24,666 -17
NACA O O O

NASA 3,685 3,493 -5
GPO 1,708 681 -60

MICROFICHE (CPMR) SUBTOTAL 85,723 66,660 -22
MICROCARDS O O O

MICROFILM 90 262 191
MICROFORMSSUBTOTAL 85,813 66,922 -22

DOCUMENTS ADDED 435 470 8

PAMPHLET FILE 89 181 103

NET GROWTH 110,447 90,376 -18



1988-1989
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

SERVICE STATISTICS

Page 3

7/1 2/89

REFERENCE SERVICE
TOTAL

87-88 88-89 %CI-IANGE

REFERENCE TRANSACTIONS
REFERENCE ROOM (1) 32,200 35,285 10
LIBRARY SKILLS (2) 1,837 1,909 4

CURRENT PERIODICALS AND
MICROFORMS ROOM 10,176 8,654 -15

REFERENCE TRANSACTIONS TOTAL 44,213 45,848 4

DIRECTIONAL TRANSACTIONS
REFERENCEROOM(1) 9,307 11,101 19

LIBRARY SKILLS (2) 843 1 004 1 9

CURRENT PERIODICALS AND
MICROFORMSROOM 2,224 2,387 7

DIRECTIONAL TRANSACTIONS TOTAL 12,374 14,492 1 7

COMPUTER-ASSISTED
REFERENCE SERVICE

RETRO. SEARCHES BY LIBRARIANS 427 295 -3 1

READYREFERENCESEARCHES 739 605 -18
CASONLINESEARCHESBYENDUSERS(3) 1,537 1,310 -15
QUICKSEARCH 1,189 1,149 -3
CD-ROMSEARCHES(4) 1,882 (5) - -

COMPUTER-ASSISTED 3,892 5,241 35
REFERENCE SERVICE TOTAL

REFERENCE ROOM SUBTOTAL 44,187 49,299 12

CPMR TRANSACTIONS SUBTOTAL 12,400 11,041 .11

GRANDTOTAL 56,587 60,340 7



OTHER UNIVERSITY-RELATED
LIBRARY INSTRUCTION
(includes presentations to faculty)
SESSIONS 3 0 4 1
ATTENDANCE 345 441

1988-1989
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

SERVICE STATISTICS (cont.)

COURSE-RELATED INSTRUCTION
COURSES 18 18 0
SESSIONS 55 52 -5
STUDENT ATTENDANCE 918 608 -34

OFF CAMPUS/COMMUNITY INSTRUCTION
SESSIONS 7 7 0
ATTENDANCE 1 5 8 1 3 6 - 1 4

INTERLIBRARY LOAN
REQUESTS PROCESSED

Sent to ILL 1,514 1,856 23

Page 4

7/1 2/89

Reference Room and Technical Services Reference Assistance are now reported together.

SEL staff only (does not include LSP staff assigned to SEL.)

June 1989 statistics estimated from logon records.

CD-ROM search service not available until 88-89.

CD-ROM Searches represents total number of 30 minute sessions utilized.

37
28



1988-1989
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

COLLECTION USE STATISTICS

CPMR Reshelving is based on sample day counts.

Reference Reshelving is based on sample day counts.

Government Documents Reshelving is basad on a weekly count.

Page 5

7/1 2/89

TOTAL
87-88 88-89 %CHANGE

MICROFORMS (CPMR)
(IN-ROOM USE AND CIRCULATION)
MICROFICHE

AEC/ERDAIDOE 774 736 - 5
NASA 766 481 -37
NTIS 805 744 -8

OTHER: CATALOGED&GPO 1,241 1,157 -7
MICROFICHE SUBTOTAL 3,586 3,11 8 - 1 3

MICROFILM 3,510 3,038 -13
MICROCARDS O O - -

GRANDTOTAL 7,096 6,156 -13

CURRENT PERIODICALS (CPMR)
CIRCULATION 1,480 1,350 -9
RESHELVING (IN-ROOM USE) (1) 85,640 94,510 10

GRANDTOTAL 87,120 95,860 10

REFERENCE SOURCES
RESHELVING (2) 75,814 51,958 -31

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
RESHELVING (3) 7 0 2 465 -34
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SUMMARY

Archival acquistions have continued slowly this year at the Folklore

Center. The 1988 Tucson Meet Yourself and the 1989 O'odham Fiddle Orchestra

Contest, and commercial releases of Arizona cowboy poetry and old time

fiddling comprise our major acquisitions. Archival work has been continuous,
however, with the Tucson Meet Yourself tapes being completely transcribed and
all our Spanish language recordings from 1980 on being reviewed, transcribed,
and translated where appropriate by our current Student Assistant, Aurora

Cota. Christine Bixler, a volunteer in the Archive since November, is

currently starting the sorting and cataloguing process on the Important
Collier Collection of Carrillo School Posadas and folkiorico materials.

We have answered approximately eight questions daily on matters

concerning Arizona's folklore and ethnicity.

The 15th annual edition of Tucson Meet Yourself was produced in

October, and vas highly successful, attracting an estimated 45,000 people.

The sixth annual A1l-O'odham Old Time Fiddle Orchestra Contest in March was
also a success. ¡.gends and Religious Arts of Magdalena de Kino, the

Center's first independently produced folklore publication, came out in

August. "Southern Arizona Traditions", a weekly three-minute minisegment on

KUAT-TV's Arizona Illustrated program, was revived in October and should
continue through June.

Director James S. Griffith has averaged approximately 1.5 public

lectures a week on campus and in many Southern Arizona towns. He has

consulted on six festivals in Tucson, Phoenix, and Tumacacori, MC'ing at

three of them. He has served on the Arizona Commission on the Arts' Festival
panel, and the Grants and Heritage Awards panels for the Folk Arts Division

of the National Endowment for the Arts. His book, Southern Arizona Folk

Arts, was published by the University of Arizona Press in September; in

addition, he has published 17 professional and popular articles on regional
folklore.

In September the Center was given Administrative Annex 1528, thus

providing us with critically needed additional space. After necessary carpet
replacement, we began moving much of our work and storage material into the

new space. This is making a tremendous difference in morale and efficiency.

The Center underwent Its Sunset Review in the Fall. The results were
highly favorable, with the committee strongly recommending not only that the
Center be continued but that its staff be enlarged.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

As it is always my pleasure to report, our major strength is the high
quality and commitment level of our tiny professional staff and of our
volunteers. Grace Boyne is beginning her sixth year as Administrative
Assistant. This year she has continued her community service work,

particularly that involving the Native American community on and off campus.
She has also begun to teach, write and lecture on Native American traditions
and culture. Aurora Cota has been our Student Assistant this year; one of
her accomplishments has been a review of all Spanish-language tapes acquired
since 1980, with transcription and translation where needed. Christine
Bixler has volunteered with the Archive since November. Upon completion of
the complete transcriptions of our Tucson Meet Yourself tapes, she has
embarked on the ambitious project of organizing the cataloguing of the
Marguerite Collier Collection from Carrillo School.

Administrative assistant, Grace Boyne, vas appointed to the
Metropolitan Tucson Commission on Urban Native American affairs.

Director, James s. Griffith, has served on the Grants and Heritage
Awards Panels of the Folk Arts Division of the National Endowment for theArts
during FY '89.



MA3OR LIMITATIONS

This year our major limitations has been due to staff size. Each year

for ten years I have reported that our two-and--one-half person staff has done
all it can possibly do; this year for the first time we have not exceeded the
previous year's accomplishments. We may actually be functioning at capacity.
We still need an archivist very badly; now that the Southwest Center Decision
Package is no longer a possibility, I don't see where such a position might

come from. But I have faith, bolstered somewhat by the fact that the Sunset
Review Committee recommended that the staff be expanded.

It should be noted that during the past year our other critical

problem, that of space, vas solved, at least for several more years. For

that I am grateful.



FUTURE PLANS

Director James S. Griffith goes on a one-year Sabbatical Leave starting
in July, 1989, and Administrative Assistant, Grace Boyne takes over as Acting
Director at that time. This reduces our full-time staff to one person. The
Center is taking on no new projects for the coming year. We will produce the
Sixteenth Annual edition of Tucson Meet Yourself and the Seventh Annual
O'odham Fiddle Orchestra Contest. We will also continue with acquisition and
cataloguing of folklore materials for the Archive, and such reorganization
projects on the older Archival materials as the strengths and interests of
our Student Assistant and volunteers might make feasible. The public
education aspect of operations will be slowed down considerably, but Acting
Director Boyne will undertake lectures and assistance in her areas of
expertise as they are called for.

Griffith will suspend his monthly CITYMAGAZINE column, his weekly KUAT-
TV segment, and his quarterly commitment to TUCSON GUIDE for the period of
his Sabbatical Leave. It is to be hoped that these or similar opportunities
for public education will present themselves at the end of the year.

Plans are already underway, however, for two folk art exhibitions
during FY '90. In addition, the nature of Griffith's Sabbatical Project
means that a good deal of material, concentrating on Mexican-American
narrative lore, will be coming into the Archive over the next year.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Dorman Smith

FROM: Southwest Folklore Center

SUBJECT: Annual Reference Report

Here are the totals for the annual reference report.

Total Inquiry 1,188

Direction 36

General Inquiry - Reference 522

General Inquiry - Activity 501

General Inquiry - Archival 165
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I. Summary

During the 1988/89 FY extensive additions were made to Special
Collections' holdings of Southwestern Americana through close working
relationship with six local dealers as well as through significant gifts
of books, photographs and manuscripts. Hieb, with O'Neil assisting,
supervised the work of dealers while Myers formalized relations with
donors of manuscripts and Steere developed ties with Congressional
offices.

Signifcant progress was made in processing all major categories
of materials located in Special Collections. The Catalog Department
processed all new monographic acquisitions and will report a significant
increase in the number of titles cataloged. O'Neil processed backlogs
and all new acquisitions of both photographs (over 800 items) and
ephemera (over 300 new titles). Myers, with various student assistants,
processed 11 manuscript collections, entered the first ANC format records
into OCLC and promoted the use of newly processed collections through
informative news releases. Included among these collections are papers
of Southwestern Environmental Service, William Defty (mining engineer),
George Cranston (soldier), Earle R. Forrest (writer), Gregory Corso
(poet), Jean Salpointe (Archbishop) and G. E. P. Smith (water engineer).
In addition, Myers recorded 51 new accessions (501 1 ft.) of manuscripts
and deaccessloned 191 1 ft. Steere, also with the aid of student
assistants, completed preliminary processing of 180 1 ft. of the Morris
K. Udall congressional papers and deaccessioned 90 1 ft. Staples processed
the 4500 item Western Pulp Fiction Collection and created a finding aid
as well as catalog access.

Exhibits promote a knowledge and appreciation of our collections.
Steere mounted exhibits on the History of Archaeology in Arizona, Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle and Sherlock Holmes, Pop-Up Books, the Udall Family,
and the annual Rounce and Coffin Club selections. He chaired the
Exhibits Committee, assisted with several other exhibits, and prepared
press releases and announcements. Staples prepared well received
exhibits on Salvador Dali, Tennessee Williams and Southwestern Cookbooks.

The Special Collections card catalog was brought into conformity
with ALA filing rules by Coates, Saulls and Schlichting. Saulls and
Schlicting provided consistently helpful directional assistance and
O'Neil, Staples, Myers, Steere and Leischow provided informed reference
service. Coates processed all photographic orders promptly and
efficiently.

Miriam Nickerson, Assistant Director of Development, produced a
promotional brochure for the Library which emphasized Special Collections
and its Southwest and History of Science Collections.

Myers was elected chair of the Society of American Archivists
OCLC Users Roundtable. Hieb, Myers and Steere published book reviews.
Hieb published Tony Hillerman: A Bibliography and presented paeprs on
Southwestern topics at the annual meetings of the American Anthropological
Association and a conference on Pueblo Architecture and Regional Style.

With sadness we note the death of Edward Abbey who has given us
his papers.



II. Strengths

Reference. An outstanding staff of reference librarians provides
service in our Reading Room and through correspondence. Statistics

do not convey the sense of helpfulness as much as the many words of

appreciated expressed to the staff and Department Head during the

year. Over loo reference letters were written, many concerned with
complex historical and bibliographical problems (Steere, Myers, O'Neil,

Hieb) and over 200 requests for photographic reproductions were
processed by Coates.

Collection Development. A small group of Arizona booksellers
function as extensions of the department in the acquisition of new

and out-of-print materials. By informing these dealers of the
definitions, criteria and priorities which guide our collection
development efforts and by working closely with them and the
accounting section of the Acquisitions Department, Hieb and O'Neil

have developed a highly effective approach to building the Arizona!

Southwest Collection. These local sources are supplemented by quotes
and catalog offerings from dealers throughout North America. Finally,

departmental efforts are supported by the Acquisitions Department
(including Gifts and Exchanges), the Collection Development Committee
and the Friends of the Library.

Conservation. Nearly all heavy use areas of our photographic
collection have been sleeved (9/l6ths of the Arizona Collection).
Likewise, the refoldering (replacement of high acid content folders)

of manuscript collections also has involved a review of cotents for

further conservation needs. Newspaper clippings encountered in the

collections are routinely photocopied on acid free paper. Over

seventy-five early books have been rebound or repairded. Slip cases

and drop boxes were prepared for fragile monographs, including a
number of rare items in the Tennessee Williams collection which was

received as a gift during the year.

Manuscript Processing. The statistics and content of manuscript

processing efforts are noted in the Summary. Both Myers and Steere

have made effective use of students in accessioning and processing

manuscript collections. Finding aids reflect the highest of
professional standards and effective use of word processing equipment.



III. Weaknesses

Staffing. Manuscript acquisition, appraisal and processing occupies
much of the time of two full tinte staff (Myers, Steere). Without student
assistants statistics of processed collections can be expected to show
steep decline. Likewise, the acquisition and processing of books,
photographs and ephemera requires an ongoing effort by Hieb, O'Neil
and Staples to maintain currency on a day to day basis. (O'Neil

+ Staples = 1.25 FTE or .25 over current departmental allocation.)
Saulls and Schlichting (.5 + .375) are dedicated to direction assistance
and catalog maintenance, with Coates providing supervision and revision.
Although Special Collections is a public service area, acquisition and
processing of materials requires such detailed attention that the staff
experience only stress and frustration as they look to areas where
service or access might be improved. Like many other departments in the
Library we are understaffed. The loss of the State and Local Documents
Librarian position has had a significant impact on scheduling flexibility
and enhancement of services. (Staples, on .5 temporary appointment, has
provided some stability in the daily reference schedule and was able
to assist with processing extraordinary gift collections and acquistions
which are becoming increasingly ordinary.) Any sickness, vacation,
professional leave or similar event has an immediate impact. Added to
this is the need to maintain full-time presence in the Reading Room
both for reference assistance and security. As paging increases,
security and reference assistance decreases. With the Cl renovation
bringing the department much needed storage space, full time paging
assistance (available 44 hours/week) will be essential.

Storage. Much of the Special Collections stacks area is at 100%
of capacity. Much of the LC collection in the PR-PS area has been
shelved out of sequence this year because we have overflowed existing
stacks space. Over two hundred boxes of manuscript materials are
located on floors or in office space (which could be used for
reference service and processing). This situation has been well
document and the renovation of Cl--anticipated during the 1989/90 FY--
will alleviate this situation and provide up to ten years of additional
growth for collections.

Security. Lockers were added near the end of the 1988/89 FY in
the Special Collections lobby area. This permits a significant separation
of security and reference functions. However, overall security of
materials in the Reading Room (especially of photographs and manuscript
materials) requires full time presence of trained staff. Even so, a
sole reference attendant, faced with an in-depth request or detailed
photoduplication order, cannot adequately provide security for the
materials in the room.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Renovation of Cl. Expansion of the Special Collections stacks
area is necessary both for storage of materials and to allow us to
reclain office space for projects and special access to materials.

Access to photographs. Separate access to photographers will
be created for pre-1920 images in the Arizona Photographic Collection
(approx. 2000 images).

Conservation. In addition to the conservation of early books,
additional projects--staff and funding permitting--include microfilming
the Hunt scrapbooks and the Lincoln County War materials in the Fulton
Collection.

Automation. Special Collections staff have reviewed the Library's
automation plan and recognize the need to anticipate the on-line
catalog, to explore opportunities to incorporate local databases, to
plan retrocon of in-house cataloging and finding aids, etc. Clearly
our focus must be to prepare for the future, not to repair for the
past.

Fund raising. The Friends of the Library provided funds for
books, an exhibit case and tripod stands during the current fiscal
year. Although at year's end it appears we will be able to purchase
a copy of Villagra's Historia de la Nueva Mexico (1610), it has been
increasingly difficult to purchase all necessary research materials
for the Southwestern Collections. Special Collections staff will
continue to provide various forms of support for the Century II
fundraising efforts. We are well aware of their importance.

Staffing. In an effort to develop greater flexibility in
scheduling, all staff will be trained to work on the Reading Room
reference desk (including Saulls and Schlichting). This will
contribute to overall staff morale as well as preparing for the
lowest FTE staffing of the department in several years.



Special Collections
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* Current UA Budget involves directional assistance but is
self-service. Statistics not included in other categories.

1988/89 Annual Report
Statistical Supplement

85/86 86/87 87/88 88/89
CIRCULATION STATISTICS

People, Total 8440 9162 8003 8687
Pieces, Total 18033 18467 16275 18288

Undergraduate 2530 2289 2276 2410
Graduate 2309 2383 1664 1569
Faculty/Staff 1115 923 1059 1161
Special Borrower 2486 2721 3014 3547

Arizona 9160 8771 7905 8173
LC 5526 7492 6021 7028
Theses/Dissertations 742 523 489 537
Manuscripts 1013 835 938 1683
Photo files 1592 842 922 867
Current UA Budget* 1191

PROCESSING STATISTICS

Books LC 4406 2357 1223 2172
SF (PZ2001) 76 2
AZ 502 166 67 64

Mss AZ (titles) 18 31
MS (titles) 3 18 5 11

Photographs 1855 1359 1218 931

Pamphlets AZ 265 185 50 269
LC 128 52 72 112

Theses/Dissertations 155 75 40 30
Biographical files 20

REFERENCE STATISTICS

Questions Directional 4566 5266 4811 4884
Reference 4091 3546 3939 3532
"5" 373 498 644 650

SERVICES

Photocopies 327 351 286 83
On-Demand Photocopies 413 789 1189 1413
Photographs 252 59 43 123

REFELENCE LETTERS

Letters - 147
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SUMMARY

Service demands in the Central Services Division continue to accelerate
with the increased enrollment in the University. A few figures help to
tell the story. At the reference desk in the Central Reference Depart-
ment 10% more reference questions were answered in Fall of 1988 than in
the Fall of 1987; a 10% increase also was handled at the reference
desk of the Government Documents Department; and the Loan Department
checked out 5% more books in the Fall of 1988 than in the Fall of 1987
while reshelving 7% more items. The Library Skills Program which is
for all students enrolled in the basic English Composition classes
reached 3,708 students in Fall of 1988 compared to 3,369 in Fall of
1987 (10% increase). These students were taught in 101 sessions com-
pared to 91 last Fall. All of these increases are in addition to simi-
lar increases from Fall of 1986 to Fall of 1987 leading to overwhelming
service demands coupled with a lack of additional staff. As Charles
Gilreath, Head Central Reference Librarian, wrote in his annual report:
"to contemplate that these increases have been sustained by a staff no
larger now than a decade ago is a sobering exercise."

Despite the impact of the increasing service demands, the Division's
commitment to as high a quality of service as possible was demonstrated
in a number of accomplishments this year. Premier among those accom-
plishments affecting a large number of students, faculty, and staff has
been the successful integration of a number of CD-ROM services in refer-
ence areas. In the Central Reference Department and Current Periodi-
cals area, CD-ROM databases in the subject areas of education, psycholo-
gy, business, and general material were heavily used during the year.
In addition, the Media Center added Avoiding and the Government Docu-
ments Department added the Monthly Catalog of US Government Publica-
tions in CD-ROM. Central Services personnel also played a major role
in the implementation of the prototype Online Catalog for the Science-
Engineering Library.

Enhanced services will be made possible by the purchase of a number of
important equipment items during this year. $50,000 in supplementary
funds were earmarked for Film Collection purchases allowing that unit
to buy much needed equipment for the Film and Video collections. Other
major equipment improvements included new security gates in the Main
Library, the addition of an INNOVACQ terminal in Current Periodicals,
and equipment in Handicapped Services to convert printed material into
computer textfiles for the visually handicapped.

Other major accomplishments included gaining approval for a rotating
graduate due date to replace the single graduate due date each semes-
ter; sponsoring library workshops for transfer students, holding a
critical thinking workshop to enhance staff's ability in teaching li-
brary instruction sessions; being awarded a Provost Teaching Improve-
ment Award for $2,000 to develop an instructional videotape; and having
a successful inspection of the Government Documents Department by the
Government Printing Office in which we received excellent or good rat-
ings in all 7 categories.



STRENGTHS

The greatest asset in the Division, as in the University Library as a
whole, is the staff. The staff's flexibility and adaptability are
incredible. Many areas, including Loan, Media, Government Documents,
Interlibrary Loan, and Current Periodicals, had major staff turnovers
while continuing to deal with the increased demands for service. 50%
of the Loan Department's staff is new this year. Many valued staff
throughout the Division resigned during this year; while we miss them,
we welcome the new employees. Four national recruitments were conduct-
ed with the results of hiring three academic professionals: Jennifer
Flint was hired as the Library Instruction Librarian, Carrie Russell as
the new Media Librarian for Film, and Christine Kollen as the Map Libra-
rian (Cataloger). The fourth search for a Head Map Librarian was unsuc-
cessful and has been re-advertised this Spring. Charlene Baldwin,
Science-Engineering Reference Librarian, has served as Acting Head Map
Librarian.

Throughout the Division emphasis has been placed on hiring according to
the Library's Affirmative Action guidelines. There has been much suc-
cess with the outcome that the staff is more reflective of the ethnic
and gender make-up of the comparable populations.

In ongoing efforts to reflect the appropriate personnel classifications
for the responsibilities of the staff, the Division was successful in
reclassification efforts for five positions in the Loan Department and
3 positions in the Media Center. The Division participated in the
Arthur Young study to help rationalize career staff classifications.

The collections developed, processed, and accessed by Central Services
departments are a continuing strength. Progress has been made in a
number of areas largely due to the addition to the base of the materi-
als budget. The Map Collection now numbers over 250,000 sheet maps,
and staff in that area were able to build on the Latin American
strength of the collection as well as to begin a preservation project
of aerial photographs of the Papago and San Carlos Indian Reserva-
tions. Arrangements were finalized for Tucson, Pima County, and quasi-
governmental documents with Special Collections housing the archive
collection and the Government Documents Department housing a circulat-
ing collection. The Media Center was able to purchase 42 l6xmn films
which is the first major purchase of films for the Film Collection
since 1983. Finally, the Library instituted the McNaughton book leas-
ing program to provide recreational reading for undergraduates for
which the Loan Department assisted in developing procedures.

A third and all pervasive strength of the Division (and the Library as
a whole) is the strong service commitment. This commitment is demon-
strated in a number of ways including the many hours of time volun-
teered by Central Services personnel to areas outside their depart-

ments. The Division is also a major beneficiary of volunteered hours
from the Technical Services Division. In addition, staff strive to
maintain close working relations with faculty as demonstrated by the
growing relationship with the Media Arts Department.



LIMITATIONS

Staff

As elsewhere in the University Library, the Central Services Division
is desperately short on staff lines. Additional career staff positions
are needed in the Map Collection and Library Instruction for general
support and in the Loan Department for patrolling the buildings in
relation to food, drink, and security concerns. Professional positions
are needed in Central Reference, Government Documents, Media and the
Map Collection. Increases in the student wage budget also are needed.

Space

The stacks are filling up. Too soon the Library will have to remove
more and more seating areas in order to house the collections. The
stacks in the Central Reference Department are at 90% capacity; in the
rest of the Main Library stacks are filled to 79% capacity and in Sci-
ence-Engineering Library 78%. 80% capacity is the point at which shelv-
ing becomes time-consuming, difficult, and expensive because of the
shifts needed. Space is also needed for improved work areas in Current
Periodicals, Interlibrary Loan, and Science-Engineering Reserve. The

Special Collections renovation will provide some relief especially for
Microforms, but additional renovation is needed. It is hoped that
funding will be available for the Film Collection renovation which will
make that space workable even though it will still be separated by half
the campus from the Media Center.

Automation

The implementation of the prototype Online Catalog in the Science-Engin-
eering Library serves to show how much the whole system is suffering
from a lack of an integrated online system. As the Library goes for-
ward with automation planning and when we receive funding for the Pro-
gram Change Package, Central Services will be a major beneficiary.

GEAC has been a highly successful circulation system, but it is now
over 8 years old and it has become a major weakness. It was down for
three weekends fall semester causing many problems, and response time
is becoming slower and slower.



FUTURE PLANS

Continue the high levels of service presently offered by the Division
and improve service where necessary and possible.

Develop additional teaching strategies based on the information learned
from the Critical Thinking Workshop.

Develop an instructional videotape to be used in the Library Skills
presentation.

Work with others in the University community to link up with the Stu-
dent Information Service and to be involved with plans for the Informa-
tion Center in the College of Business and Public Administration.

Support the renovation efforts for funded projects, hopefully to in-
clude the Special Collection addition, Filin Collection renovation, and
third floor renovation.

Hire and train a new Head Map Librarian.

Implement Interlibrary Loan courier system among the three state univer-
sities.

Implement library orientation sessions for graduate students.

Seek a Title II grant to aid in increased bibliographic access to the
Map Collection's special holdings on Latin America.

Apply the Library's Affirmative Action guidelines.



Charles L. Gilreath
Head Central Reference Librarian
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1988-89
Annual Report

Central Reference Department

SUMMARY

The 1988-89 academic year was another in which the Central
Reference Department faced many challenges and was able, for the
most part, to overcome them. The substantial increase in the
University's enrollment this last year had a marked effect on
activity at service points in the department and on the number
and size of bibliographic instruction sessions requested of the
staff. Departmental statistics for the Fall semester this year
are telling. Questions answered at the reference desk have grown
another 10% to 51273, while the number of instructional sessions
has increased by over 18%, to 187. In a single year, these
increases are impressive, but when one considers that in
comparison to statistics of two years ago they represent a 24%
increase in reference questions and a 76% increase in instruction
sessions one begins to see the real impact on the Library of the
enrollment increases. Likewise, in the Interlibrary Loan Office
and in the Current Periodicals Room we have experienced continued
increases in demand for service. Interlibrary borrowing requests
have remained roughly level, while lending requests have
continued to grow at about 10% per year. Use of the Current
Periodicals Room has grown at almost 8% To contemplate that
these increases have been sustained by a staff no larger now than
a decade ago is a sobering exercise.

In addition to normal across-the-desk services CRD staff
made significant advances in other activities as well. Most
visible of the accomplishments to the public was the successful
introduction of compact disk technology into the Reference Room
and the Current Periodicals Room. Since June, 1988, the
department has introduced for direct searching by our users the
following databases in CD-ROM format: ERIC (education
literature), PSYCLIT (psychology literature), COMPACT DISCLOSURE
(company data), NEWSBANK (general and business literature), and
INFOTRAC/CD (general and business periodical citations plus
newspaper indexing). Using the instructional materials prepared
by the CRD librarians and the assistance of staff members at the
desk, patrons have kept these database in almost constant use
throughout the year. The most direct impact on the staff in the
department is a marked reduction in requests for mediated online
searching, but on balance the number of people making use of the
powerful interactive capabilities of these systems has resulted
in dramatic increases in the numbers of researchers benefiting
from this technology. In March the Current Periodicals Room
received an INNOVACQ terminal, which greatly enhanced their
ability to assist library users by enabling them to gain up-to-
date information about receipt of serial titles.
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CRD staff also participated in the third phase of the
Serials Review Project, in which hundreds of serial publications
were reviewed and thousands of dollars worth of subscriptions
were recommended for cancellation. We gained better control of
our microfilm newspaper collection by the completion of a
barcoding project in the Current Periodicals Room, and by year
end new printed guides for the newspaper collection and Latin
American microform publications were published.

STRENGThS

The greatest strengths of this department are the strong
collection of reference materials and the dedicated staff who
interpret that collection to the Library's users. Despite the
need to cut several thousand dollars worth of serial publications
over the past three years, the reference collection has survived
the pruning and remains a very rich resource. Augmentations to
the budget by the University Administration this year have
enabled us to move forward somewhat faster in implementing
compact disk technology than we had thought possible this year.
These new services have been extremely popular with the users,
and the great skill the CRD staff have in instructing people has
been again evidenced by the ease with which users have made the
transition to these systems.

Collections and technology notwithstanding, the single
greatest asset in this department is the staff itself. They are
knowledgeable about the collections and work extremely well with
the students and faculty of the University, as well as with the
wide variety of community users who come to the Library. Demands
for their services continue to grow in virtually all areas. By
April of this year, for example, the staff had already surpassed
the previous year's total in bibliographic instruction sessions
conducted by 20% (323 for all of 1987-8 vs. 388 for the first ten
months of 1988-9). Their commitment to top quality reference and
instructional services means both thoughtful approaches to their
work and often long hours on duty. Ten and twelve hour days are
commonplace in this department. The CRD staff have also
continued a high level of contribution to the profession; in
addition the normal workload in the department 11 CRD librarians
have made no fewer than 23 invited presentations at professional
meetings, authored 37 publications and reviews, and edited 7
other publications.

In addition to the capable staff in the department, we have
been fortunate to have the cooperation of staff members
throughout the library who have volunteered many hours to help
staff both the Reference and the Information Desks. We are most
grateful to the Catalog, Serials, Loan, and Acquisitions
departments for this assistance. Turnover in the professional
ranks this year has been virtually nil, which has allowed us an
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unusual amount of stability. Turnover among the career staff
both in Interlibrary Loan and in Current Periodicals has meant
the loss of experienced staff, but it has also meant the
opportunity for us to hire very well qualified people as
replacements and at the same time to make some positive steps
forward in implementing the Library's Affirmative Action Plan.
In the department office Alisa Slaughter was hired to replace
Barbara Mongan as departmental secretary. In CPNN Aurelia Vega
was hired as the bindery clerk, and in ILL Snowden Wyatt and
Linda Dols were hired as Library Assistant II's. Both Snowden and
Linda bring several years of library experience to their new
positions. We are fortunate to have all of them.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

It is an old and now very familiar song, but the greatest
limitations in the Central Reference Department are staff and

space. We have sustained significant growth in requests for
service over each of the past five years--in many cases at a
double-digit growth rate--yet the number of staff to respond to
these requests has remained static. While the introduction of
automated systems can assist the staff in responding to requests
and in some cases can reduce certain kinds of demands on the
staff, in the long run these systems simply change the nature of
staff work, not reduce it. There is simply no effective
substitute for more personnel in public service areas such as the
Central Reference Department. The need is not only for
additional full time staff but also for an increased budget for
student wages. Given the long hours of staffing in the units of
the Central Reference Department, we must rely heavily on
students to assist at service points. Lack of sufficient student
support also means that critical tasks such as reshelving and
processing of materials are delayed, thus impeding access to

materials.

Space is the other limitation for which nothing can
substitute in this department. While the proposed renovation of
the Current periodicals area and the second floor of the Main
Library offer some solution to the worst space problems for these
service points, there is continued need for attention in the
Interlibrary Loan Office and in the Reference Room itself. The
continual increases in ILL requests have meant growth in the
amount of material flowing through that office and a concomitant
need for space with which to work with that material. The
Reference Room stacks have long since surpassed the maximum
utilizable capacity; this year, for example, we shifted the
entire collection twice in order to redistribute the space
equivalent of a mere dozen shelves. Even with these shifts
virtually all CRD shelves are approaching 90% capacity.
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FUTURE PLANS

During the next year the department will be actively
involved in a variety of efforts. ?1inong them are:

Planning for and implementing the reorganization of the

Current periodicals and Microforms Room, assuming that
the planned renovation in pods Cl and B2 are funded.

Introduce additional CD-ROM products into the reference

function.

Develop additional computer applications in the
department including the development of local databases

for use at the reference desk, full implementation of
the ILL/RKS system for Interlibrary Loan, and further
exploration of ways to use INNOVACQ to greater
advantage in CPNM.

Develop additional teaching strategies utilizing skills
the staff learned during the Critical Thinking Workshop
sponsored by the Library Instruction Department this

past year.

Reassess our current online end-user system to
determine whether a change in vendor is warranted and

if it is, then to plan and implement the change in the

program.

Implement an ILL courier service among the three
universities in the state in order to facilitate the
sharing of the state's library resources.



CENTRAL REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

Desk Statistics, 1988-89

Total questions increased 7.8 percent
Reference questions increased 6.2 percent
Directional questions increased 17 percent

Month Directional Reference Total

87-88 88-89 87-88 88-89 87-88 88-89

July 677 986 4723 5346 5400 6632

August 800 785 4197 5091 4997 5876

Sept 1785 1477 10078 9986 11863 11463

Oct 1722 2585 12458 16175 14180 18760

Nov 1676 1774 12182 11308 13858 13082

Dec 827 712 6822 5622 7649 6334

Jan 676 975 6210 6321 6886 7296

Feb 1276 1463 9397 9635 10673 11098

March 1218 1418 9945 11117 11163 12535

April 1222 1470 10908 12784 12233 14254

May 435 654 4657 4853 5092 5507

June 801 916 6190 5968 6991 6884

Total 12954 15215 98031 104206 110985 119721



*Wjth the availability of five CD-ROM databases in the Central Reference
department, mediated searching has dropped by 57.3 percent. Time
previously spent on mediated searching is now devoted to helping patrons
with CD-ROM searching (see statistics below) and QuickSearch.

CD-ROM STATISTICS

ERIC PSYCLIT DAI COMPACT
DISCLOSURE

SOCIOFILE

Installed: 6/88 6/88 5/89 3/89 5/89

Sign-ups: 4205 3151 61 165 73

Total use: 7655

CENTRAL REFERENCE DEPARTMENT
Other Performance Measures

COMPUTER SEARCHING 87-88 88-89

Mediated Searches 546 233*
Ready Reference Searches 1463 1269

Average cost $3.19 $4.01
User Conducted Searches 1289 1085

Average cost $7.92 $8.48

CLASS INSTRUCTION
Sessions conducted 323 365

PUBLI CATIONS
New Publications 42 63



CENTRAL REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

Collection Management Statistics

87-88 88-89

New/Added Volumes 1519 2264

Transfers:
Titles Pieces Titles Pieces

Monographs 214 359 556 784

Serials 135 459 301 530

349 818 857 1314

Total: 1167 2171

New and added volumes increased 49 percent.
Titles transferred increased 145 percent.
Pieces transferred increased 60 percent.
Total transfers increased 86 percent.



LNDINO:

Number of requests received
(OCLC & U.s. Mail)

Number of recuests filled

Number of requests unfilled

INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS

July 1, 1988-June 1989

45,754

23, 464

21,790

THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS RECEIVED INCREASED BY 6% THIS FISCAL YEAR.

UA DOCLJMNT IVY YTM2
Number of requests received 612

Number of recuests f5 J. led

Number of recuests referred 279

TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS:

Received 45,366

Filled 23,797

Unfilled & Referred 22,069

REASONS FOR UNFILLED: LOAN PHOTO

Not owned 1,054 1,512
In Use 3,79 350
Not On helf 2,849 3,905
Non-Oircul tinj 2,461 0

Fragile 197 0

No OCLO Reply 21 59

Will Not Pay 0 692
Miscellaneous 326 1,013

:0,337 11,403

SUMMARY:

Numhcu: of Loan reuet filled: 13,258 (9 increase)

Number of Photocopy reçuests
filled: (10 increas') 10,539 (Includes USDt)



Total requests received from UA patrons

Total requests filled

Total requests pending & unfilled

REASONS FOR UNFILLED:

6%

8,457

7,324

1,259

212
215
357
215
260

Cance].led by patron
Cancelled by ILL
Holding library will not lend
Insufficient citation
Patron cannot pay borrowing fee

SUMMARY:

1,259

,_, I

4 0 4 5

THIS YEAR.

Number of Loan recuests filled:

Number of Photocopy recuests filled:

THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS RECEIVED INCREASED BY

THE FILL RATE FOR THIS FISCAL YEAR IS 86.6%.



*Includes complete replacement of English and American Drama of
the 19th Century from microcard to Microfiche.

CURRENT PERIODICALS, NEWSPAPERS AND MICROFORNS
1988-89 Statistics

87-88 88-89

Patron Count 231,262 232,596
Newspapers Added 31,868 30,842
Periodicals Added 30,891 29,768
Newspapers Reshelved 130,452 137,656
Periodicals Reshelved 167,115 171,231
Microfilm Reshelved 65,773 73,369
Microfiche Reshelved 134,260 212,852*
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SUMMARY

Personnel: 1988/89 was another year of higher-than-usual turnover in
our career staff ranks. Library Assistant I Rosemarie Puerta resigned
a few weeks after being hired. Bonnie Schlichting was promoted to this
LA I position, and Philip Reynolds was hired to replace Bonnie as a
Library Clerk III; both have been positive additions to the department.
Rita Gonzalez-Boepple spent the months of September, October, and
November, 1988, on maternity leave. We were pleased to be able to hire
Jay Talley, a former student assistant, as a temporary part-time
librarian (25 hours per week), beginning in January, 1989, and continuing
through June 30, 1989.

Service: The most important service we offer is reference service, and
our reference questions increased by 10% for the first nine months of
this year as compared to the comparable nine months of last year. We
completed our second year as the sole library provider of Internal
Revenue Service forms and instructions in Pima County. The impact of

providing this service seems to increase every year, and there were
times during the week before the IRS filing deadline when answering
questions about IRS material interfered with our ability to provide
service for the rest of our collection. After a full year of getting
acclimated to State of Arizona documents, the department is more
comfortable with providing reference service for this collection.
This is the first full year we've had these publications and their
presence undoubtedly accounts for a portion of our 10% increase in
reference questions. Finally, the Government Documents Department
was inspected by the Government Printing Office in March, 1989. We

were rated in seven categories, earning "Good" marks for our organ-
ization of the depository collection, staffing, and space standards;
and "Excellent" marks for our depository collections, maintenance of
the depository collection, service to the general public, and
depository cooperation.

Processing: This spring, the Government Printing Office resumed
shipment of microfiche to depositories after a virtual halt to
distribution in this format due to a contractor default in early

1987. Our processing load has thus begun to increase considerably.
The full impact of the resumption of fiche shipments is difficult to
assess at this point. During the last "normal" year for fiche ship-

ments, in 1985/86, depository microfiche acquisitions outnumbered
our depository paper copy acquisitions. That, however, was before

we switched from regional to selective depository status, and we will

no longer be receiving some classes of microfiche.

Collections: We have added two CD-ROM subscriptions to the Monthly
Catalog of U.S. Government Publications to our reference collection;
and we have begun to receive additional material in this format. Our

Arizona documents collection has expanded to include current Tucson,
Pima County, and quasi-governmental publications; and we took over
from Special Collections the responsibility for acquiring these documents.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The department's major strengths continue to reside in the
collective experience and expertise of its staff and in the depth
of its collections. Our convenient, highly visible location is
another major strength. The addition of CD-ROM indexes and other
electronic reference tools should enhance access to our collection,
both for the staff and patrons alike.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Staffing: The laàk of adequate reference staffing is a major limitation.
Given the number of hours per week we are open and the number of
reference questions we are called upon to answer, the Government
Documents Department needs at least another half-time professional
librarian on a permanent basis. We are busy enough in the evenings
that double-staffing (with student assistants, if not full-time staff)
is now a necessity rather than a luxury; and increased reference
activity on weekends may require double-staffing then as well, at least
during peak periods of each semester. Jay Talley's presence as a part-
time temporary librarian has been a godsend. He has helped stave off
reference burnout on the part of some of the staff. However, the
Library's current plans are to reduce this support from 25 hours per
week to 10 hours per week, and it is not clear at present how many of
those hours he will be able to devote to reference. If our volume of
business continues to increase at its present rate, burnout will begin
to be a problem in 1989/90. Right now, staff members at our reference
desk offer not only reference service, but also function as loan desk
clerks and photocopy repairmen. One way to ease the burden of
increasing documents reference questions would be to transfer the online
portions of our circulation functions to the Loan Department (see
Future Plans). Another way to add reference help would be to reclassify
our Library Clerk III into a career staff classification which would
include reference duties.

Space: The Government Printing Office Inspector's report notwithstanding,
space is another issue that will become increasingly problematic as time
passes. The CD-ROMs we have added enhance access to our collection, but
we don't have a good place to put them in our reference room as it is
currently configured (see Future Plans). The GPO's resumption of micro-
fiche shipments will bring our microfiche storage problem to a head
soon: we have run out of places to put fiche cabinets without a major
reorganization of the area. And of course, our book stacks continue
to fill up. The Special Collections (C i - B 2) renovation would help
alleviate the space problem in our book stacks by allowing us to move
some older serial set volumes to storage in Special Collections --
assuming, of course, that this renovation is actually done. And if
the University approves a second renovation package, which includes
a proposal to move the Government Documents Department to 3 C, the
space we would gain there would give us much more breathing room.



FUTURE PLANS

Effective use of our new electronic reference sources will be a
priority in the coming year. This will involve not only training
all reference staff in online ready reference searching on our new
terminal, but also the reconfiguration of our reference roo.m to
ease the bottlenecks caused by the addition of this equipment to
the area. We need to continue to familiarize ourselves with the
material in the Arizona state and local documents collection.
We will look at our current depository selection profile to determine
whether there are additional items that we should deselect. Depending
upon the status of the two renovation projects mentioned in the
Major Limitations section of this report, we may be able to rethink
our assumptions regarding the necessity of converting substantial
portions of our congressional documents to microfiche in the near
future. Also as noted in the Major Limitations section, it is
probably time to consider turning over the online circulation of
government documents to the Loan Department. And finally, we will
need to resolve any remaining issues concerning the career staff
and the Arthur Young reclassification study.

Robert Mitchell
Government Documents Department
May 1, 1989



APPENDIX

STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HEAD DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN

FOR THE 1988-89 YEAR

PUBLIC SERVICES 1987/88 1988/89

Documents reference questions 18,648 21,137

Library Skills Program reference questions 2,144 1,351

Total reference questions 20,792 22,488

Documents directional questions 7,354 8,926

Library Skills Program directional questions 1,062 934

Total 8,416 9,860

Total questions 29,208 32,348

Items circulated* 5,305 6,352

Library use of printed items NA NA

Library use of microforms 22,450 24,611

Online reference searches 21 126

TECHNI CAL SERVI CES

Documents received (print format)

Federal
Depository 17,417 18,038

Non-depository 6,242 4,765

International
Cataloged 46 55

Uncataloged 1,798 1,235

Arizona 1,103 2,989

Documents withdrawn (print format)

Federal 5,915 10,528

International 180 0

Arizona 1 21



TECHNICAL SERVICES (cont.) 1987/88 1988/89

Documents routed (print format)

*Thls figure does not reflect documents checked out at either the Main Library
or SEL loan desks.

**For 1987/88 this figure includes 39,386 SRI microfiche transferred to the
department from CPNM.

Federal
International
ArIzona

3,564
257

1

3,556
21

112

Total printed documents added to collection 16,689 12,844

Total estimated printed documents 905,440 918,284

Microforms received

Depository microfIche 9,381 9,005
Non-depository microfiche** 67,181 41,671
Microfilm reels 12 42

Microfiche withdrawn 636 1,669

Microfiche routed 1,176 1,086

Total microfiche added to collection 74,750 47,921

Total estimated microforms

Microfiche 1,039,831 1,087,752

Microfilm reels 6,775 6,817

Volumes bound 1,195 894

Document records added to Geac 6,390 5,314

Document records deleted from Geac 200 895

Total documents records in Geac 40,915 45,334
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The Libraxy Instiuction Deparbnt had an extrenly active ar productive
year. Especially rewardir is the fact that so many of t1 projects
successfully addressed identified issues ar concerns.

A national search was ccITçleted to fill the position of Library
Instruction Librarian. Jennifer Flint was chosen fran a pool of over 90
aiÇlicants.

New this year were cial transfer stixlent workshops designed to reach a
segment of air student pciLation who have not had the benefit of a formal
introduction to the library. Workirg with the Office of Orientation,
1½dvisir ar Retention, library student assistants were trained to atten
University orientation sessions ard to ercairage participants to atterd
instructional sessions for transfer students held durir the beinnir of
the fall ard spring semester. These "Thrive in the Library" hairs
introduced transfers to the Library's services, collections ard
departments. These sessions were so successful (based on the unexpectedly
high atteixiance, participant evaluation forme ard catments fran the OAR
Office) that plans have been made to increase the number of sessions next
year.

A significantly revised preceptorship was designed to introduce GF's to
the Library Skills Program. Workixq in collaboration with two GAT's, the
Library Instruction Department designed the preceptorship to atasize the
iinportant role which GrA's have in the effective administration of the
program, ard the significant role they play in influencir students'
attitudes taard the program. GrA's actually ccztpleted portia of the
program. This eriasis on cpen cxztmunication continued thrc*4ìcxit the
year resultii in a highly cooperative workir relationship between the
Library Instruction Department ard the GI's.

A itcdel program for graduate student orientation was developed with the
assistance of the Library Instruction Advisory Ccnnittee. This
orientation program will be initiated in the Fall of 1989 ard will cover
the services ard resairces of special interest ard relevarx to the
graduate student.

A critical thinkir workshcp was held in March of 1989 to introduce staff
involved in course-related instruction to ri teachin methodologies.
Cerise Oberman, a nationally recognized expert on applyin learnin theory
to library instruction, corducted a day ard a half works]xç which
eaasized teachin students to think critically thrh alyin active
learniog tecimiques.

As thair of a subccirrmittee of the Online (talog Imp1eitntation Team, the
Head Library Instruction Librarian coordinated a canmittee responsible for
staff trainir aixi student instruction for the SEL prototype online
catalog. This ccmnittee developed a proposal for site trainin, developed
a user questionnaire form, aixi designed 19 informational screens. The
ccitunittee also coordinated the trainirg for all SEL staff as well as three
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all-sttff overview ai trainir sessions. Self-guided materials vere
developed ar a user guide to the online catalog.

A policy ai procedures notebook has been designed for the Harxìicaped
Services Rom. This incltzes a collection develoInt policy, a section
on operation of the equipnent, ai a section on ocamunity res.irces.
Stee Ir*iie, Oatpiter Specialist in the Office of Medical $w'ation,
facilitated the transfer of an Apple Ile cc*rpiter fran Dr. ert W. Gore,
Professor of riysiology, to the Haix3.icaçed Services Roan. This equinnent
was placed in the Etrzweil Readirg Machine Roan to aid in ccawertir
printed material into ccmpiter textfiles. We *ii:thased appropriate
software to make this transfer of data possible. Also prchased was an
Edo lib Speech Synthesizer for voice acs.

ZIPJOR ff131S

One of the Library Instruction Departnnt's major strengths has been the
wilthness of the staff to participate in programs despite the danars of
their primary jct responsibilities. For exanle, providing instruction to
over 72 lish 102 sessions this spring sster (twice as many as last
year) meant a special effort on the part of Library staff ar Graduate
Library School stixents.

The Library Instruction Department had the opportunity to ethar its
services thrcxigh support fran both the Library administration ar the
University administration. Melissa Scott was appointed to a toraxy
library position (6 hairs a week). She assisted in the presentation of
instructional sessions, worked on guidelines for revising the Library
Skills Program workbook assigrments, az is assisting in the revision of
library ixiblications. The critical-thinki.ng workshop, furded by the
Library Administration, allcMed 26 full-tijie staff meithers the cortunity
to learn new teaching methodologies. The transfer stuent workshops were
furxed thrc*igh The Year of the Urdergraduate, Urdergraduate Affairs, ar
received nuch pratotional support thrc*4i the Office of Orientation,
Advising ard Retention. This year we received a $2,000 grant fran the
Provost's Teaching Inprovøint Award. Jennifer Flint, with the assistaroe
of the Library Instruction Advisory Qimnittee, developed a proposal for
creating a video to inprove the effectiveness of the Library Skills
presentation.

The Library Instruction Advisory Qriritt deserves special recognition
for their aitstarxling contrihrtions to the work of this department. They
assisted in fair major projects this year ard have been a tha4itful,
supportive, ard conscientiais graip. The insights ard perspectives they
ntril*ite frau their unique positions in the system are invaluable for
evaluation ard future plarinin.

Both the Head Library Instruction Librarian ard the Library Instruction
Librarian have been active in both state ard national organizations ard
activities. Jennifer Flint has served on the ASIA, Arizona Library
Instruction Raird Table, Program Qitinittee. She was recently appointed as
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an intern to the ALA, Bibliograìilc Instruction Section, Ominittee on
Continuir Blucation.

Laise Greenfield, Head Library Instruction Librarian, has ccmpleted her
service as thair of the ASLA Instruction Catgnittee. In this capacity she

coordinated in the annual conference program "The Disabled User Enccxinters

the Library". She has served this year as Co-cthairpersi of the
Affiliates Qmnittee of MA's Library Instruction Ru Table ai is a
carxitdate for vice-cthair/ctair-elect of the Library Instruction R
Table. Lc*iise Greenfield presented a day-lor workshcp on "Cattunicatin
Effectively with International Students" for librarians at the University
of California, Irvine. She will describe the e1ennts of this srkshcç) as
an invited speaker at the Wisconsin Library Association ference in
Milwaukee ai at the Canadian Instruction Association Conference in
Quebec, both in May. Louise Greenfield has been granted a salbatical for
the 1989/9 0 acadeniic year to develop a book on library services for
international students. I*iise ath Jennifer have had a poster session
selected for display at the AIA Annual Conference in June, in tallas.

)ThJOR

The major limitation facin the Library Instruction Departnent continues
to be the lack of a career staff position. Recent statistica shOEd a 50%

increase fran 1986/87 to 1987/88 in the number of users participatin; in
instruction progran. Instruction activities reached 13,909 users in
'86/87 ar junped to 21,535 in '87/88. There is a critical need to
suiçort the daily operations of this department. The duties ai

responsibilities that a person in this position sou1d assun include

orxlinatin; the scheduling of instruction sessions, coordinati; ard
ilïnitorirt the Library Instruction classroczii ard equipnent, keeping
statistical records, coordinating the ordering aixi distribiti; of library
informational guides ard brochures, ard supporting Library Skills' efforts
during peak periods each semester.

Staff in; constraints also effect the quality of services we can deliver.
For example, due to increased student enrollment, the number of Library
Skills Program presentations has grcn fran 66 (for 108 sections) in the
fall of 1984 to 101 (for 157 sections) in the fall of 1988. It is
becxsning increasi;ly diffiamit to meet the demarxs that this places on
staff time. As a result, 52 of the presentations this fall were given by
full-time library staff ard 49 were given by graduate library school
students. As a result, there are significant inconsistencies in the
quality ard effectiveness of the presentations.

The Library Instruction tpartmnt has clearly defii goals for the
caning year.

The Department Head will be on saIatical fran August, 1989 to July, 1990,
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aid Karen Williame will ass the positicn of Acting Department Head. In
order to ease this transition, rk has already begun ai programe to be
inpienented next year. A detailed nxdel for graduate sttdent orientation
has been developed aid sessions sctieduled for the fall. Plans have been
made to provide library instruction to Erlith 109, a new cairse offering.
thares in both format aid content of Elish 102 library instruction
sessions are needed. Several new nxidels are being examined, aid it is
hoped that in collaboration with the &1ish Department a nere effective
session can be finalized durir the cxzning year.

The Department will continie to explore aid revise the Library Skills
Program to reflect new thinking on effective topic selection aid seardi
strategy. Ten expeririental secticrs will use a new iiu%el this fall
developed in collaboration with the Erxjlish Department.

A follc-up session is planned for those who atterded the critical-
thinking rkshop (aid all other interested staff members) to share ideas
aid experiences, aid to eixxirage exploring new options in instructional
design.

In conjunction with the Library Mvisory Ccmimittee, the Library
Instruction Department plans to develop an instructional videotape to be
used in the Library Skills presentation. The goals are to enhance the
presentations, ease staffIng prthlens, aid insure a quality presentation.

Thrcaigh Project Ruth (a pLram to identify projects in educational
tecthology int he Humanities), the Instruction Department will cxntinue to
investigate the possible contrihitions of hypertext, hyezmedia, etc. to
library instruction.
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BThTI]YI
1988-1989

JE-RELATED BIBLIOGRM1IC INST1JCIONAL SESSIONS

Number of Sessions: 58

Number of Stents: 1,283

UNDEAaThTE:
Number of Sessions: 317

Number of Stents: 8,977

ThaE/GRAtXmTE:
Number of Sessions: 20

Number of Sti.ents: 503

SUL:
Number of Sessions: 395

Number of Stents: 10,763

NON-UIE RELATED INST1JCIONAL SESSIONS
(StxIents, Faculty ar Staff)

SUThL:
Nrd,er of Sessions: 187

Number of People: 2,763

*#IMLJNITY INST1JCflONJL SESSIONS

Number of Sessions: 34

Number of People: 575

IitRY SKILLS PR)GRAM

8UBUL:
Number of ISP Sessions: 149

Number of People: 5,081

GRAND TOTAL NUMB OF DETRILTICL 8ESSIOI: 765

GRAND TO'ThL NUMB OF PEOPLE: 19,182
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LIBRARY SYJIIB FR)GRAM DK 91WrISTI

Total number of questions ask at ISP Desk: 10,649

Total directional: 2,551
Total assistance: 8,098

Q directional: 2,232
assistance: 7,513

272directional:
assistance: 351

DO directional: 47
assistance: 234



LIBRARY IN1rrION DEPA
ØPARATIVE 1TISTI

*cjj graduate/unlergraduate sessions were assignes to either the graduate
or urdergraduate categories prior to 1987-88.

7

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89

OX1RSE-REL2TED BIBUCGR1IC
INSICIAL ssIaS:

Graduate
Number of sessions 104 65 72 58

Number of sttents 1,751 1,364 1,451 1,283

Urdergraduate
Number of sessions 242 211 400 317

Number of strdents 6,037 6,126 12,990 8,977

Library Skills Program
Number of sessions 116 116 138 149

Number of sti.ents 3,691 3,806 4,670 5,081

*Grduate/urdergradUate -Number of sessions 14 20-
Number of stixents - 301 503-

N0N-E RELATED
iNsmjcric*AL sssias:

Number of sessions 174 145 139 187

Number of pecple 2,528 1,644 1,549 2,763

Z&vI3NITY INS]BJCTI0NPL SESSIONS
Number of sessions 16 18 30 34

Number of pecple 438 377 574 575

TAL
Number of sessions 652 556 793 765

Number of pec.ple 14,445 13,909 21,535 19,182



ÛRSE-RELM'ED INSTRUC'rIOThL 8ESSIO!
1988-1989
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Uergraduate Stents
raduate Sbents

# #

Department Oirse Description STD SES Thstructor

Anthrzçoiogy U 308 Family in the Wdern World 20 i Rice-i

U,G 431 Anthrcpoicgy & Deve1oitnt 14 i Rice-i

U 441 Organization of I&iseume 25 1 Rice-i

Art U 104 Three-Dimensional Design 25 2 Sorensen-2

U 118 Survey of World Art:
Renaissance-2 0th Century 55 1 Sorensen-i

U 230 Fcixxations of Art
Education 45 2 Sorensen-2

U 320 Introduction to European
Medern Art 45 i Sorensen-i

U 397a Writing for the Arts 30 1 Sorensen-i

U 412 Medieval Art 25 i Sorensen-i

U 413 Renaissance Art in Italy 20 i Sorensen-i

U 428 17th & 18th Century Art in
Italy ard France 40 Sorensen-i

Black Stixiies U 220 Introduction to Black Studies 144 4 Baldwin-2
Rice-2

istry U lO5aH Honors themistry 72 4 Newby-1
Pfarder-i
Whitley-2

G 561a Introduction to
Biociiemicai Literature 8 i Newby-1

Dran U 436 Shakespeare Throngh
Perforinai 18 i Olsrud-1
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G 600 Introduction to Graduate
Sbx3y of Drama 25 1 Olsr-1

Elogy ard U 463a Human Thysiology 18 4 Newby-1

Evoiuticnaxy PfarKler-2

Biology Whitley-1

Econcanics G 553 aisiness ard Econcanic
Forecastir 12 1 Hawbaker-1

Educational U 349 Statistical Methods in

Fc*zations ard
kministratii

Education 25 1 Dickstein-1

U 350 Social Fc*irxlations of 126 6 Baldwin-i

Education Dickstein-3
Williams-2

G 560 DisciplinI Inquiry in
Education 295 9 Dickstein-8

Williams-i

G 561 The Cainnunity Collee 32 i Dickstein-1

G 601 Higher Education in the U.S. 30 1 Dickstein-i

G 610 ii1osoy of Education 17 i Willians-1

G 616 General School Administration 46 2 Dickstein-2

G 667 Research Lsign in Education 10 1 Dickstein-i

G 678 Educational Sociology 8 1 Dickstein-1

G 695a Issues in Educational
Administration 15 1 Dickstein-1

Enlish U 101 5081 149 Allen-2Freshman Ccztiposition
Axelson-3
Bradley-5
Brc,wn-2

cantertury-2
carter-3
QDates-i

chran-i
fnnei1y-5
Draper-2
Fieen-4
Flint-14
Gilhinqham-1
Gioxis-2
Greenfield-5
Haas-4
Hennirgfeld-2
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U 108 Er,lish Carosition for
Foreign Students 15 i Hoopes-].

U 195 Places & rop1e in the
Iaudscape 32 1 Grnfield-1

U 307 Husiness Writing 455 21 codran-i4
Hawbaker-4
R. Jthnson-3

U 308 cthnical Writing 265 31 Husbarti-1
Jones-i
I'Iauther-5
S. Moore-4
Mc,int-i
Ney-8
Pfartier-6
D. Smith-2
Whitley-3

U,G 407a Mvanced Caiosition for
Foreign Stzxlents 40 5 Fore-1

Newby-1
Olsnti-1
Pfartier-2

G 40Th Mvance Catiposition for
Foreign Students 5 1 Olsrud-1

G 596k Sninar 12 1 Olsxud-i

Exercise ar G 570 Research Design in Exercise
Sport Sciences arti Sport Sciences 32 2 Wihiams-2

Family aud U 117 Human Develorznt arti
consr Relations 110 3 Dickstein-3
Resrves

U 454 17 2 Newby-1New Develoçitents in the
Textile Field Whitley-1

U 457 Bio-Social Determinants
of Socialization 35 1 Dickstein-1

G 537 Family Studies 10 1 Dickstein-1

G 597 Workshcp 15 1 Dickstein-1

G 60]. Fa.uations of Oxinseling 20 1 Dickstein-1

G 623 Testing in Canse1irg 20 1 Dickstein-1

G 696 Issues in Cxinseli.ng Research 10 1 Dickstein-1
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Finance ar
Real Estate U 421 Investhents 260 4 diran-1

Geograty
ar Rional

U 102b Human Geograçiy 242 6 Kollen-5
Ferrell-1

Develcçment

U 257 Geograical Tecthniques 51 2 Bc*Jer-i

Ferrell-1

U,G 456 Urban Geography 40 1 Ferrell-1

U 461 rtç*ilation ar Rescxirs 35 i Ferrell-1

U 497a Geogray for Teacters 19 1 Willian-1

G 500 current Geograical Research 12 1 Ferrell-1

Health Relat U,G 381 Elemantary School Health
Professions Education 171 4 G. Smith-4

History U,G 396a Proseminar: Nature an 67 5 Rioe-5
Practice of History

U,G 410 History of Hell in Early
Europe 80 1 Rioe-1

U 453 History of Wanen & Work 25 1 Dickstein-1

G 595 cuuoquium 46 2 Rice-2

G 596 Seminar: History of Wcanen 6 1 Dickstein-1

G 596c Seminar: Twentieth-Century
U.S. History 10 1 Rice-i

Jlrnaliem U 205 Reportir the News 38 2 Olsru-2

U 206 dvand Reportir 18 1 Olsnzl-1

U 411 News Features 5 i Olsrud-1

Lanuage U 304 Decodir Skills in the 137 6 Friesen-4

Read a
culture

Elementary School Travers-2

G 435 Secaxiary School Readir
in the Classrocin 37 1 Travers-1

U 481 C2iildren's Literature in 105 3 G. Smith-i
Travers-2the Classrocmi

U 494 Elemantary School Readir 21 1 Friesen-i
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G 504 tauage a Oilthre
in Education 45 1 Dickstein-1

G 505 Essentials of Readii & 154 5 Dickstein-1

Writin Instniction Williains-4

G 553 tanuage Acxluisition ar
Develcnt 12 1 willian-1

G 581 Multiethnic Literature &
Literacy 15 1 Hiithi-1

Library
Sciex G 505 Basic Reference 92 3 cochran-1

Williams-1
Ferrell-1

G 519 cartograiic Thfonnation
Managennt 25 1 )'bjnt-1

G 550 Special Librarianship 50 1 Baldwin-1

G 582 Atxliovisual Materials in
Libraries 8 1 Thavers-1

Linguistics U,G 495a Colloquium 15 1 Olsrud-1

G 697 Workshop: Linguistic Theory 10 1 Olsr'id-1

Managennt U 332 Legal Aspects of the Criminal
ar Policy Justice Process 18 1 Cochran-i

U 348 Social Welfare Policy 15 1 Ferrell-1

G 601 Public Managennt 16 1 Bqer-1

Marketir U 440 Marketin Researth 18 i Cochran-i

U 456 International Marketir 138 2 ra/
Mitdiell-1
Hawbaker-1

Media Arts U 100 Orientation to Study in
Media Arts 330 9 Flint-2

Gresnfield-3
Jthnson-2
Sorensen-2

NinJJ a
Geological U 470 carpiter Methods in

ineeriri Geological ErYineerirY 8 1 Ibjnt-1

Music U 107 Survey of Music I 810 3 D. Smith-3

U 108 Survey of Music II 200 1 D. Smith-i
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U 330 History of Western Music 50 1 D. Smith-i

G 600 Introduction to Graduate
Sbxly in Music 15 1 Olsn.-1

Plant Scienoes U 230 Plant Prcagation 25 i Ne.Jby-i

Political U 103 atrican State ar
Science Local Govent 60 1 Rawan-i

U 247 Introduction to Latin-
Arican Politics 95 2 Hoopes-2

U 432 Pressure Grs 57 2 Bqer-2

U,G 448 Goverint & Politics of
Mexico 52 1 Hoopes-1

Psychology U 101 Introduction to Psychology 485 16 Bosch-5
Ferrell-7
Scxtt-4

U 212 Han Developnent 75 1 Dickstein-1

U 255 Researcti Methods 385 18 Ferrefl-18

G 509 History of Psyctiological
Theories ar Research 20 1 Ferreil-i

Renewable G 595a colloquium 8 1 Sorensen-i

Natural
Resrces G 595d LAR Colloquium 12 1 Mc*int-i

Social Work G 533 Ethnic Grps 50 2 Ferrell-2

Sociology U 10]. Introduction to Sociology 285 6 Ferrell-6

U 160 Minority Relations ar
Urban Society 30 1 Ferreli-i

U 201 nrican Social Probleii 160 3 Ferrell-3

U 243 Sociology of adult Life 90 3 Ferrell-3

U 301 Sociological nalysis 59 2 Bower-2

U,G 404 Sociology of the Southwest 24 1 Rice-i

U 406 Soci.al Gerontology 30 1 Ferreil-i

U 459 Sociology of Gerer 35 1 Dickstein-1
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Special
Education ar G 450 Introduction to Behavior
Rehabilitation Disorders 18 1 Williams-i

Systars a
litlustrial

ineering
U 310 Human Factors Funamentals 100 1 Jones-i

Teaching
ai Teacher U 225 Introduction to Teaching 80 3 Dickstein-2

Education Williams-i

U 322 Teac*iirj Language Arts in
the Elntary School

200 6 Dickstein-3
G. Smith-i
Wihiams-2

U 327 Teaching Social Studies in
the E1ntary School

81 4 Kollen-3
Mount-i

U 329 Currioula ar Methods in
Sendaxy Education 18 1 Dickstein-1

U 330 Teaching in Secoraxy Schools 229 7 Dickstein-2
Wiiliams-5

U 338u Teachin of Seconiaxy School
Subjects: Social Stix3ies 40 1 Travers-1

U 417 Media in Instruction 142 3 Dickstein-1
Travers-2

Wn'S U 100 Introduction to Wonen's
Studies Studies 255 4 Dickstein-4



mN-tJRSE RELATED INSTRILETIONL SESSIC
(Stwients, Faculty, and Staff)

1988-1989
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Grcxip Description
#

PEP
#

SES Instructor

Faculty Econcaiic Dept. Instructor Tour

English 307 Instructors Introduction

i i Codran-1

to D and Resairves 2 ]. Codran-1

WOEnen's Studies .ir for Visiting

Sctholars 2 1 Dickstein-1

Teacthing Wctnen's Studies fran
International Perspective 25 1 Dickstein-1

Faculty/ New Faculty and Graduate Sb.ents
Student Wcznen's Studies 6 1 Dicksteixi-1

Map Collection Tour - Geography
Teachers 25 1 Baldwin-i

Failty/
Staff/ CAS Online Session 95 14 Whitley-14

Sbent

CD-II4 (ERIC Trainirr) 6 2 Cochran-2

Engineerin Design Students 20 1 Jones-i

Map Collection Orientation 18 1 Kolien-1

NilS Workshcp 20 1 Jones-i

Quicksearith Workshop 428 28 Dickstein-i
Hocçes-2
Newby-7
Pfanier-iO
Sorensen-8

SIE Sninar 17 1 Mauther-i

Staff Eürzweil Readirq Machine Denonstration 9 1 Mcullciigh-1

New Staff Orientation 771 48 Alviiar-1
Baldwin-2
Beardsley-2
Bosch-2
Bower-i
Eiiiot-3
Klein-i
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Frank-2
Friesen, C.-2
Giireath-i
Gilreath &
Voyles-i
Gregory-i
Hieb-1
Marshall-i
Martam-1
Mills-i
Mitchell-i
Parish-i
ips/Iair

Reidiel &
Heitsu-1

irs/BwctorV
& Reidiel-i
o'Neil-1
Piper-2
Radford-1
Redd-i
Issell-i
Scott/
Bezanson-i
Smith, D.-3
SpeThrir-i
Tailman-i
Ter-2
Vega-i
Wayne-i
Wellborn-3
Whitley/Fore/
Greenfield/
Aziza/Boyne &
Mcarty-i
Whitiey/Fore/
GreenfielW
Aziza/Hoopes &
Fontana-i

Stient Athlete's Tc*rs 77 3 Olsxi.-3

Career ar P1acennt Center 61 5 diran-5

I CD-P4 Instruction 22 5 Dickstein-5

I Center for Erlish as a
Secor1 Lanjuage (SL) 563 35 chran-2

Hocpes-17
Newby-i
Rawan-6
Smith-8
Thavers-i
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t, college of griculture - Forestry
for International Students 9 1 Whitley-1

t,

I,

,,

lle of Fxïucation Introduction 3

20

30

1

1

1

Dickstein-1

Newby-1

Greenfielcl/

Flint

Erglish 308 SEL Ttxir

Exploratory Transfer Institute

t International Association of Students
in Econanics aud Caturoe 13 2 codran-2

g latin Anrican Students Internship 15 1 Hoopes/
Program Prcinis-1

t Library School Students Introduction 37 3 Dickstein-1
Jones-2

,, Med-Start Sbents 55 1 Greenfield/
Wi11ian-1

t, New Graduate Students - Engineerir 37 3 Mauther-1
Newby-1
Pfarxler-1

I,

t,

t

New Graduate Students - Political Science 12

New Graduate Students - Psychology 18

New Graduate Students - Social Work 30

1

1

1

Ferreli-i

Ferrefl-1

Ferreil-i

t New Graduate Students - Sociology 10 1 Ferrell-1

t Orientation - Foreign Language TAs 3 1 Williams-i

t Project Access 35 3 )b.int-1

Jthnson-1
JthnsorVHieb-1

I,

t,

Project Field (IRe)

S)PE: Psych./Social Methods for

9

28

2

3

Wihiams-2

Ferrell-3ID Stents

Sba]cespeare-Milton Institute 30 1 Olsrud-1

t, Social Work: Social Policy

Transfer Students Sninar

25

3

1

1

Ferrell-1

?t.int-1
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Transfer Stuients Workshop 160 4 !nt/Moore-2
JcnsorV

ates-2

Watien's Studies Tcßir for Graduate

Students 13 2 Dickstein-2
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»N-COTJRSE RaTED MTJNITY GI)UP SESSIONS
1988-1989

Grp PEP SES Instructor

Arizona State School for the Eaf az Blirxl 8 1 !4Xullough-i

3ireau of R&lamation 6 1 Kollen-1

canyon Il Oro High School (Advarxed thnistry) 16 1 itley-i

Desert View High School (Biology class) 12 1 Pfaixer-i

Flinn Farzation (Online Searchin) 57 5 Fitzgerald-1
l'kxint-1
Newby-1
Pfaner-2

HerinDsillo High School (Sonora, Mexi)
(Biology class) 8 1 Hoopes-1

Horizons Unlimited 21 2 Newby/Frank-1
Newby/Husbaixi

Media center Tour for One Alumnus 1 1 G. Smith-i

Metrcçolitan thamber of Cr
Leadership 'Iicson 1988 25 1 G. Smith-1

Nogales High School (1aruage class) 41 1 Prcutiis-1

Parents 1y 4 i Greenfield-1

Puna Canmunity college - Freshman Erlish 30 2 Rice-2

Pima Qztununity college - Public Admin. 304 20 1 Rawan-i

Puna catununity college - Writir 102 124 6 Olsrix-6

San Manuel High School (Sophcuiores) 21 1 Rice-i

Santa Rita High School (fl1ish class) 25 1 Baldwin-i

St. !hillips thurch 30 1 G. Smith-i

Sunnyside High School (Biology class) 18 1 Jones-i

Tcznbstone High School (Biology class) 45 i Newby-1

']\icson High School 25 1 Rawan-1



Tucson Medical Center (Librarian & Marketir) 5 1 Codran-1

Tucson Urban League 17 1 G. Smith-i

Western Arizona Health Ed. Center - Yuma 16 1 Greenfield-1
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LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1988/89

SUMMARY

The Loan Department emerged scathed but strong from another year
of increased service demands and personnel changes. The continued
increase in undergraduate enrollment impacted building and
collection use. Overall, more books were reshelved, circulated,
held and recalled, and more money collected for their late (or lack

of) return.

Fifty percent of the Loan staff are new to the department since
the last annual report. They include Rafael Mutis, Tim Bell, Brenda
Leischow, Henry Borquez, Dorothy Lee, Joyce Turnbuil, Camille
O'Neill, Chris Young, Jim Woloshin, and Linda Waters. Staff who
left for other opportunities include Hayri Yildirim, John Haas, Dan
Lee, Norma Perez and Chris Young. Steve Snyder was terminated. In
memory of Jeff Mihalek, who died May 16, 1988, the Loan Department
collected funds and planted an Argentine mesquite tree in front of
the Science-Engineering Library where Jeff had worked for over
eight years. A simple bronze piacque inscribed with the words
"Jeffrey Mihalek, A Friend to All, 1988" was placed at the base of

the tree.

Five staff positions, submitted over three years ago, were
reclassified. Those positions are now held by Robert Clark, Henry
Borquez, Camille O'Neill, Joyce Turnbull and Tim Beil. Joyce's and
Tim's positions were reclassified from LCII's to LI's.

Four major achievements are: 1) shelving capacity reports for Main

and SEL; 2) the elimination of a single due date for graduate
students; 3) the pre-placement of library patron barcodes on the
new student ID cards, and 4) the replacement of the Main Library
security gates. Steve Liewellyn's updated reports demonstrate that
the collection grows steadily at three percent each year, and by
the year 2000 the shelves will be overflowing at 106 percent
capacity. The single graduate due date was replaced by a four month
loan from the day of checkout. This should mitigate the deluge of
materials into the department at the end of each semester.

The department formalized a policy, first proposed in 1986, which
allows eviction of study carrel users who continue to hold
materials which are not checked out, and who commit lesser offenses
such as eating or drinking in the study carrels.

Cooperative ventures included: 1) coordinating special handling of
CCP books to insure availability during CCP's move to a new
facility; 2) establishing procedures for the popular McNaughton
book leasing program aimed at providing recreational reading for
undergraduates; 3) clarifying procedures with Acquisitions for
emergency withdrawal of materials due to sanitary reasons, and 4)
taking over lost and found services in Main and SEL.



LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1988/89

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Loan Department's major strength lies in the staff's strong
commitment to service, both to patrons and to the library.
Although fifty percent of the staff were newcomers, service was
not impaired. Staff continued to provide courteous and efficient
desk service, reliable holds/recalls and searches service,
equitable application of fines policies, fast turnaround time for
processing reserve material, and, for the most part, an impressive
24-hour turnaround time for reshelving materials. The Loan
Department extends its appreciation to the many volunteer staff
from other departments who helped work the loan desk in December
when Loan had five vacancies.

For the second year several Loan staff contributed their expertise
by working the Information Desk one hour a week. Loan staff were
again at the forefront of recruiting work study students, over 40
this year, for library employment.

For the first time the Loan staff reflect the ethnic diversity of
the available pool of workers in the community.

The GEAC circulation system occupies a position this year as both
a major strength and a major weakness. As a strength the ten-year-
old system remains the center around which all loan activities
revolve, and its role in providing efficient patron services should
not be underestimated.



LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1988/89

MAJOR WEAKNESSES

Lack of a GEAC interface with the Student Information System (SIS)

for the second year remains a major weakness. To date the Bursar's
Office has not been able to provide an interface with GEAC
encunthrance transactioñs. The Library cannot flag students for
outstanding fines during registration. And, the Library cannot load
student records from SIS into the GEAC system which would provide
current enrollment status and address information.

Lack of space for housing the collection continues to seriously
threaten our ability to provide service. The collection grew at
its annual pace of three percent filling the shelves in the Main
Library to 79 percent capacity, and to 78 percent in SEL. 80
percent capacity is considered full. At that point it becomes
markedly difficult, time-consuming and expensive to shelve into

the collection. A major report shows that 1,142 sections of
shelving will need to be purchased and installed before the year
2000 if the library wishes to house its collection. This will,
however, displace 56 percent of the current available seating.

Lack of building security remains another weakness. Security for
staff, patrons and the collection should be strengthened. Loan
staff/students report that book theft and mutilation is on the
rise. At one point this year the windows in SEL were forced open
and books were tossed from the windows. Collection preservation is
also threatened by the continued disregard for the ban on food or
drink. The department is funded for one student assistant who
patrols for food and drink abuses; however, that person cannot
begin to cover the hours needed to deter such activity.

Lack of the department's ability to respond to patron requests for
a telephone renewal service is a major weakness. A telephone
renewal proposal was carefully constructed and received library-
wide discussion this past year. It gained support from all library
departments, only to be turned down at the highest administrative
level. Patrons continue to ask for telephone renewals every day and
the department will work towards finding a way to meet their needs.

Lack of a reliable online circulation system has become a major
weakness for the department. GEAC was down for three consecutive
weekends during the busiest time of the fall semester causing major
delays and errors in discharging and reshelving materials. Slower
and slower response time continues to impair service to patrons.
Equipment works sporadically or not at all. GEAC does not interface
with the prototype online catalog in SEL depriving patrons of one
of the slickest features of an online catalog--the ability to
determine, from a single terminal, whether or not an item owned by
the Library is checked out or on the shelf.



LOA}I DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1988/89

FUTURE PLANS

Plans for the coming year again include a major renovation of Cl
and B2 which will combine Current Periodicals and Reserve Book Room
functions. This plan received approval, but no funding last year.
The renovation will greatly expand the services offered by the Loan
Department and will have a major impact on staffing. A primary
focus will be on coordinating the temporary displacement of
services during renovation.

Loan staff will seek ways to have the worst of the GEAC terminals
and light pens replaced with more reliable equipment.

Other major plans include working with computer operations staff
and appropriate administrators to interface the Student Information
System with GEAC to accomplish two goals: 1) provide a current
patron database reflecting valid student registration, and 2)

permit the encumbrance of students in SIS for library fines.

The Loan Department will also continue to rigorously apply Library
affirmative action guidelines in hiring and promotion activities.



LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL STATISTICS

1988/8 9

Main and Science-Engineering Libraries

Activity 1988/89 1987/88 1986187 1985/86

People Using Buildings 2,378,852 2,294,843 2,325,240 2,440,129

Books Circulated 663,901 628,826 620,523 623,491

Books Reshelved 1,521,218 1,459,036 1,413,343 1,409,953

Holds Placed 33,347 32,739 30,918 30,695

Fines Collected $123,496 $144,937 $163,816 $139,684



University of Arizona

Library Loan Departeent

Statistical Suuaries

SHE1VD6 SUMMARY

MAIN SCIENCE

Pickups Discharges Total Pickups Discharges Total Year Total

EXIT 6ATE SUMMARY

LOAN DESK CiRCULATION SUMMARY

RESERVE CIRCUL#TIN SUMMARY

hOLES SUMMARY

SHELFREAEIN6 SUMMARY (hours)

1981/82 456,852 292,460 749,312 237,776 144,757 382,533 1,131,845

1982'83 473,451 329,784 803,235 208,232 151,948 360,180 1,163,415

1983/84 451,054 426,736 877,790 237,695 198,837 436,532 1,314,322

1984/85 435,810 484,193 920,003 220,296 223,419 443,715 1,363,718

1985/86 442,578 527,629 970,207 249,508 190,238 439,746 1,409,953

1986/87 452,009 471,608 923,617 255,828 233,898 489,726 1,413,343

1987/86 456,699 490,046 946,745 267,464 244,827 512,291 1,459,036

1988/89 496,100 495,749 991,849 298,053 231,316 529,369 1,521,218

Main Science Year Total

1982/83 2,496 918 3,414

1983/84 2,708 993 3,701

1984165 1,118 701 1,819

1985/86 1,941 524 2,465

1986/87 1,194 856 2,050

1987/88 2,019 1,576 3,595

1988/89 2,280 888 3,168

Main Science Year Total

1984/85 1,656,268 840,317 2,498,585

1985/86 1,598,565 841,564 2,440,129

1986187 1,552,178 173,062 2,325,240

1987/88 1,469,926 804,917 2,294,843

1988/89 1,551,563 827,289 2,378,852

Main Science Year Total

1984/85 309,969 139,588 449,557

1985/86 305,309 156,799 464,108

1986/87 307,366 153,706 461,072

1987/68 336,290 155,223 491,513

1988/89 373,484 164,269 537,853

Main Science Year Total

1984/85 104,806 63,036 167,842

1965/86 92,137 67,246 159,383

1986/87 96,337 63,114 159,451

1967188 83,224 54,089 137,313

1983/83 75,608 50,440 126,048

Main Science Year Total

1964/85 16,775 11,398 28,173

19B5/86 17,957 12,73B 30,695

1986/87 17,056 13,8E.2 30,918

1987/88 18,783 13,956 32,739

1988/89 19,879 13,468 33,347



MEMORANDUM

TO: Merri Hartse, Head Loan Librarian t

FROM: Camille O'Neill, Head, Library Fines Office

SUBJECT: Library Fines Office Monies Collected,
Fiscal Year 1988-89

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY
LOAN DEPARTMENT

TUCSON, AZ 85721

DATE: July 12, 1989

The following is a summary of monies collected in the
Library Fines Office during fiscal year 1988-89. The figures
from fiscal year 1987-88 have been provided for comparison.

The 1988-89 fiscal year concluded with an increase in Fines
Office fees collected of $10,638.62, or, 9%. The 14% increase in
fines collected may be attributed to the fact that most fines
vere collected at the library during this fiscal year, and almost
none at the Business Office, as in years past. However, the
overall amount collected decreased by 15%. We are currently
planning to interface with the university's SIS system, which
vili again allow students to pay library fines and encumbrances
at the Business Office. We expect this change to substantially
reduce the amount of fines and encumbrances collected by the
Fines Office, but increase the total amount of fees collected.
The large decrease in the amount of card replacement fees is due
to the issuance of new student identification cards, as of fall
semester, 1988. The library no longer allows studeiats to
purchase replacement library cards.

1987-88 1988-89 $Chanqe %Chanqe
Library
Fines: $97,662.39 $111,593.00 $13,930.61 14%

Replacement
Card Fees: 2,578.00 798.00 (1,780.00) (70%)

Replacement
Book Fees: 12,475.76 10,963.77 (1,511.99) (12%)

Totals: $112,716.15 $123,354.77 $10,638.62 9%

Business Office
Payments: 3222O.66 141.25 ($32,079.41) (99.6%)

Grand Total: $144,936.81 $123,496.02 ($21,440.79) (15%)



University of Arizona

Science-Engineering Library Exit 6ate Count

1983184 1984/85 1985186 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89

July 37,267 36,962 40,235 36,146 34,114 33,343

August 54,485 41,387 38,830 37,913 33,067 39,660

September 103,119 89,544 96,190 90,654 90,333 92,918

October 102,887 104,890 109,678 95,217 101,681 107,570

Nove;ber 95,610 88,890 85,362 77,401 87,411 91,960

Deeiber 68,703 71,755 68,355 64,878 69,970 70,442

January 52,622 50,956 49,363 47,514 50,373 53,738

February 91,050 90,128 88,268 79,660 85,981 86,147

March 78,619 77,430 81,271 75,445 79,295 79,281

April 91,913 93,695 91,716 82,565 85,482 86,257

May 51,152 63,215 58,544 52,238 51,059 51,944

June 32,220 31,465 33,752 33,431 36,151 34,029

TOTAL 859,647 840,317 841,564 773,062 804,917 827,289

1983/84 average cntiy eit:

1984185 verge cirthly exits:

1985/86 average EntHy exits:

1986f87 average snth1y exits:

1987/88 average iontMy exits:

1988189 average onthly exits:

71,637

70,026

70,130

Ab ,..

67,076

68,941



University of Arizona

Nain Library Exit Gate Count

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89

July 81,810 84,121 88,095 80,810 70,121 69,269

August 113,183 96,681 87,014 84,192 69,556 79,654

September 204,928 191,963 180,531 188,297 158,173 160,746

October 206,359 226,311 210,080 194,661 193,359 215,522

November 195,443 185,578 160,933 151,202 170,481 179,964

December 119,341 115,066 118,089 121,455 124,142 130,636

January 121,410 91,179 90,846 91,081 91,035 90,677

February 18,835 145,660 147,799 146,495 146,651 130,367

Nrch 164,781 150,539 151,674 144,994 149,069 131,213

April 201,811 171,055 175,692 166,988 146,508 173,162

Nay 98,034 128,73 113,317 105,995 98,393 109,079

June 67,712 71,942 73,495 76,008 72,438 81,274

TOTAL 1,753,647 1,658,268 1,598,565 1,552,178 1,489,926 1,551,563

1983/84 average Fcnthiy esits:

1984185 average monthly exits:

1985/86 average monthly eits:

1986/87 average monthly exits:

1987/88 average monthly exits:

1988/89 average ffionthly Exits:

146,554

138,189

133,214

124, 161



University of Arizona

Science-Engineering Library Circulation Count

Lcan Desk

1963/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987188 1968/89

July 8,107 7,702 9,551 9,269 9,414 8,620

August 10,040 8,606 11,379 10,522 9,465 12,177

September 12,669 12,063 14,641 15,889 13,775 13,506

October 12,549 14,107 20,787 16,655 16,134 18,178

Ncveber 15,526 15,518 15,313 11,918 14,193 15,728

December 9,392 8,424 10,771 12,499 13,919 11,234

January 10,519 12,065 14,799 13,540 11,469 15,575

February 11,778 12,317 12,855 12,508 13,645 12,396

Narch 13,415 13,092 14,018 15,536 24,229 15,166

ApriI 12,722 14,128 14,430 14,857 15,466 16,829

May 8,999 12,051 10,857 11,117 12,259 14,020

June 7,674 9,515 9,798 9,396 11,255 10,940

TOTAL 133,230 139,588 158,799 153,706 155,222 164,369

1983/64 average Enthiy circulation: 11,116

1984185 average monthly circulation: 11,632

1985/86 average monthly circulation: 13,233

1986/87 average monthly circulation: 12,809

1967/88 average monthly circulation: 12,935

1988/89 average monthly circulation: 13,697



University of Arizona

Nain Library Circulation Count

Loan Desk

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89

July 19,775 19,447 18,905 18,625 17,856 17,949

August 19,785 16,616 18,945 16,906 16,169 20,872

September 30,564 28,329 29,749 28,498 29,872 32,203

October 30,795 34,615 30,828 37,859 38,225 47,469

November 40,429 40,900 36,778 30,131 36,868 41,577

December 21,412 18,628 17,581 22,576 27,215 21,651

January 22,434 22,900 24,078 22,067 22,343 30,214

February 29,627 28,230 26,832 26,983 29,979 31,441

Narch 32,389 28,904 30,081 32,314 37,047 33,902

April 34,827 33,749 34,151 33,918 38,183 46,557

Nay 18,511 20,493 20,033 19,471 20,325 25,704

June 18,246 17,158 17,348 18,012 22,208 23,945

.n t A
IUIML 318,794 309,969 305,309 307,366 336,290 373,484

1963/84 average monthly circulation: 26,566

1984/85 average monthly circulation: 25,831

1985/86 average monthly circulation: 25,442

1986/87 average monthly circulation: 25,614

19871GB average monthly circulaticn: ¿u, VL

1988!89 average monthly circulation: 31, 124



University of Arizona

Science-Engineering Library Circulation Count

Reserve Book Room

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89

July 1,910 1,672 1,354 1,106 749 707

August 3,638 1,305 1,222 1,058 516 765

September 10,367 7,025 9,601 8,289 7,322 6,801

October 10,006 8,983 11,197 9,000 8,375 7,742

November 8,512 6,852 8,275 8,125 6,223 5,874

December 5,316 5,711 6,103 6,180 5,871 4,779

January 4,016 2,679 2,623 2,414 2,146 2,660

February 8,514 8,128 7,741 7,286 6,460 6,022

March 7,418 6,941 6,118 6,337 4,950 5,023

April 8,723 7,480 6,929 7,562 6,794 6,737

May 4,219 5,323 4,939 4,817 3,659 2,732

June 987 937 1,144 940 1,024 598

TOTAL 73,626 63,036 67,246 63,114 54,089 50,440

1963184 average monthly circulation: 6,136

1984/85 average monthly circulation: 5,253

1985/66 average monthly circulation: 5,604

1986/87 average monthly circulation: 5,260

1987/86 averaqe monthly circulation: 4,507

1988/89 average monthly circulation: 4,203



university of Arizona

Main Library Circulation Count

Reserve Book Roo.

1982/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89

July 2,382 1,955 1,945 2,260 1,475 1,084

Auoust 4,962 2,282 2,266 2,376 1,405 1,920

September 18,116 15,494 14,940 12,570 12,681 11,110

October 15,549 15,216 10,007 11,500 11,786 10,956

November 12,417 13,335 10,100 10,332 8,287 9,215

December 8,295 7,821 7,200 8,361 7,712 5,177

January 8,150 4,624 4,783 4,998 5,247 5,002

February 19,362 15,438 11,514 12,718 10,608 8,797

March 12,287 8,959 10,189 10,873 8,501 7,126

April 14,563 10,868 10,907 11,585 9,912 10,083

May 5,834 7,366 6,345 6,595 4,298 3,306

June 1,331 1,429 1,941 2,169 1,312 1,832

TOTAL 123,243 104,806 92,137 96,337 83,224 75,608

1963.164 averege monthly circulation: 10,271

198!85 average monthly circulation: 8,734

1985/86 average .onthly circulation: 7,678

1986/87 average .nthly circulation: 8,028

1987/88 average monthly circulation: 6,935

1986183 average monthly circulation: 6,301



University of Arizona

Main Library

Holds Placed

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89

July 1,088 1,072 1,032 1,266 939 860

August 1,470 1,385 1,807 1,420 1,280 1,813

September 1,562 1,461 1,696 1,576 1,739 1,678

October 1,691 1,815 1,776 2,077 2,056 2,673

November 1,997 1,824 1,888 1,506 2,000 2,271

Deceaber 1,055 940 902 1,114 1,177 987

January 1,429 1,476 1,838 1,667 1,425 1,957

February 1,769 1,743 1,717 1,331 1,867 1,674

March 1,690 1,658 1,766 1,644 2,173 1,863

April 1,525 1,525 1,674 1,667 1,856 1,872

May 794 1,029 959 899 1,115 1,182

June 884 847 902 889 1,156 1,049

TOTAL 16,954 16,775 17,957 17,056 18,783 19,879

1983/84 average mcinthly holds placed: 1,413

1984/85 averaQe monthly holds placed: 1,398

1985/86 averaoe monthly holds placed: 1,496

1986/87 averaqe monthly holds placed: 1,421

19B7/88 average monthly holds placed: 1,565

1988189 average monthly holds placed: 1,657



University of Arizona

Science-Engineering Library

Holds Placed

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89

July 620 624 575 892 832 702

August 1,022 968 1,388 1,163 1,169 1,322

Septe.ber 1,072 1,062 1,377 1,494 1,616 1,384

October 1,018 1,111 1,080 1,659 1,451 1,314

Nove.ber 1,065 1,123 1,129 927 1,191 1,141

December 605 569 763 1,051 915 663

January 994 1,184 1,430 1,463 1,260 1,636

February 1,034 1,163 1,231 1,301 1,519 1,200

Narch 1,050 1,323 1,275 1,259 1,298 1,226

April 810 999 1,077 1,216 1,143 1,255

Nay 533 668 714 705 683 799

June 539 605 699 732 879 826

TOTAL 10,362 11,398 12,738 13,862 13,956 13,468

1963/84 average ontMy holds placed: 864

1984/85 average orthly holds placed: 950

1985/86 average ionthly holds placed: 1,062

1986187 average sonthly holds placed: 1,155

1987/88 average c'nthìy holds placed: 1,163

19BG9 average cinthly holds placed: 1,122
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SUMMARY OF ACTiViTIES IN THE MAP COLLECTION 1988-1989

Staffing. Staffing continued to fluctuate in FY88-89, but some progress was made to ensure
a stable staffing situation. The search for a Head Map Librarian was unsuccessful. An
Acting Head was appointed in July, 1988, and the search was reopened in April, 1989. The
department completed its search for a Map Librarian (Cataloger) and Chris Kollen began
in April, 1989. The half-time reference librarian position was reexamined this year and
continued at that level, providing important connections with the Science-Engineering
Library. Temporary additional funding allowed the Map Collection to utilize 320 hours of
professional assistance and increase student wages to 64 hours per week (5 student
assistants).

Administration. Clarification of the Map Collection as a department within the library
system was an important administrative outcome this year.

Technical Services. The temporary map cataloger reviewed the copy cataloging of sheet
maps and integrated these procedures into the workflow of the Catalog Department.
Interaction with the Acquisition Department streamlined the ordering process for
cartographic materials.

Preservation and Conservation. This was a major focus this year, as the Map Collection
began the preservation process to protect the aerial photography of the Papago and San
Carlos Indian Reservations. The department changed its policy to incorporate maps
published through 1930 into the "locked case" category, requiring special storage and
handling. Uncataloged maps pre-1930 are systematically being encapsulated in individual
acid-free folders.

Reference Service. Despite staff changes throughout the year, the Map Collection remained
open for reference and information 44 hours per week during the Fall and Spring semesters.
All staff continue to demonstrate a high level of dedication to public service, and
preliminary statistics show the number of reference questions up an astonishing 26%.

Training. The training program was reviewed and improved this reporting year, and 7 new
staff and students were trained; all staff participate in this activity.

Computerized Access to Information: Staff began an analysis of the status of Map
Collection records in machine readable format in anticipation of the online public access
catalog. The OCLC terminal in Map Collection was upgraded with the addition of a serial
printer. Online remote access to Innopac and Innovacq, as well as the University computer
center was established. An additional departmental computer provided increased access, and
the Map Collection purchased its first cartographic software in anticipation of a public
access workstation.

Collection Development: Staff continued to build on the collection development policy
formulated last year by preparing geo-political profiles for countries in the South American
emphasis area. Map Collection holdings topped 250,000 items this year and the library's
Landsat microfilm reels were transferred to the department. Due to an increase in the
library-wide base budget for materials, Map Collection increased its materials budget by
10%, enabling the Collection to acquire significant new additions.



MAJOR STRENGThS OF THE MAP COLLECTION

Staff: Dedication to the Map Collection and service to the profession are the greatest
attributes of this staff. This past year the staff prepared 4 new bibliographic guides,
published four issues of the Map News Monthly, delivered 16 instructional sessions to over
475 attendees, and prepared several important procedure manuals and guides for the
department. A preliminary review of departmental statistics indicates increased activity in
all areas: patron usage of the collection up 4%; reference questions up 26%; cataloged
items up 14%.

In addition, this staff of 3.5 1-I'E is particularly strong in service to the profession. All
members of the staff maintain active memberships in two or more organizations, holding
office and chairing important committees. All attended two or more national or
international conferences throughout the year and are active in state professional activities
as well. All members of the staff prepared articles, presented papers, and completed books
or chapters of books this past year.

The Map Collection will be co-host to the 1990 conference of the Western
Association of Map Librarians, and all staff are involved in program-planning. Members of
the Map Collection participate on the Arizona Map Advisory Committee.

Finally, the staff attends continuing education workshops to stay abreast of new
developments.

Collection: The Map Collection of the University of Arizona Library remains one of the
strongest in the nation with respect to overall collection size and scope. The department
maintained and enhanced its strong federal depository program by adding the National
Ocean Service materials this year, at the same time strengthening the non-depository
collection through a focus on Latin American materials.

Facility: The Map Collection is proud of its facility. The department offers reference and
research capabilities for its collection of sheet maps, oversize and microform materials,
specialized shelving of the collection which promotes preservation and easy access, and a
technical services area which allows the smooth flow of new materials through the
department.



MAJOR LIMiTATIONS IN THE MAP COLLECTION

Size of Staff: Map Collection statistics are up in all areas. But this increased activity further
emphasizes the unit's need for permanent staff increases. The lack of clerical support is the
Map Collection's number one limitation in the staffing area. The provision of one Library
Clerk would impact positively all areas of Map Collection activity. A full-time reference
librarian would ensure continuance of first-rate reference service while allowing a reduction
of the number of hours student assistants work at the reference/loan desk. Solution:
University Library is proposing a program change request specifically addressing staffing
shortages.

Lack of Bibliographic Access to Map Collection Holdings: The Map Collection maintains
a workable, but un-cataloged in-process file which accounts for approximately 20% of its
sheet map holdings. Creating fuily cataloged machine readable records for this segment
is a major goal of the department. Solution: The newly-hired Map Librarian (Cataloger),
when fully trained, will begin to make an impact in this area.

The lack of an online catalog containing Map Collection materials is another serious
limitation to service and access in the department. Solutions: (i) Continuation of the
Library-wide retrospective conversion project; (ii) Program Change request submitted to
fund a library-wide integrated library system.

Space: As in other parts of the library, space will begin to pose a problem in the next 5
years. Solutions: (i) Current proposal for a comprehensive 10-year master plan will include
space planning; (ii) Departmental innovations on utilization of existing space may offer
short-term solutions (see future plans section).

Lack of computerized access to cartographic information: Reference service in the Map
Collection hampered by the inability of reference librarians to provide access online and
through locally-owned databases (CD-ROMs, for example) to other collections and
bibliographies. Solution: Installation of a CD-ROM workstation in the public service area
of the Map Collection.



FUTURE PLANS FOR THE MAP COLLECI1ON

Complete search for Head Map Librarian.

Complete orientation of Head Map Librarian.

Complete training of Map Librarian (Cataloger).

Review workflow plan for technical processing of cartographic materials, focusing on the
cataloging of sheet maps currently maintained in the department's in-process file.

Collaborate with other technical service units to seek a Title H grant to aid in increased
bibliographic access to our special holdings such as the Latin American collection.

Institute automated reference service by installing, becoming trained on, and utilizing a
reference room workstation: computer, printer, CD-ROM, cartographic software, and
remote searching capability.

Examine use of space within the department, how it relates to projected growth of the
collection, and begin planning for more effective utilization of available space.



In-Process File + Cataloged Collection = Holdings.
' Sheet maps include air photos; individual items counted.

COLLECTION SIZE

In-Process File Cataloged Collection Holdings3

1988 1989 1988 1989 1988 1989 % CHANGE

Books and
bound serials 479 454 3070 3334 3549 3788

Sheet maps4 21778 25217 206051 209982 227829 235199

Microforms 16156 16187 0 0 16156 16187

Globes 2 1 13 14 15 15

Wall maps 13 18 68 39 81 57

Relief Models 0 0 67 67 67 67

Diskettes 0 33 0 0 0 33

Serials
(current titles) O 0 36 44 36 44

TOTAL HOLDINGS 247733 255390 + 3.09

MAP COLLECTION ANNUAL STATISTICS 1988/89FY -- PAGE 2

1987/88 1988/89 % CHANGE

MATERIALS CATALOGED
IN MAP COLLECTION

Sheet maps (titles) 414 567
Books 16 35

TOTAL 430 602 + 40.00

CATALOG CARDS FILED

TOTAL 11382 18283 + 60.00
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SUMMARY

The year was one of implementation. Reorganization plans
established in 1987-88 were realized. These changes resulted from
the administrative re-assignment of the Film Collection to the
Media Center in January 1988. Following a national search,
Carrie Russell was selected as the first permanent Media
Librarian for the Film Collection. Several support staff

positions were reclassified. An Administrative Assistant I
position was reclassed to a Library Assistant III. This position
was then assigned to the Library Science Library and that
department's Library Assistant II position was assigned to the
Film Collection. A Media Center Library Clerk III position was
reclassed to a Library Assistant III due to extensive Job
responsibility changes needed in order for the department to
handle Film Collection material. One audio-visual technician
position became Library Clerk III position, and another was
reclassed to Library Assistant I.

Supplemental capital funding allowed the department to

purchase $50,000 worth of new film/video equipment. This effort
goes far in helping establish the Film Collection as a full-

service library. Included in the purchase was automated booking
software and equipment which the department will use to convert
manual procedures to computerized ones this coming year.

The department was fortunate in receiving a higher materials
budget allocation so that for the first time since 1983 new films
could be added to the University's Film Collection. This offset

the need for the Film Collection staff to return to distributors
more than 600 consignment films which in the past had been placed
in the Film Collection. Film and video selection guidelines were
drafted to give direction for future collection building in these
formats. And department staff supported efforts to establish a

film and video interlibrary loan agreement between Arizona State
University, Northern Arizona University, and the University of
Arizona.

While continuing its tradition of offering high levels of
library service (Loan, Reference, Instruction, Audio-visual
Reserve and Playback) the Media Center for the first time
sponsored the University's 13th Annual Classic Film Series.

Overall, the department realized substantial gains in

appropriate staffing levels, service achievements, and collection
growth.



STRENGTHS

Skilled, active, flexible staff continue to be the
department's iaJor strength. During this past year Media staff
.entbers contributed to a variety of activities outside the
department. Only a few are cited here. Carol Friesen served as
chair of the Library's United Way Committee which exceeded its
goal in an outstandingly successful campaign. Mary Musgrave and
Bonnie Travers made a showcase presentation on using the
department's microcomputer workstation to place acquisition order
requests in the Library's on-line acquisition system at the
Library and Information Technology Association's Annual
Conference. Tod Gregoire represented Film Collection interest at
the National Federation of Wildlife Film Festival. Carrie Russell
served on the program planning committee for the Arizona State
Library Association annual conference. Gloria Smith served on
the University's Black Student Concerns Group and was active on
American Library Association committees. Bonnie Travers made a
presentation on fine arts film/video materials at the annual
conference of the Art Libraries Society of North America.
Considering the levels of service demands and reorganization
efforts that drew on the energies of department staff this past
year, these external contributions are a significant indicator of
the special quality of people that work in the Media Center.

A number of new acquisitions contributed to strengthening
the department's services and collections. The A-V Online
database was secured on CD-ROM format and significantly improved
reference service to information about educational media. New
equipment enhanced service capabilities also. A new image
translator permits the department to offer VHS playback service
to foreign videos produced by either PAL or SECAM standards. The
acquisition of several NTSC standard video playback units
increased the ability of the department to offer reserve service
for American-made VHS programs. Two computer projection panels
permit more flexible display of computer images to large groups
within the library. New 16mm projectors permit better previewing
service at the Film Collection, and new videotape evaluators will
prove invaluable in helping maintain the department's video
collect io n.

With healthy allocations for the acquisition of film,

video, and other media materials the department is in a position
to support the University's curricular areas better than in the

past. This is especially true for the Media Arts department.

One of the growing commitments for the Media Center is to

continue to make progress in supporting Media Arts department
courses and programs.



LIMITATIONF4

Many of the limitations which this department faced one year
ago have been addressed: reorganization of department staff,
acquisition of GEAC hardware and an automated booking system for
the Film Collection, and acquistion of adequate video playback
e qu 1pm e n t.

Present limitations are similar to those faced by the
library system as a whole. The primary one is the insufficient
space for the collections, services and staff. The Media Center
shelving space is at 80% capacity. The relief that would come
with the transfer of videotapes to the Film Collection w1ll not
occur until rennovation of the A-V building facility permits
adequate security for the collection. Rennovation of the Film
Collection space is dependent on funding. Completion of a
planning department estimate this past year, Is encouraging.
Realistic achievement of combining the two units to allow more
efficient use of staff, services, and equipment looks to be at
least three to five years away and possibly longer.

While the library system is behind in terms of providing an
online catalog as many other university libraries have been able
to do, the Media Center has the real limitation of having only
part of its collections cataloged In machine readable records
which could be used in an online catalog if there were one. The
effort to reclassify and recatalog the Juvenile collection is
nearing completion. Much of the original non-print media
collection is fully cataloged, but none of the Film Collection
has been. Nor is there a current printed catalog to the Film
Collection. The only machine readable records for the school
textbook collection are GEAC records which may or may not be
transfered to an online catalog. In the meantime, the card
catalog unit for the Media Center nonprint collection is at
capacity. Creation of access records to all Media Center
materials suffers from the library wide shortage of staff. While

this department is grateful for a part-time audiovisual

cataloger, catalog staff assistance it has received in

reclassifying its Juvenile literature collection, the cooperation
with other library staff in acquiring and the physicial

preparation of its materials, technical services activities

needed for this department are so significant that two F.T.E.

media positions devote 100% of their work time to them and every
media professional is involved in collection development and

support activities. In order for more to be done to create
information records about the collection, less can be done in the
way of true user services, i.e. reference, loan, instruction,

liaison with community and faculty leaders. For a "Public

Services" department where pressure is felt to increase services,

this is disagreeable situation. Increasing staffing levels

throughout the library could benefit this department's ability to

be a more fully integrated unit of the system.



FUTURE PLANS

The major accomplishment envisioned for the coming year is
to replace the manual booking system in the Film Collection with
an automated system. This will involve considerable effort for
all department staff, not Just Film Collection staff. There will
be the need to assist with weeding, establishi the database
parameters, and enter records. Once the database is completed,

we want to use the records to create a new printed catalog of
video and film collection holdings.

There is also the plan to complete the Juvenile Literature
reclassification project.

We are excited about promoting and offering the 1989-90
Classic Film Series. Plans Include developing a new format for
our promotional brochure and to increase attendance. A new
screen in the Modern Languages Building where films are shown has

made a major difference in the quality of performances. The
growing relationship between Film Collection staff and vendor
representatives allows us to feel more confident that we will
exhibit the best prints of a film we can possibly obtain.

Other projects we hope to address are: place new logo on all
films that will be added to the booking database; seek funds for
conversion of nitrate films to either estar-based film stock or
videotape; obtain a larger card catalog unit for the Media
Center; implement the Arthur Young Personnel system 1f it is

funded.
Several other activities will to be addressed: we will

investigate with the Media Arts department their need and the
library's ability to secure and provide access to archives that
will support higher level research in film and television

studies; develop a script and produce a video about the Film
Collection that can be used for orientations; investigate
membership in the CIC Film Consortium; analyze the condition of
the videotape collection using new evaluator/cleaning equipment;
continue to acquire materials at the level aqusitions funds
permit; maintain our staff and service levels.



APPENDIX

Statistical Summaries
1986- 1989

SECTION I Media Center Acquistions and Holdings
SECTION II Media Center Services 1986-1989



* Total GEAC Records

SECTION I
Media Center Acquisitions and Holdings

Holding Summaries 1986-1989

1986 1987 1988 1989

Media Titles 10,452 10,770 10,930 11,395
K-12 Textbooks 11,675 12,193 12,226 12,338
*Juvenile Books NA 21,932 22,782 23,134
16mm Films NA NA NA 5,838

Order Requests placed by Media Center

1986 1987 1988 1989

Media Titles 246 107 80 425

16mm Films 76

Book Titles 472 966 528 891

719 1,073 608 1,392

Media TITLES Cataloged

1987 Holdings 1988 Adds 1988 Withdrawals 1988 Holdings

10,770 172 12 10,930

1988 Holdings 1989 Adds 1989 Withdrawals 1989 Holdings

10,930 466 1 11,395

Media PIECES Cataloged

1987 Holdings 1988 Adds 1988 Withdrawals 1988 Holdings

96,313 3,043 33 99,383

1988 Holdings 1989 Adds 1989 Withdrawals 1989 Holdings

99,383 5,489 1 104,871



SECTION II

Comparative Summaries of Services 1986-1989

Information Requests (Reference)

Circulation

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89

Instructional Sessions

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89

Sessions 40 20 28

Attendees 733 482 791

Hours 36.25 21.25 25.5

Equipment and Room Use

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89

Reserve Statistics

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89

* Began February 1989

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89

Film Reference NA NA 260

Media Reference 5,658 5,369 5,721

Directional 5,849 6,492 7,017

5-Min 506 1,004 1,118

*Scheduled CD.ROM 211

TOTALS 12,013 12,865 14,327

Equipment Use 8,183 NA 7,144

Room Requests 2,926 3,538 4,370

Room Hours 3,311 4,622 5,988

VTR Hours 2,750 4,238 4,343

Media Titles 28,104 29,735 25,342

Owned Films NA 2,634 1,244

Rented Films NA 325 337

Items Placed 917 566 584

Total Circulation 5,115 4,397 4,058
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SYSTEMS AND PLANNING DIVISION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

SUMMARY

From the systems prospective most of the past year has been
devoted to preparing for and implementing INNOPAC as a prototype
online catalog for the Science/Engineering Library. Although the
original timetable called for implementation in July, concerns
about the ability of the hardware selected to handle the size of
our database led to the postponement of its installation. Ulti-
mately it was an ARIX (instead of a Convergent Technologies)
processor which was installed, providing a processing platform
capable of maintaining a larger database than would have been
possible with the Convergent hardware.

The delay in hardware installation helped to mask the fact that
the task of preparing the database was also progressing behind
schedule. At last, however, the initial database was loaded and
INNOPAC was installed at the University of Arizona Library on
October 25. Since then the first interim tape has been loaded,
the INNOVACQ/INNOPAC link has been started, and the OCLC/INNOPAC
link is operational. The titles in the database have been in-
dexed by keyword, and the only remaining step is to load the
second (and last) interim tape. At the present time the system
is undergoing a 30-day acceptance test.

Computer Operations staff continued to manage the day-to-day
operational tasks needed to keep INNOVACQ, INNOPAC, and Geac all

running smoothly, in addition to providing first-level support
and developing applications for the over 70 PC's owned by the
Library (not bad for a staff of 1.5 full-time employees). This
was the year in which the Library purchased a site license for
WordPerfect version 5.0.

Planning Council dissolved its task forces and replaced them
with two standing committees: the Facilities Planning Committee
and the Automation Planning Committee. The Automation Planning
Committee has developed a five-year automation plan which has
helped focus the Library's automation plans on specific goals.
This plan proved very useful in the development of the strategic
planning documents requested by the University administration,
and in the program change requests the Library submitted

Realizing that the position of AUL for Systems and Planning
would cease to exist after 30 June, Planning Council devoted
much time and collective thought to the issues of its role, to
whom it should report, and how it should be organized. Complicat-
ing the picture is the fact that Shelley Phipps, AUL for Branch
Services and the individual identified to chair Planning Coun-
cil, will be on sabbatical starting June 30.
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SYSTEMS AND PLANNING DIVISION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

MAJOR STRENGTHS

Having an AUL for Systems and Planning provided the Administra-
tive Group with a perspective different from that which could be
provided by the AUL's with line responsibilities. Ideally, that
perspective would be one more removed from the day-to-day detail
of administering a large research library, and one with the
luxury of viewing more easily "the big picture." Whether the
Library can afford such an AUL, given all its other needs, is
another matter.

The institution of Planning Council provides several important
benefits. Perhaps the most important is the opportunity it pro-
vides middle managers in the Library (the department heads) to
participate in the over-all management of the Library. Because
of this the department heads are able to understand how their
departments operate in the larger context of the Library. Almost
as important is the communication that takes place in Planning
Council among department heads and between department heads and
the Administrative Group. This communication lessens the likeli-
hood that misconceptions or petty jealousies will arise among
department heads, based on lack of information concerning how
and why certain decisions have been made. Planning Council also
provides the Administrative Group with valuable information
which is only available from department heads and which it needs
in order to make decisions as soundly as possible.

The Computer Operations staff is a strength which could only be
improved by means of cloning. The skills and enthusiasm pos-
sessed by Cheech and Gene are valuable assets which are not
always adequately valued. The responsibilities they manage are
immense and are generally handled by considerably larger staffs
at our peer institutions.
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SYSTEMS AND PLANNING DIVISION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Planning Council is too large, which is to say that the Library
has too many department heads. Although this Library is "f lat-
ter" than most of its peers in terms of amounts of staff devoted
to administration, there are several departments which in my
opinion are too small to function effectively as departments. A
department needs to have a critical mass in terms of staff and
budget before it is worth while for it to support a department
head whose role is primarily administrative. Maps, Library Sci-
ence, and Library Instruction all lack this critical mass. Not
only does this lead to decreased effectiveness in these areas,
it results in a Planning Council with a size which makes it
difficult to manage.

Computer Operations is too small. Until the Library has imple-
mented an integrated system it will be necessary for Computer
Operations to manage several different systems. With the prolif-
eration of PC workstations the ability of Computer Operations
staff to support them adequately has diminished, much to the
frustration of Computer Operations staff as well as other Li-
brary staff. The "Geac room" itself is too small, again consider-
ing that it must house computing hardware for several different
systems.
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SYSTEMS AND PLANNING DIVISION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

FUTURE PLANS

Although Systems and Planning as a division will cease to exist
shortly, Planning Council and Computer Operations will go on.
Mary Reichel will chair Planning Council (I think) while Shelley
is on sabbatical. With the reorganization proposed recently for
implementation when Shelley returns, Shelley will chair a slight-
ly smaller, and it is to be hoped a somewhat more manageable,
Planning Council.

Computer Operations will be managed by a Systems Librarian.
According to the proposed organization chart the Systems Librari-
an will not be a department head and member of Planning Council.
Much as I hesitate to propose increasing the number of depart-
ment heads, I think that the Systems Librarian should be one,
and should be on Planning Council. If anyone needs a library-
wide perspective, the Systems Librarian will.

Once the renovation to C1/B2 has been completed, there will be a
newer and larger computer room occupying space which was once
part of the Reserve Book Room and the Typing Room. This larger
space will be an improvement, but what will be needed also are
more staff members to occupy the space and to bear the many
responsibilities of Computer Operations.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY

The major events of 1988-89 were the implementation of the prototype
online catalog in the Science Engineering Library and the addition by

the University Administration of $580,000 in new state money to the

materials budget. The effect of these events has been felt through-

out Technical Services. The online catalog implementation has been
exciting, and it has taken hours of time in the Catalog Department,
the Serials Department and the Acquisitions Department. The end
product which has been enthusiastically received by all who use it in

SEL is worth the effort, however.

The additional funds for the materials budget have allowed the Li-

brary to honor nearly every faculty request for items costing less

than $1,000. In addition, we have been able to add new serial titles

for the first time since 1985. We have also purchased a number of CD

ROM services for the various reference areas around the Library with

the new funds. Like the online catalog, these services have been

very well received by library users.

The need to provide the fullest possible information to patrons has

caused us to study the full implementation of the bindery module of

the INNOVACQ system. The information generated by using this subsys-

tem would also assist the user of the online catalog since the two

systems are interactive. Meanwhile, our commercial binder has been

planning automation changes which will have profound effect on the

Library but which will not interface with our present automated sys-

tems. Concurrently, the methods used for binding library materials

are changing, and we are hard pressed to keep up with the new deci-

sion which must be made.

The third year of the serials review is nearly completed. About

$100,000 worth of titles were recommended for cancellation. It ap-

pears that most of these will meet with faculty approval and we will

reach our third year goal in dollars saved.

Efforts begun last year to improve the environment in the Technical

Services work areas were continued this year. Ergonomic chairs,

sound hoods for printers, carpet in the shelf list area, glare

screens, blotters and task lights were bought. Terminals were placed

on more appropriate tables as well. The ever increasing time spent

by all staff at CRT's was ameliorated to some extent by these changes.

We have filled a number of positions in the Division and have been

able to attract and promote a number of minority staff. We also had

the first "On the Job Training" hires in the University in Technical

Services.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Every Department Head concurs in the matter of Technical Services'

greatest strength, the staff. They are willing to attempt the impos-

sible, and they remain positive and well motivated in the face of

crowded conditions, under staffing, and little or no increase in

financial rewards. They have taken on the added burden of implement-

ing automated systems over the last three years while still maintain-

ing the manual files where necessary. This year the accomplishments

in the Catalog Department and in the Catalog Section of Serials are

particularly noteworthy since these people have been responsible of

the bulk of the work connected with implementing INNOPAC in Technical

Services.

In spite of the fact that automation has added to the complexity of

the work in Technical Services, our increasing use of it is another

one of our strengths. With the acquisition system we have been able

to provide strong support in the form of collection development mf or-

mation for colleges and departments seeking re-accreditation, for new

programs and centers, and for faculty grant proposals. Internally we

have been able to closely monitor the use of the materials budget, go

through three years of serials review, and make projections about

inflation based on data from the system.

Newly received serial pieces continue to be checked in very rapidly

thanks to INNOVACQ. We have also been able to make good use of the

FRS system in the Accounting Section of Acquisitions. The Union List

is now done on a PC connected to CCIT by an IDX line. DataLinx con-

tinues to be an invaluable tool in Serials Acquisitions. The LASS

system has more than paid for itself in time saved in typing cross

references for the card catalogs. New OCLC M310 terminals have been

installed in Catalog, Serials and ILL. Microcon continues in Catalog

with over 60,000 records converted this year. We still do not have

enough PC's for word processing and spread sheets, but we are slowly

adding them as funds are available.

In preservation Susan Beardsley and her staff continue their program

of repair and binding. Susan's additional training three years ago

has paid off many times over. She was able to share her expertise

with staff at Northern Arizona State University Library earlier this

year. If we can find the staff to implement the new Roswell bindery

system, we will be able to eliminate manual fills in Bindery and take

a step forward in improved binding decision making.

The revised Collection Development Policy is very close to comple-

tion. As more staff are actively involved in building the Library's

collections, this document will be a necessary part of our working

documentation. Information gathered during the serials review will

assist us in clarifying what we intend to be collecting as we com-

plete the conspectus like document.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

We are severely limited in what we can accomplish by our lack of

staff. Acquisitions and Serials each need at least one more classi-

fiad staff position. The Bindery and Preservation Department will
not be able to improve the bindery decision making process, increase

the amountof repair work done and otherwise further the Library's

preservation efforts without two more classified positions. The

Catalog Department and the Serials Department as well, are maintain-
ing a totally manual system while trying to bring up the online cata-

log. Since the online catalog is only a prototype for Science Engi-

neering, we will realize no labor savings in cataloging areas. WE

CANNOT IMPLEMENT A FULL BLOWN INTEGRATED SYSTEM IN THIS LIBRARY WITH-

OUT EXTRA STAFF SUPPORT IN TECHNICAL SERVICES DURING THE TRANSITION.

The alternative is to let everything else backlog to the point where

we would need years to catch up. System implementation affects all

of the Division's departments with the most serious repercussions

occurring in Catalog, Serials and Acquisítions Departments.

Because of professional staff vacancies in monograph and serials

cataloging and added work of the online catalog, we have experienced

a dramatic drop in the amount of cataloging produced. This has been

particularly serious in serials work since title changes cannot be

done in a timely fashion. We will also experience a related decrease

in volumes added in our ARL statistics a year from now.

Both space and the working environment are a problem for the staff in

Technical Services. We have been able to do a number of small things

to improve work areas, but we cannot add space easily. The number of

staff and the amount of equipment now in the room far exceeds what

the room was designed to hold.

The handsome addition to the materials budget will help carry us into

1989-90. Unfortunately, the dollar remains weak, and publishers,

particularly international houses, have continued to raise prices.

Serials prices appear to be less volatile, but monograph prices have

begun to climb sharply. We have caught up some of the ground lost

between 1985 and 1988, but we will not regain our former buying power

or be able to keep up with inflation in materials prices without

regular and sizeable increases in funds over the next several years.

Recruiting, hiring and retaining professional staff with language

expertise is a serious problem. It is not easy to find the individu-

als with ability in several foreign languages who are needed in the

Acquisitions and Catalog Departments. We have found someone to han-

dle Arabic and Persian, but our Slavic and Social Science position

remains open at this time. We have only a half-time temporary to

handle Hebrew acquisitions and cataloging, and we need more parapro-

fessional or professional assistance in Arabic cataloging.



FUTURE PLANS

Continue the implementation of INNOPAC.

Implement the bindery module of INNOVACQ.

Complete the replacement of OCLC Terminals throughout the Library.

Train staff in the new OCLC cataloging subsystem.

Move the Middle East Collection into Main and provide work space for

the staff associated with it.

Complete the OMS Preservation Self Study.

Resolve the problem of serials holdings statements.

Distribute and use the revised Collection Development Policy.

Participate in the planning for integrated library system if the

Program Change Package is approved.

Continue efforts of improving the working environment throughout

Technical Services.

Improve bindery decision making including using the Roswell system if

staffing permits.

Continue retrospective conversion of monograph records.

Plan conversion of serial records.

Continue information campaign with Sarah Blake and the Provost in

matters involving the materials budget and preservation.
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SUMMARY

Last Spring in a collaborative effort, Stephen J. Bosch,
Acquisitions librarian for the Humanities, and Terry W. Fahy,
Head Acquisitions Librarian, presented to the University of
Arizona Library Administration an analysis and graph which
documented the growth of the Library's materials budget over the
past ten years. This same graph compared this growth to those of
our peer institutions' budgets and the Academic Book Price Index
for the same time period. From this graph it was apparent that
the Library's materials budget fell behind its peers and the ABPI
in 1982-83 and by FY 87-88 had fallen 42 points behind them in
the expenditures index. As an apparent result of this effort a
$580,000 supplement was added to the base budget. This was a
significant departure from the development of the budget over the
past 3-4 years and put the Library back on track with its peers.
Along with the supplement came the promise from the University's
Administration to add this sum to the base budget in the future
and demonstrated the commitment to strength that the University
Administration has for its library resource.

Last Fall, two new hires brought the Acquisitions staff back to
full strength for the first time in the past two and one half
years. Christopher Sugriet came on as the Acquisitions Librarian
for selection In the Social Sciences and brought with him 13

years of professional experience. Janice Anderson joined the
Receiving staff as a clerk typist, but has taken on
responsibilities far above that classification. Another event
during the Fall, the Library's annual Book Sale lead by Robert
Hershoff, Head of Gifts and Exchanges, in his first sale,
pleasantly surprized Acquisitions when it netted $11,731 and
almost doubled previous years' revenues.

Under the leadership of Lee Gilbert, Accountant I and Head of the
Accounting section, the department successfully converted its
files, procedures, and accounting manual from the CORE system to
FRS, the University's new on-line financial reporting system.

In the area of outstanding acquisitions the following items were
acquired by gift: Nelson Nye, the number two best selling
Western author of all time, donated six manuscripts and many page
proof bringing our total Nye manuscript holdings to 24. An
anonymous donor gave 51 items to the Tennessee Williams
collection, including a manuscript poem in Williams' hand, dated
1931, and many first and limited editions. Dr. Patrick Romanell
gave over 1,100 works on Latin American philosophy of which
approximately 400 were added to the collection. Dr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Clark Powell gave many items among them a complete set
of Robinson Jeffers Newsletter, volumes from the Los Angeles
Miscellany Series, their substantial Paul Horgan collection, 85
volumes of the William Andrews Clark Memorial Seminar papers. and
several of their own privately published books.

Outstanding purchases included The Gospels of Henry the Lion, a
facsimile of one of the most famous manuscripts of the 12th
century, an illuminated codex predominantly Romanesque but with



echoes from Byzantium and the Irish Book of Keils; a substantive
collection of classical art and archaeology which emphasizes
Greek and Helienistic civilization and its spread to the western
Mediterranean; the Complete Work of Rembrandt.. .with a Study of
his Life and Art, by Wilhelm Bode.

MAJOR BTRENOTHB

Again this year, one of the major strengths of Acquisitions is
the staff characterized by well-educated, highly motivated career
staff with no turnover in the past year. Two additions to the
staff, mentioned above, strengthened Acquisitions.

The commitment of the Library Administration and the University
Administration tothe materials budget this past year and the
future promise to continue to support it must be considered a
strength. It enables the professional staff to pursue their
mission of serving the needs of research and teaching faculty.
The budget is strong for current purchases, and if this increase
continues, especially if it more than offsets inflation,
estimated at this time in the 8-10% range, our healthy budget
will remain a strength. But the gap created from the cuts and
freezes from FY 82-83 to FY 87-88 may prove difficult to
overcome. What is gone, may prove to be gone forever; if not, it
will definitely be more expensive to collect retrospectively.

Other commitments that strengthen the department 's ability to
continue to serve the academic community, especially the
undergraduates, are the parents who contribute to the Parents
Fund. From 1 July 1988 to date, they have given $11,986 in
supplement to the budget.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Among the major limitations to the department, the lack of true
merit raises or any significant raises in salaries to offset
inflation must be listed. This limitation, however, is not
restricted to Acquisitions alone, but is a Library-wide problem.
To offset this limitation, flexible schedules in Technical
Services can be cited, but lack of availability of enough
equipment may soon stretch this flexibility thin and require
shift-like scheduling. The ever increasing demand on
supervisory, career staff to participate in lower level
management committees and task forces and set aside their primary
duties and responsibilities, without remuneration, further taxes
the situation.

For Acquisitions (and eventually Serials) space on Innovacq will

soon become a major limitation. More and more staff time is
being spent daily and weekly in finding methods and groups of
records that can be purged in order to acquire available space on
Innovacq for current processing. If enough space were available,
easy, systematic purging of past years could be carried out and
still preserve the integrity of retrospective statistical and
financial reports.



FUTURE PLANS

In the April 13th edition, 1989 (volume 84 number 34) of the
Arizona Daily Wildcat, University of Arizona President, Dr. Henry
Koeffler, boasted that the University of Arizona is "among the
top 25 public and private universities in the country." Therein,
he sets the goals for the University to be "among the top 15
universities" both public and private by the year 2000. A climb
which Is not far, so to speak, but one which Is very steep.

In the past fiscal year, two national polls have reflected the
reality of Dr. Koeffler's position: 1. the National Science
Foundation ranked the University among the top 20 research
universities in research and development expenditures in the

country and 2. The Chronicle of Hiqher Education placed the
University of Arizona Library in the 23rd position among public
and private research libraries--one position behind ASU.
Whatever the validity of these polls may be, the national eye
focuses on them annually and awaits the changes the following

year. They create the perception of place from which
administrators can boast, compare, or plead.

Future plans in Acquisitions will be to align its goals to Dr.
Koeffler's and try to achieve the aims of moving the Library into

the top 15 universities in the nation. A great research
university cannot be without a great research library.
Acquisitions will continue to work with the Library
Administration to seek the proper level of funding to 5upport
such research collections and, at the same time, support
undergraduate education. We will work with all the necessary
individuals in building these collections.

We will seek to find a strategy that will strengthen financial
support for the Library in the 22 to i formula, in particular, to
acquire additional revenues to accompany new faculty members
hired, revenues that would be used to redirect or supplement the
present collections and bolster the research and teaching needs
of the new faculty members.

In the department, we will seek an expansion of the bibliographic
database in order to provide more relevant statistical and
financial information for faculty and departmental grants arid

accreditation. This expansion will also provide the department
with a more rational approach to purging obsolete records. Along
with this expansion, we will seek a modest increase in support
staff and the equipment necessary for the staff to function in a

rationalized environment.
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ACQUISTIONS/RECEIVING
1988-89 STATISTICS

ANNUAL REPORT

19,546
118

11,354
1,874
8,152

712
4,225

459
293
172
10
2
4

iST 2ND
QUARTER QUARTER

ON-LINE STATISTICS (1)

Approval 4,942 4,711
Acq STO(ci's) 21 19

Firm Order 3,854 2,251
Firm Order OP 505 676
Form Select 2,066 1,542
Replacement Monogr. 81 215
C1.'s 779 1,126
All Pubs 117 66
Seps 79 70

OP List 0 0
OP Vend Src 5 1

NYPList i i

OP Cancel 2 1

TOTALS 12,452 10,679

MANUAL STATISTICS (2)

STO Adds 177 148
Looseleafs 185 224
Maps 169 339
Media (3) * *

Microfilm * *

Microfiche (4) * *

PL 480 (Western) 22 83
PL 480 (Non-Western) 735 252
Pieces/Title 73 393
Scores (not keyed) (5) * *

OSC (not keyed) (6) * *

1,361 1,439

GRAND TOTALS (7) 13,813 12,118

TOTALS

46,921

848
s3

1,414
150
61

12,585
193

1,368
1,931

77
446

19,966

66,887

Counts generated by Innovacq Statistics
Counts represent individual items per title not counted by Innovacq
Media counts were included under pieces/title until after 2nd quarter
Not including UA Dissertations
Processing of scores changed after 2nd quarter
OSC items ordered by batching and counted at end of year
TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS RECEIVED

(*) Not traced or unavailable

3RD
QUARTER

4TH
QUARTER

4,434 5,459
31 47 1

2,256 2,993 1

343 350 1

1,800 2,744
202 214
996 1,324
126 150 1

25 119 :

33 139
2 2 1

O o :

0 1

10,248 13,542

208 315
183 301 :

414 492 1

102 48 :

* 61
* 12,585

68 20 1

217 164 1

637 828
35 42
* 446 1

1,864 15,302 1

12,112 28,844



Books for Dormitories Project

1329 volumes

$1793.50 value at regular
booksale prices

ACQUISTIONS/RECEIVING
1988-89 STATISTICS

ANNUAL REPORT

Subject: Gifts and Exchanges Statistics 1988/89

July 3, 1989 (rev. 7/12/89)

Summary

I. Gifts Received

*includes Records, cassettes, compact discs,
maps, sheet music, videocassettes, posters
and other non-book materials

II. Monographs added to the collection

New accessions 4896.

Added copies 1505.

Total 6401.

III. Booksale

Gross Sales 12,640.60

Surplus Property Fee 909.63

Net Proceeds $11,730.97

Monographs 18,921.

Serials 20,533.

Other 2110.*



UA LIBRARY MATERIALS

CONSOLIDATED EXPENDITURE STATISTICS

1988/89

* Consisting of various organizational membership fees and UA theses & dissertation charges.

ma Consisting of donations from Alumni Foundation, Parents' fund, and individuals.

APPROPRIATIONS EXPENDITURES

STATE ACCOUNT

Monographs $1,565,775.00 $1,711, 146.54

Serials $2,287,500.00 $2, 126,730.00

Bindery $304,625.00 $311,047.63

*Recurring Charges $211,400.00 $220,427.70

Account 114510 Total $4,369,300.00 $4,369,351.87

NON-STATE ACCOUNTS

Book Replacement (174460) $19,395.81 $18,401.08

Hattich Memorial (550440) $861.52 $740.16

Pickrell Memorial (550450) $0.00 $0.00

aflibrary Materials (550460) $50,074.02 $16,216.08

Sullivan Memorial (551500) $3,317.81 $2,130.33

Laub Memorial (551670) $1,620.73 $1,049.07

Asset Disposal (839430) $16,224.05 $5,811.53

Non-State Accounts Total $91,493.94 $44,348.25

TOTAL LIBRARY MATERIALS $4,460,793.94 $4,413,700.12
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SUMMARY

The staff in the Bindery and Preservation Dept. continues to keep
informed of the changes and challenges of binding and preserving
research materials for libraries today. Susan Beardsley attended
a program planned by the Preservation of library Materials
section of Resources and Technical Services division of American
Library Association titled: "New Directions in Library Binding:
Life After Class A" on September 16-17, 1988 in Atlanta, Georgia.
The 8th edition of standards for library binding were issued and
discusssed. New Directions means change and that includes: the
various decisions for leaf attachments, adhesives, binding
materials, permanence, durability and construction. After this
workshop we met and discussed the new standards and options with
our book binder, Roswell Bookbinding of Phoenix, Arizona.
Significant changes have been made in procedures including a new
computerized bindery system. Along with these new computerized
procedures we are using the new standards for (leaf attachment)
binding of library materials including: saving the sewing, sewing
through the fold, adhesive binding, and oversewing.

Supervisors from the Preservation Depts. of the three state
university libraries worked together on a statewide co-operative
preservation plan. The three libraries vili continue to work
together on this plan which will include disaster plans, survey
of collections, microfilming and photoduplication efforts. Along
these lines of co-operation Susan Beardsiey then went to NAU to
do some consulting work and training of their staff on techniques
of book repair, preservation and binding.

The University continued with "The Year of the Undergraduate"
program and the University Library participated with the purchase
of the McNaughton Book Plan. These books were added to the

Library's on-line circulation system (GEAC) by the staff in

Bindery.

During the year there were several staff changes in Bindery and
Preservation. We hired our fourth affirmative action candidate,
Margaret Blame. Jane LaVetter transferred to a Library Clerk II
position in the Bibliographic Support Section of the Catalog
Dept. Connie Costello was hired in January to replace Jane.
Margaret Blame's position was reclassified by personnel to a
Library Clerk III position in March 1989. The rest of the staff:
Aida Short, Alma Gaona, Anita Godfrey and Diane Lewis remained in
their current positions. All staff members continue to
participate in workshops and professional development.
Several members served on library committees; Anita Godfrey
served on the Innovac Bindery Committee; Jane LaVetter served on
the Exhibits Committee; Aida Short served on the Food Bank
Committee; Diane Lewis served on the task force to study
environmental conditions in Technical Services; Margaret Blame
served on the Special Projects Committee; Susan Beardsley served
on the Retention Withdrawal Committee and the Innobind Committee.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Without a doubt the maior strength of the Department continues to
be the dedicated staff. Their enthusiam and ambitious nature
help keep statistics high and the backlogs to a minimum.

Another strength is our binder, Roswell Bookbinding. Roswell
continues to work with us upgrading procedures and equipment to
keep current with the new standards and practices issued by the
Library Binding Institute.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The lack of funding for the recommendations by the Arthur Young
Study has to be listed as a major limitation. In that the Staff
had high expectations of having their titles changed and salaries
upgraded to meet the current market standards.

Insufficient space and additional specialized work stations
equipped for preservation work are a major concern. Hopefully
the Office of Management Studies and the preservation planning
grant will address these issues.

Limited staff to implement the new binding procedures and
decisions which were formerly done by the binder will put
additional stresses on exsisting staff.



FUTURE PLANS

Our plans for the coming year encompass the Library's strategic
goal: Conserve and preserve the collections to the best of our
abilities with our available resources. This year the Library
obtained a preservation planning grant from the Office of
Management Studies which will allow us to explore and set
preservation priorities for the collections. Additional goals to
strive for are:

Complete OMS preservation planning project.
Participate in state and regional preservation planning.
Increase preservation awarenesss for University

Administration.
Continue processing the new materials, @85,000 items

per year in an efficient and accurate manner.
Monitor our current budget of $275,000.00 to the utmost

effectiveness and accuracy.
Process Bindery materials using the new computerized

bindery module.
Continue to participate In Innovacq bindery procedures.
Continue educating other staff, patrons and faculty in

care and handling of library materials.



*Statistics do not include standard labeling, pocketing or tattle taping of new
or reclassified books: or the lettering of microfiche.

** Total budet spent on binding for 1988-89 was $311,047.63. This includes monies
for restorations of material for Special Collections, non-state funds and the
regular bindery account.

BINDERY/PRESERVATION STATISTICS*

Type of Percent of
Activity 1987-88 1988-89 Difference
Repairs
Phase boxes 532 525 -1.3
Minor 1,500 1,146 -23.6
Intermediate 2,341 1,257 -46

Miscellaneous
Pam-binders 1,996 2,890 +44.7
Signs 13 36 +200
Cut Pages 199 169 -15

New Books Needing
Special Processing
Music Collection

Folders 133 189 +42
Pam-binders 776 605 -22
As-Is 232 141 -39
Envelopes 0 31 +310
Records,

Tapes & Cassettes 262 596 +127

Special Collections and
Ctr for Creative Photog.

Paper Jackets 882 824 -6.5
Mylar Jackets 353 712 +102
Flags 394 486 +23
Pam-binders 221 261 +18

Special lettering 606 358 -41

Microfilm Processed 1,671 2,620 +57

Total number of items
Receiving Additional
Processing 12,111 12,846 +6

GEAC Statistics
Adds 3,825 4,655 +22
Updates 17,422 18,664 +7
Updates series 787 1,353 +73
Serial updates 1,836 2,078 +13
McNaughton Books 0 661



BINDERY STATISTICS----1988-89

TYPE OF PERCENT OF
B INDI NG 1 987-88 1 988-89 DIFFERENCE

Standard Journals

CPIllR-Science 6,641 5,509 -17.05
CPITh-Nain 3,092 3,275 5.92
Documents 1,127 689 -38.86
Serials 859 508 -40.86
OSC, Chinese 182 316 73.63
OSC, Japanese 227 309 +36.12
Central Ref. 97 203 +109.28
Library Science 102 169 65.69
OSC, Arabic 72 131 +81.94
CC? 22 111 404.55
Jiap Coil. 57 63 +10.53
Spec. Coli. 113 32 -71.68
Stacks/Repair 46 24 -47.83
Herbarium 6 9 +50.00
OSC, Persian 2 4 +100.00
Nedia Ctr. 1 0
Science Ref. 36 0

TOTAL
STANDARD JOURNALS 12,682 11,352 -10.49

Rush Journals

Science Ref. 458 433 -5.46
Central Ref. 222 284 +27.93
Documents 178 144 -19.10
C?P-Science 37 36 -2,70
Stacks/Repair 17 7 -5.82
iusic 5 2 -60.00
Spec. Coil. 0 2
CCP 0 1

Library Office 0 1

Nap Coil. 0 1

Science-RBP 0 1

Cat. Dept. 1 0
OSC, Chinese 1 0
OSO, Persian Ref. 1 0

TOTAL
RUSH JOURNALS 921 913 -.87



BINDERY STATISTICS-----1988-89

TYPE CF PERCEITT OF
B IDI KG 1 987-88 1 988-89 DIFFERENCE

Standard Books

Nain/Sci./OSC/CCP 9,926 14,998 +51.10
Library Science 59 118 +100.00
Nap Coil. 99 53 -Lf6.k6
Documents O 11

Spec. Coil, 15 2 -86.67

TOTAL
STANDARD BOOKS 10,099 15,127 +49.79

Rush Books

iain/Sci./OSC 193 29k +52.33
Central Ref. 31f 116 +241.18
Science Ref. 7 25 +257.1k
Library Science 2 12 +500.00
RBR 18 12 -33,33
CC? 2 9 ±350.00
::edia Ctr. 2 4 +100.00
;:usic 3 3
DocumentsScience 0 1

Cat, Dept. ___j_

TOTAL
RUSH BOOKS 262 476 +81.68

Foreign-Bound Books

Han-Ven 183 212 +15,85
Linking

mmm T
j-j

O 8

FOREIGN-BOUND BOOKS 183 220 +20.22



BINDERY STATISTICS-----1988-89

TYPE OF PERCENT CF
B I NDI NG 1987-88 1 988-89 DIFFERENCE

Standard i1ylars

Nain/Sci./CSC/CCP 5,281 3,758 -28.8Lf
Library Science 28 0

TOTAL
STANDARD NYLARS 5,309 3,758 -29.2 1

Rush Iylars

Nain/Sci,/OSC 16 +181.25
RBR O
Central Ref. 8 3 -62.50
Science Ref. 2 2
CC? 7 0
Library Science 1 0

TOTAL
PUSH I:YLARS 3k 5k +58.82



BI1JDERY STATISTICS----1 988-89

TYPE OF PERCENT OF
B I N DING 1 987-88 1 988-89 DIFFERENCE

Special Binding

Nusic 271 39Lf +L.5.39

Atlases 112 95 -15.12

Dictionaries 52 18.19

Theses 97 32 -67.01

Newspapers k9 30 -38.78

Slipcases 15 10

Clamshells 8 6 -25.00

Portfolios 9 6 -33.33

Full Restoration 1 0

Phone Directories O

TOTAL
SPECIAL BINDING 609 625 +2.63



BINDERY STATISTICS----1 988-89

TYPE OF PERCENT OF
BINDING 1987-88 1988-89 DIFFERENCE

TOTAL
STANDARD UNITS 28,882 31 082 +7.62

TOTAL
RUSH UNITS 1,217 1,Lf/3 +18,57

TOTAL CUMULATIVE
STANDARD/RUSH UNITS 30,099 32,525 +8.05
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I. Summary of Activity

Innopac is here! After years of talking about, and planning for, the
online catalog, it finally became a reality this year. Major amounts of our
time and energy have gone into making this "reality" come about. Everyone in
the Catalog Department has been involved in planning for and/or implementing
Innopac into the department. We are justifiably proud of this accomplishment;
but rather frazzled by the time and energy it has taken, particularly knowing
how much more there is to do.

We have done the screening, interviewing and hiring for nineteen positions
(7 Affirmative Action hires) in the department in the first nine months of this
year. This is a higher than normal staff turnover and has necessitated
increased amounts of time spent on training and giving probationary
evaluations.

Our cataloging activities have been greatly impacted by Innopac and by the
greater than usual number of vacant positions we have had this year. We have
cataloged just over 33,000 titles in the first nine months of this year, a
drastic decrease from the last several years.

We became an "Enhance' library for OCLC last year, and with this status we
accepted a commitment to improve the cataloging on this national database. We
have made permanent additions and corrections to an average 46 records per
month.

We have continued our retrospective conversion effort this year. This

year we will have converted over 60,000 records using the Mlcrocon project
through OCLC and will have converted several thousand more records directly on
OCLC. All this is done by a small permanent staff and several student
assistants with assistance from members of other sections of the department.

We have been able to make some badly needed improvements to the working
environment in the department. We have purchased ergonomic chairs for most of
the computer workstations, printer hoods to quiet the noise from printers,
acoustic paneling to provide privacy and block sound for some individual and
computer workstations, and task lights and blotters to help with the problem of
improper lighting.

Department staff continue to be contributing members of the Library, the
University and the profession. We have served on almost every library
administrative, Innopac, LFA and LSA committee; on several important University
committees; and on state and national committees of various professional
organizations. Department personnel have contributed hours of service on
reference desks, serials review committees, and in library instruction. We

also have been actively Involved in developing job skills and personal
interests through participation in staff development and personnel department
workshops and cross-training opportunities between Catalog department sections
and in other library departments.

The department was permanently altered by the deaths last summer of two
staff members - Debbie Kelley and Paul Sabovik. Their deaths affected all in
the department and left a void that will never be filled and a sadness that

eases with time.



II. Major strengths

Year after year the number one strength and major asset of this department
remains the staff, the entire staff including our student assistants. It has
been particulary evident in this year of great change, that the staff is
incredibly hardworking, creative, and resilient. I am constantly amazed by,
and always proud of, the dedication of this staff, who continue to work for
salaries that are much lower than they should be.

Not really a strength yet, but holding the potential for one in the
future, is our online catalog. It is wonderful to finally get to see all our
years of cataloging records and to be able to search, call up and edit that
cataloging and have those corrections appear immediately. The online catalog
offers us hope for a better future and a chance to free ourselves from the
myriad tedious tasks associated with catalog cards. Because of the online
catalog, we know that someday we won't have to order, reorder, receive, file,
revise, pull, correct, xerox, refile those (awful) cards. We are excited about
the future.



III. Major limitations:

One foot in future and one stuck in the past: We are excited about the
future and about what the online catalog can do for us. We are eagerly
exploring how this online catalog and maintenance system works and we are
adding and correcting records to the catalog and authority databases. However,
we are still ordering catalog cards through OCLC; maintaining our public
catalogs, authority catalogs and shelflist; creating and correcting
bibliographic records on GEAC; and taking great care to create and correct our
OCLC archival tapes. We have taken on a major new responsibility, the care and
feeding of Innopac, but have been unable to give up any of our old
responsibilities.

Special language catalog backlogs: The Russian, Arabic and Persian
backlogs continue to grow at an alarming rate. We have had a Middle Eastern
Librarian since September and we are training an LAIII to assist him in copy
cataloging. We hope to hire a catalog librarian to do Slavic languages and we
have continued to do copy cataloging for Russian materials all year. But none
of this is enough to decrease the backlogs in these languages. We have been
able with the half-time Hebrew Catalog Librarian to keep current with incoming
Hebrew books. However a large Hebrew gift we received over a year ago still
sits in Acquisitions because we have no space for it in the Catalog Department.

Lack of proper computer equipment: We have made strides in this area since
last year. We received another personal computer for staff use, we replaced
two of our ten old OCLC terminals with M310s with hard disks and we have a CD-
ROM workstation. However, we still need to replace eight more OCLC terminals
and two of the personal computers in the department need to have hard disks and
memory upgrades so that they can use WordPerfect 5.0 and be compatible with the
other computers in the department.

Working environment: While much has been done to improve our environment
(ergonomic chairs, computer tables, printer hoods, improved lighting, sound
paneling), much is still needed. We will continue to chip away at the problem
areas as our budget allows. However, one problem that supplies/equipment
budgets cannot solve is the growing number of computer workstations that we
must have to do our work and that must be carved out of "people space."
Another problem that was discussed last year was the lack of private space for
the catalog librarians, they need offices. We simply need larger and
differently arranged quarters for all of Technical Services.



IV. Future plans:

Fully implementing Innopac into the Catalog Department workf low: We are
busy now just learning how to do the normal cataloging on Innopac; but in the
coming months we will have to determine how added copies and volumes,
reclasses, retrospective conversion, record correction, and withdrawals will be
incorporated into the Innopac workf low. We will also become more familiar and
comfortable with the OCLC/Innopac link and with the editing and updating
functions of Innopac.

Coordinating Innovacq and Innopac procedures: When Innovacq was installed
several years ago, it had a great impact on the Catalog Department. Now
Innopac is having the same effect on Acquisitions due to the addition of the
Innovacq bibligraphic and order records into Innopac. The Catalog and
Acquisitions Departments have already begun to coordinate procedures involving
Innopac and Innovacq and that work will need to continue next year.

Continuing retrospective conversion: We have converted over 200,000
records since we began the retrospective conversion project in 1986. We will
finish the first run through the LC sheiflist using Microcon next year and will
begin either the map sheiflist or the Dewey shelflist. We also will continue
to work in the LC shelflist with the exception reports that are generated by
Microcon. There is much left to do in this important project.

Streamlining work procedures: We will examine areas of work that can be
streamlined or simplified, including series authority work, dissertation
cataloging and release shelf procedures.

Expanding the card catalogs: The shelflist in technical services and the
author/title and subject catalogs in Central Reference continue to fill up and
will need new cabinets for expansion next year. While we long for the time
when automation will free us from cards and card catalogs, that time is not
here yet. We must spend thousands of dollars to buy the needed cabinets and
hours of our time to shift the catalogs.



TABLE 1.

Catalog Department Production: Summary

Type of 1985-86 1986-1987 1987-1988 1988-1989
Cataloging Titles/Volumes Titles/Volumes* Titles/Volumes* Titles/Volunhes*

OCLC Copy 50,506/54,332 49,362/51,369 42,671/44,340 43,095/44,348
Cataloging

(Records enhanced/upgraded) (572/605)

OCLC Original 5,043/6,225 3,790/3,421** 4,306/3,860** 2,911/2,805**
Cataloging

TOTAL OCLC 55,549/60,557 53,152/54,790 46,977/48,200 46,006/47,153
CATALOG ING

TOTAL ORIENTAL
STUDIES CATALOGING 910/1490 741/1,034 1,579/1,989 2,495/3,697***
(CHINESE/JAPANESE)

TOTAL 56,459/66,621 53,879/60,034 48,556/54,070 48,501/55,700
CATALOGING
(INCLUDING OSC)

*Volume count is of books; non-book materials are not included in the count.

**Volume count lower than title count due to number of microform titles included,
the piece count for microforms is in Table 2.

***Began using OCLC CJK

ADDED COPIES /4,574 /4,210 /3,881 /4,850
AND VOLUMES



TABLE 2.
Catalog Department Production: New Cataloging by Type of Material

Type of 1985-86
Material Titles/Pieces

1986-1987
Titles/Pieces

1987-1988
Titles/Pieces

1988-1989
Titles/Pieces

Books 54,035/63,816 51,815/55,824 46,575/52,995 46,978/54,929

Microfilms 84/ 59 6 162/ 578 3/4 10/37

Microfiche total 751/14,082 699/2,572 668/3,555 321/1,182
(U of A theses) (578/1,142) (599/1, 172) (646/1,291) (300/629)

Serial 1, 019/1, 128 871/941 1,028/1,075 750/771
Analytics

MUSIC COLLECTION
Phonodiscs 185/340 89/ 204 94/179 82/191

Compact discs O 2 0/30 26/35 43/55

Audio-cassettes 1/1 1/1 5/6 1/2

Reels 7/8 1/1

Videorecordings 3/4 10/11 9/9

TOTAL MATERIALS 186/341 113/2 39 142/239 136/258

FOR MUSIC COLL

MEDIA CENTER
Fi lmstrips 95/ 176 52/55 26/26 12/12

Games 5/5 4/4 2/3 1/1

Kits 4/4 5/5 2/2 2/2

Slides 29/33 19/19 5/7 17/50

Phonodiscs 108/287 61/69 12/14 4/5

Audio-cassettes 45/180 124/ 157 24/49 88/191

videorecordings 81/ 111 44/92 55/89 163/221

Miscellaneous 6/20 5/5 14/14 19/21

TOTAL MATERIALS 373/816 309/ 406 140/204 306/503

FOR MEDIA CENTER

TOTAL NEW 56,459 53,879 48,556 48,501

TITLES PROCESSED,
BOOK AND NON-BOOK



TABLE 3.

Cta1og Department Production: New Titles Processed for Branch Collections

*Title count includes reclassifications

**Hindi/Urdu no longer located in Oriental Studies

Branch 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89
Collection Titles Titles Titles Titles

Center for Creative 891 662 751 792

Photography

Library Science 554 682 415 482

Media Center 456 418 175 344

Juvenile Collection 1,241 2,513 1,660 2,876

Music Collection 1,137 1,087 1,107 943

Special Collections 6,088 2,824 1,928 2369

Maps (Books) 469 370 240

State Documents 46 188

Oriental Studies
Collection
(By language)
Arabic 1,996 843 553 1,461

Chinese 618 464 1,203 2,164

Japanese 326 275 376 331

Persian 157 114 41 26

Turkish 14 32 2 -

Hindi/Urdu,etc 1,251 979 ** **

Total 4,362 2,707 2,175 3,982

TOTAL T1TLES* 14,729 11,362 8,627 12,216
PROCESSED FOR
BRANCH COLLECTIONS



*Includes reclassifications

TABLE 4.

Catalog Department Production: Titles Added by LC Classificatiorlr

Classification 1985-86
Titles

1986-87
Titles

1987-88
Titles

1988-89
Titles

A General Works 205 156 177 288

B Philosophy, Psychology & Religion 3,712 3,241 2,683 3,564

C Auxiliary Sciences 463 373 275 326

D History of Europe, Asia, 6,087 5,685 3,968 3,913

Africa, Oceania
E America, History of the U.S. 1,002 972 1,089 985

F History of U.S. (local) & 2,112 1,924 1,844 1,478

Latin America
G(except GB-GC) Geography, 1,367 1,606 1,211 1,108

Folklore, etc.
GB-GC Physical Geography, Oceanography 237 187 219 162

H-HJ Economics 4,632 4,587 4,110 3,987

HM-HX Sociology 1,927 2,112 1,828 2,033

J political Science 1,080 1,119 1,042 1,164

K Law 633 677 795 576

L Education 997 998 899 952

M Music Scores 803 929 918 785

ML-MT Music Theory 823 773 710 671

N Art 2,783 2,765 2,223 2,106

P-PA Philology 767 819 657 673

PB-PH Modern West European Languages 512 491 530 508

PG Slavic Languages 986 1,202 948 650

PJ-PM Asian, African, American 2,636 1,742 1,829 2,643

Indian Languages
PN Literary History 1,234 1,157 1,012 1,196

PQ1-3999 French Literature 990 847 948 740

PQ4000-5999 Italian Literature 430 257 304 157

PQ6000-8999 Spanish Literature 1,720 1,707 1,411 1,401

PQ9000-9999 Portuguese Literature 419 398 368 335

PR English Literature 2,299 2,374 1,991 2,006

PS American Literature 2,429 2,214 2,182 2,317

PT German, Dutch, Scandinavian 822 1,015 877 766

Literature
PZ1-90 Juvenile Literature 1,009 1,212 646 1,175

Q-QE Pure Sciences 3,522 3,176 3,307 3,008

QH-QR Natural Sciences 1,715 1,733 1,635 1,884

R Medicine 1,024 1,014 912 845

S Agriculture 950 954 849 733

T(except TR) Technology 3,467 3,302 3,022 2,919

TR photography 577 480 494 526

U-V Military and Naval Sciences 383 396 318 364

Z1-1199 Library Sciences 665 704 477 649

Z1200- Bibliography 99 104 94 110

PZ2001 Science Fiction 13 10 1 0

Arizona Classification 558 368 225 86



(Volume Count Only)

Recataloging and 4,139/5,017 4,780/5,897 3,598/4,815 4,806/5,959
Reclassifications
(Titles/Volumes)

Authority

TABLE 5.

Catalog Department Production: Other Activities

Records Made
Names 8,663 8,612 7,607 7,449
Series 4,944 4,390 4,103 3,783
Total 13,607 13,002 11,710 11,232

Authority
Records Updated

Names 3,200 2,093 1,211 1,004
Series 666 458 221 168
Total 3,866 2,551 1,432 1,172

Cards Filed in 669,402 604,690 528,553 530,767
Main Library
Catalogs

OCLC Cards 769,168 753,689 645,174 651,259
Received

In-house 115,334 74,107 59,065 75,324
Cards Made

Type of 1985-86 1986-8 7 19 8 7-88 198 8-8 9

Activity

Withdrawals /4,960 /2,166 /3,604 /1,003



TABLE 5. (cont.)

Catalog Department Production: Other Activities

Type of 1985-86 19Q6-87 1987-88

Activity

1988-89

original 3,963
records input by

2,378 3,262 2,706

Bib. Support Section

Contributed 24,834
copy records input
by Bib. Support Section

30,160 34,111 28,596

OCLC searches

ist search 50,174 42,067 40,677 49,784

2nd search 15,261 18,136 14,698 6,321

TOTAL OCLC SEARCHES 65,435 60,203 55,381 56,105

Items given Priority 3,947 3,599 3,685

Searching and Cataloging

RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION
(Project begun 2/86)

Search keys sent
to Microcon 48,598 43,423 93,098 89,645

Records converted
on Microcon 39,346 20,732 65,666 62,184

Records converted
directly on OCLC
copy
original

7,022
597

3,984
901

1,462
726

TOTAL RECORDS
CONVERTED TO DATE 39,346 67,697 138,248 202,620
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I. SUMMARY

Acquisitions Section

The Acquisitions Section spent this year working on Year Three of
the Serials Review Project and coordinated the completion of Year
112. of the Project. This project, initiated due to a myriad of
factors contributing to the escalation of serial prices, is a
systematic Three-Year review of currently received serial titles
in the collection. It has provided the opportunity for Library
staff and faculty to conduct a thorough analysis of all subject
areas. The process allowed us to select titles for cancellation
and rank remaining titles as essential, important, or useful, for
future reference on INNOVACQ. Cancellations during the first two
years of the project realized a savings of over $200,000.
Because the third year of the project is still underway, with
lists out to the faculty at this point, cancellation figures for
cost savings this year are not yet finalized.

These cancellations, along with financial additions and
supplements to the materials budget this year, provided an
opportunity to add new serial titles to the collection. The
Section placed orders for approximately 500 new serial titles
costing approximately $50,000. This was the first time since
1985 that new serial titles were ordered for the collection.

The Section saw a large increase in the number of replacement
requests. Vendors were notified of new purchase order numbers
system-supplied by INNOVACQ. A continuing effort was made to
consolidate direct orders to appropriate vendors. The Section
saw an increase in the number of gift and unsolicited issues
processed.

Bibliographic Edit Section

The Bibliographic Edit Section kept current with all priority
areas of processing, managed to keep backlogs in an organized
manner, and made considerable strides in updating GEAC records
and the shelf list with current bindery information.

A major accomplishment was the completion of the OCLC profile
changes. The changes were complex and required many hours of
concentrated work. The new profile will lead to better
compatibility with INNOPAC, less complicated procedures for the
catalogers in producing cards, and smoother processing for the
Catalog Department and all card receiving locations.

The Section was the first in the Library, and one of the first in
the University, to take advantage of the On-The-Job-Training
Program. This is a community outreach program coordinated
through the Personnel Department. The Section has served as a
model for other areas who want to participate in the program.
Through this program we have assisted the Library in meeting its
Affirmative Action goals.



Cataloging Section

Preparation for the installation of INNOPAC, the system selected
for use as an online catalog for the Science/Engineering Library,
dominated the life of the Cataloging Section. Catalogers
completed the Center for Creative Photography retrospective
conversion project so that all titles held in the Center would be
in machine readable form and ready to be downloaded into INNOPAC,
if necessary. The project was timed and successfully coordinated
with staff in the Center as they prepared to box and move all
items in their collection.

The installation of an INNOPAC terminal in the Cataloging Section
marked the beginning of a new era for catalogers in this Library.
The Section completed identifying OCLC numbers for INNOVACQ
records in preparation for linking cataloged bibliographic
records to the current INNOVACQ check-in records. Section
members learned to use INNOPAC and new procedures relating to the
OCLC/PAC link.

The Section lost a key figure, Carrie Russell, an original
cataloger, to another Department, and supervision of the copy
catalogers shifted to the Section Head. The Section continued
the tedious project of recataloging documents being transferred
from the Special Collections Department to the Government
Documents Department.

Receiving Section

The Receiving Section maintained an estimated one-day turnaround
time for almost all materials processed during the entire year.
This is an ongoing, overriding, primary goal that was
accomplished along with the introduction of new activities and
procedures into the Section.

New microfilm and irregular claim procedures were implemented.
Problems associated with second year cancellations were handled.
The project to complete the final sweep of the manual check-in
records for conversion to INNOVACQ check-in records continued,
with approximately one-half of the records completed. The
Section assisted in the project to provide an OCLC number link
for PAC/VACQ records, by inputting into VACQ, OCLC numbers
identified by the Cataloging Section. The Section began
developing new procedures in preparation for the installation of
INNOPAC. New or updated procedures were recorded on WordPerfect.

Section members assisted the Acquisitions Department in adding
"cataloged dates" (C-dates) to a backlog of monographic records,
in preparation for a record purge on INNOVACQ prior to
installation of INNOPAC. They also assisted the Acquisitions
Department in keying-in individual "classed independently" (C.I.)
records.



Serials List Section

The Serials List Section continued to process updates,
cancellations, new titles, and recataloged and reclassified
titles in the U of A Serials List and on SOLAR. Approximately
15,000 updates in the List and 3,500 updates in SOLAR were
completed. Cancellations for Year Two of the Serials Review
Project were updated in the List and on SOLAR.

The List remains the most complete union list we have, and as
such, was used extensively throughout the year for various
projects and for statistical information. Extractions for serial
statistics were run. Specialized lists for the Oriental Studies
Collection, Central Reference, Library Science, and Special
Collections were produced. Bindery lists for CPNM in the Main
Library and for CPMR in the Science/Engineering Library were
furnished. A list of Center for Creative Photography titles was
produced for the retrospective conversion project in the
Cataloging Section. Lists were produced for use by the Receiving
Section in conjuction with updating INNOVACQ, to help determine
titles with microfilm, and titles with limited retention.

II. NAOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the Serials Department is the staff. The
successful achievements of the Serials Department are the result
of the combined efforts of each individual in the department.

A departmental task force, chaired by Section Head Liz Bezanson,
and consisting of the other section heads, Sharon Herrick, Ann
Johnson, Travis Leach, and Sharon Scott, developed new statistic
forms for use by all sections in gathering and reporting
statistics for end-of-the-year totals, and for use by the Library
office and the Association of Research Libraries.

The Department Head chaired an Exhibit Committee, composed of
DeAnna Evans, David Franklin, Travis Leach, Michelle Nichol, Dawn
Porfirio, and Carrie Russell, and developed one of the most
successful Library exhibits to date, entitled, "The Serials
Crisis: Background and Responses."

Department staff remained active in projects and committees
within the Library and the University, and in state and national
organizations. Travis Leach, Carrie Russell, Sharon Scott, and
Karen Taliman all published articles or had articles accepted for
publication during the year.

Sharon Herrick was nominated for the University Award for
Excellence. Gerry Pionessa, who was reclassed this year from an
LA I to an LA II, was awarded a full-tuition and transportation
grant to attend the North American Serials Interest Group (NASIG)

- conference at Scripps College in Claremont, California in June.
Karen Tailman was selected by the University Administration to



receive one of the Summer Institute for Women in Higher Education
Administration $4,200 fellowship awards, to be held at Bryn Mawr
College in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, during the month of July.
Department members reviewed departmental goals from previous
years and added 22 new goals in preparation for 1988/89, the
majority of which were accomplished.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitation in the Serials Department is the lack of an
adequate number of staff to continue the various ongoing
processes that require daily attention, as well as implementing
new systems, new procedures, and handling increases in workflow
and changes in workflow patterns. Because of the limited number
of staff to handle each separate function or individual task, and
because no staff positions have been added for over 10 years,
whenever there is staff turnover, there is virtually no option
available for a downshift in the level of activity or the
transfer of responsibilities to other available staff to cover
all tasks until vacancies are filled.

Historically, this has resulted in dropping the lowest
departmental priorities from even remote consideration. These
unfinished, or unfaced tasks will soon reappear to haunt us as we
attempt to automate all our serial records. Currently, tasks
that were not performed in the past, due to lack of staff and
lack of staff time, now can no longer be avoided as we begin to
implement the online catalog. Implementation, automation, and
the linkage of order, receipt and cataloged serial records
require a great deal more staff effort than expected. The system
requires that we perform certain steps to maintain the usefulness
of the system. These are not always labor-saving steps for
technical services staff, but necessary steps for the long-term
benefits and use of the system.

FUTURE PLANS

The continuing implementation of INNOPAC and the VACQ/PAC link,
as well as the possible expansion of the online catalog will
require additional staff in the Serials Department in order to
convert all of our serial records into machine readable form.
Use of the bindery function will require that departmental staff
update parameters in the system for each record on INNOVACO for a
title currently sent to be bound. The question of what kind of
holdings information, format, and detail level will be provided
in the new online catalog must be decided. Further physical
reorganization will be necessary within the Department in order
to accommodate new hardware and ergonomic work stations.
Staffing reorganization around the new technology may be required
in order to support newly reautomated functions. The
Preservation Planning Program project will involve staff in the
Department.



Serials Decartient Statistics
Fiscal Year 1988-89

SUMMARY SHEET

SERIALS CATALO6IN5

Ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-Date

Total Titles Cataloaed 528 638 516 784 2.466

New Titles 159 187 242 246 834

Title Chanaes 244 263 137 332 976

R&R 125 188 137 206 656

RECEIVINS/BIBLIO6RAPHIC EDIT

Total Pieces Checked In 44.598 30.954 49,196 49,464 174,212

Other Pieces Processed 4,702 4,397 5.480 5,612 20,191

Hardcopy vols, added 5.438 6,739 3,459 5,135 20,771

Microforas Added 23,629 14,081 30,120 29,785 97,615

Analytics Processed (Vols.) 290 366 347 273 1.276

Claims (Titles) 639 1,439 1,247 1,367 4,692

Withdrawals

Titles 11 2 0 0 13

Volumes 177 120 187 246 730

SERIALS ACQUISITIONS

Total Orders Placed 707 272 583 286 1.848

Subscriptions/standjn ord 267 0 296 0 563

Backfiles 150 0 35 0 185
Replacements 290 272 252 286 1.100

Titles cancelled o 0 960 0 960
Sifts Processed (Issues) 6,521 25,870 8,674 30,896 71,961

First Class Mail Processed 23.000 27.500 25,600 24,500 100,600
(Pieces)

UNION LIST OF SERIALS

Number of Records
52,917

Analysed Serials 1.916
Continuations (C.I.) 3,020

Newspapers
501

Periodicals 22,547
Serials 24.933

Currently Received Titles 20.599

Current Subscriptions 21.621

(Includes multiple copies)



Serials Deoartaent Statistics

Fiscal Year 1988-89

Receivino/Bibliographic Edit

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total Pieces Checked In 44.598 30,954 49,196 49,464 174,212

Bound/Unbound Issues 22,284 22,039 23,937 23,418 91,678

Newspaper Microfilm 208 231 189 246 874
Microfiche 21,665 8,381 24,816 25,787 80,649

Other Pieces Processed 4.702 4,397 5,480 5,612 20,191
(Dups/Di scardsfSeps/Snaas/Send-to)

Claims (ist + 2nd-3rd follow-up) 639 1,439 1,247 1,367 4,692

New Titles (vols, processed)

Hardcopy 139 358 706 370 1.573

Microfilm 178 0 0 3 181

Microfiche 271 633 0 0 904

Other Formats 0 1 0 0 1

Added Volumes

Hardcopy 5,299 6.381 2,753 4,765 19,198

Microfilm 72 211 158 212 653

Microfiche 1,235 4,624 4,957 4,182 14,998

Other Formats O O O O O

Analyzed Serials Added 290 366 347 273 1.276

Withdrawals

Volumes

Hardcopy 93 120 187 246 646

Microfilm 84 0 0 0 84

Microfiche

liti es

O O O O O

Hardcopy 11 2 0 0 13

Microfilm O O O O 0

Microfiche O O O O O
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